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Abstract
Electonics is around us in a way that nobody could have predicted barely 60 years ago.
However, the Si-based electronics has some problems. First of all, the production of Si
wafers and lithographic techniques to build integrated circuits on them is a contaminant
industry. Moreover, Si chips are not very cheap. These are the reasons why in the last
decade, a lot of effort has been taken both theoretically and industrially to use organic
materials in electronics (cheaper and more enviromentally friendly). Although organic
materials are treated as insulators, the truth is that some organic compounds or salts are
semiconductors or even conductors (although its conductivity is 2-3 orders of magnitude
lower than metals). However, a complete understanding of these materials in the field of
electronics is still lacking: band theory, useful in inorganic semiconductor theory has to
be revisited to understand these devices.
In the first part of this thesis we have focused in metal/organic interfaces. Although
a lot of work has been done in this area, a complete understanding of these interfaces
it is still lacking. Traditional methods based on density functional theory are not ade-
quate for these systems, because the self-interaction correction and the van der Waals
forces play a very important role, and they are not correctly described in DFT. More-
over, it is convenient to modelize the obtained results in order to gain physical insight
in these metal/organic interactions and its effects in electrostatic and transport proper-
ties. Our DFT results have been interpreted using the IDIS (Induced Density of Inter-
face States) model, that has been useful in order to understand the dipole formation on
metal/organic interfaces. The fully ab-initio calculations on metal/organic interfaces per-
formed in this thesis show the ability of the IDIS model for the study of these systems
for all coverages (from monolayers to single molecules over metal surfaces). In chapters
3, 4 and 5 we show our main results.
Moreover, the IDIS model is able to predict the charging energy U of the organic
molecules, allowing us to obtain a realistic gap. The transport energy gap is not properly
taken into account in standard density functional theory based calculations, and a more
accurate calculation (such as GW) is forbidden because of the size of these systems. In
this thesis we have found a way to correctly estimate the organic gap using only the
IDIS parameters for these interfaces. In order to introduce this accurate organic gap in
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our calculations we have followed two different approaches: hybrid functionals (where
the ammount of exact exchange and LDA exchange is chosen to recover the calculated
gap), and the introduction of a scissor operator to just shift the molecular levels to obtain
the proper gap. Both approaches have been introduce in the ab-initio code fireball and
applied to the systems studied in the thesis.
Van der Waals forces are also important, since usually organic molecules are ph-
ysisorbed in metals. Standard DFT functionals (like LDA or GGA) does not properly
account for dispersive forces that govern the adsorption at those distances. In this the-
sis, an extension of the LCAO-S2+vdW formalism has been used in order to accurately
determine the adsorption distances of the layer of molecules over a metal surface.
In chapter 5 we have applied all these ideas to calculate interesting interfaces for a
potential use in organic electronics such as C60/Au(111), benzene/Au(111), TTF/Au(111),
TCNQ/Au(111) pentacene/Au(111). We have employed Scanning Tunneling Microscope
(STM) calculations beyond the Tersoff-Hamman approximation in order to obtain or
confirm reliable geometries on the TTF/Au and TCNQ/Au interfaces. We show that our
DFT calculations can be interpreted in terms of the IDIS model, and we can obtain a
reliable value of the charging energy in order to obtain realistic gap sizes.
Other problem with Si-based electronics is that the decrease of the size of these devices
is about to reach fundamental limits, in 10-15 years the electronic transistors will reach
nanometer scale. At this size, macroscopic laws like Ohm’s law and band structure
theory, that are the theoretical basis of standard semiconductor transistors are no longer
good aproximations, and physics will be substantially changed. Pure quantum effects
will appear or even govern electronics at that scale.
So we need to understand the phyisics at the nanoscale, and design electronic devices
that can work at that scale. A lot of research is made in this field, and some devices like
transistors and switches made by individual molecules have been obtained, giving birth
to molecular electronics. Since our IDIS model is valid at the molecular limit, we can
understand the dipole formation and predict the transport gap in terms of this model.
In chapter 4 we show a couple of examples of application to molecular electronic devices:
first, a C60 molecule between two Au electrodes (where a complete study of gap and IDIS
parameters VS C60/Au distance is presented); after that a C60 encapsulated between a
Au tip and a surface, a typical configuration in STM experiments.
Finally in chapter 6 we focus on metallic nanowires, that are a good candidate for
connecting nanocircuits; in particular we study the effect of annealing in Al nanowires, in
order to have a better estimation of the phase space of these systems and the relationship
between geometry and conductance.
To sum up, in chapter 7 general conclusions of this thesis and future work is presented.
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Resumen
La electrónica nos rodea de un modo que nadie podía predecir hace apenas 60 años. Sin
embargo la electrónica basada en el silicio tiene varias desventajas. Para empezar, la pro-
ducción de obleas de silicio y las técnicas litográficas para construir circuitos integrados
en ellas son industrias contaminantes. Además, los chips de silicio no son baratos. Ésas
son las razones por las que en la última década, se ha trabajado mucho teóricamente y
desde la industria para usar materiales orgánicos en electrónica (más baratos y menos
agresivos con el medio ambiente). Aunque los materiales orgánicos se tratan como ais-
lantes, la verdad es que algunos compuestos o sales orgánicas son semiconductores o
incluso conductores (aunque su conductividad es de 2-3 órdenes de magnitud menores
que los metales). Sin embargo, todavía no tenemos un conocimiento completo de es-
tos materiales en el campo de la electrónica: la teoría de bandas, útil en la teoría de
semiconductores inorgánicos tiene que ser revisada para entender estos dispositivos.
En la primera parte de esta tesis nos hemos centrado en las interfases metal/orgánicas.
Aunque se ha hecho mucho trabajo en éste área, todavía estas interfases todavía no se
entienden completamente. Los métodos tradicionales, basados en la teoría del funcional
de la densidad (DFT) no son adecuados para estos sistemas, porque la corrección de
autointeracción y las fuerzas de van der Waals juegan un papel muy importante, y no
son descritas correctamente en DFT. Además, es conveniente modelizar los resultados
obtenidos para tener un sentido físico de lo que pasa en estas interfases metal/orgánicas
y sus efectos en las propiedades electrostáticas y de transporte. Nuestros resultados
DFT se han interpretado utilizando el modelo de densidad de estados inducida en la
interfase (IDIS), que ha ayudado a entender la formación de dipolos en las interfases
metal/orgánicas. Los cálculos ab-initio de las interfases metal/orgánicas estudiadas en
esta tesis muestran la capacidad del modelo IDIS para estudiar estos sistemas para
cualquier tipo de recubrimiento (desde monocapas hasta moléculas aisladas sobre su-
perficies metálicas). En los capítulos 3, 4 y 5 mostramos nuestros resultados principales.
Además, el modelo IDIS es capaz de predecir la energía de carga U de las moléculas
orgánicas, permitiendonos obtener un gap realista. El gap de energía de transporte no
esta correctamente tenido en cuenta en los métodos DFT estándar, y un cálculo más
exacto (como GW) es prohibitivo dado el tamaño de éstos sistemas. En esta tesis hemos
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encontrado una manera de estimar correctamente el gap orgáinco usando solamente
los parámetros IDIS para estas interfases. Para introducir este gap adecuadamente en
nuestros cálculos hemos seguido dos métodos diferentes: funcionales híbridos (donde la
cantidad de canje exacto y de canje LDA se escoge para recuperar el gap calculado), y la
intoducción de un operador “tijeras” que sencillamente mueve los niveles moleculares
para obtener el gap adecuado. Ambos métodos han sido introducidos en el código ab-
initio fireball y han sido usados en los sistemas estudiados en esta tesis.
Las fuerzas van der Waals son también importantes, ya que normalmente las molécu-
las orgáincas son fisisorbidas en metales. Los funcionales DFT estándar (como la LDA y
la GGA) no tienen en cuenta de un modo correcto las fuerzas disipativas que gobiernan
la adsorción a esas distancias. En esta tesis, hemos usado una extensión del formal-
ismo LCAO-S2+vdW para determinar adecuadamente las distancias de adsorción de las
capas de moléculas orgánicas sobre la superficie metálica.
En el capítulo 5 hemos aplicado todas estas ideas para calcular interfases interesantes
para su potencial uso en electrónica orgánica como el C60/Au(111), benzene/Au(111),
TTF/Au(111), TCNQ/Au(111), pentaceno/Au(111). Hemos usado cálculos teóricos de
microscopio de efecto túnel más allá de la aproximación Tersoff-Hamman para obtener
o confirmar geometrías confiables en las interfases TTF/Au y TCNQ/Au. Hemos de-
mostrado que nuestros cálculos pueden ser interpretados en términos del modelo IDIS,
y que podemos obtener un valor adecuado para la energía de carga para obtener tamaños
de gaps realistas.
Otro problema con la electrónica basada en silicio es que la disminución del tamaño
de los dispositivos electrónicos está a punto de alcanzar límites fundamentales. En 10-15
años, los transistores electrónicos alcanzarán la escala del nanómetro. Con estos tamaños,
las leyes macroscópicas en las que están basados los transistores semiconductores están-
dar, como la ley de Ohm y la teoría de estructura de bandas no son buenas aproxima-
ciones, y la física cambia sustancialmente. Efectos puramente cuánticos aparecerán o
incluso gobernarán la electrónica a esa escala.
Así que tenemos que entender la física a escala nanométrica, y diseñar dispositivos
electrónicos que puedan funconar a esa escala. Se ha hecho mucha investigación en este
campo, y se han obtenido algunos dispositivos como transistores y “switches” formados
por moléculas individuales, creando el campo de la electrónica molecular. Como nuestro
modelo IDIS es válido en el límite molecular, podemos entender la formación de dipolos
y predecir el gap de transporte en términos de este modelo. En el capítulo 4 presentamos
un par de ejemplos de su aplicación a dispositivos de electrónica molecular: primero, una
molécula de C60 entre dos electrodos de oro (donde presentamos un estudio completo
del gap y los parámetros IDIS en función de la distancia C60/Au); tras esto, una molécula
xii
de C60 encapsulada entre una punta de oro y una superficie, una configuración típica en
experimentos STM.
Finalmente, en el capítulo 6 nos enfocamos en los nanohilos metálicos, que son buenos
candidatos para conectar nanocircuitos; en particular estudiamos el efecto del annealing
en nanohilos de oro, para tener una mejor estimación del espacio de fases de estos
sistemas, y de la relación entre geometría y conductancia.
Para concluir, en el capitulo 7 presentamos las conclusiones generales de esta tesis y
el trabajo futuro.
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Examinen fragmentos de pseudociencia y encontrarán un
manto de protección, un pulgar que chupar, unas faldas a las que
agarrarse. ¿Y qué ofrecemos nosotros a cambio? ¡Incertidumbre!
¡Inseguridad!
(Isaac Asimov)
La naturaleza es una juez despiadada y cruel del trabajo del
teórico. Al juzgar una teoría nunca dice “Si”, en el mejor de los
casos “Tal vez”, pero normalmente dice “No”. Al final todas las
teorías terminan viendo un “No”.
(Albert Einstein)
Toda nuestra ciencia comparada con la realidad, es primitiva e
infantil. . . y sin embargo es lo más preciado que tenemos.
(Albert Einstein)
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1. General introduction
1.1. Limitations of conventional electronics
In the second half of the 20th century electronics has suffer an outstanding development.
Since the invention of the transistor, in 1947, the speed and power of electronic devices
has increased exponentially, while its size has decreased in the same proportion. The
initially slightly idealistic Moore’s law, which states that the number of transistors that
can be placed inexpensively on an integrated circuit is doubled approximately every two
years remains true 45 years later.
However, limits of conventional silicon based electronics are close to be reached. In
around 10 years transistors will reach the nanometer scale. At this size, standard semi-
conductor transistors theory, based on macroscopic laws like Ohm’s law and band struc-
ture theory are no longer good approximations, and physics will be substantially changed.
Pure quantum effects will appear or even govern electronics at that scale. A lot of effort
is being made in understanding physics at the nanoscale [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] in order to
be able to domain and build mechanic, optical and electronic devices of that size.
Electronic devices at the nanoscale (moreover, at the molecular scale), such as diodes
[9], electronic mixers [10], and switches [11] are being extensively investigated. This new
field of electronics at this scale is called molecular electronics, and a lot of experimental
and theoretical groups are trying hard to understand the physics and obtain devices
with tailored properties that can be manufactured at the industrial scale [12, 13, 14].
But there is no use in isolated molecular devices. We need nanowires, in order to
connect the different devices. A lot of research has been focused in carbon nanotubes
since they are good candidates for this kind of applications [5, 15, 16, 17]. However, other
kind of nanowires formed of metal atoms have been studied [2, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Moreover,
another application has been found for this kind of nanowires due to its strong catalytic
behavior [22, 23, 24], even for chemically inert metals such as gold [25, 26].
On the other hand, in the field of “macroscopic” electronics, new materials with semi-
conducting properties have been introduced as a part of electronic devices. Both fun-
damental research and industry have aimed to organic semiconductors. They have the
advantage of the high tunability of their properties (as well as they are much cheaper
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Figure 1.1.: Plot of CPU transistor counts against dates of introduction. Note the logarithmic
scale; the fitted line corresponds to exponential growth, with transistor count dou-
bling every two years. Taken from [27].
and environment friendly than their organic counterparts). However, their electron mo-
bility is lower than their inorganic counterparts. Besides, this kind of materials are very
different than standard inorganic semiconductors, so a lot of effort needs to be made to
understand their properties [28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Moreover, metal-organic interfaces, that
appear in all devices when connecting them to metallic wires, have become much more
difficult to understand than it seemed. Due to the weak interaction between molecules,
it was thought that these kind of interfaces were intrinsically inert. However, dipole for-
mation in this barriers and gap reduction have made these interfaces very complicated
(and very rich, from a research point of view). Most of this thesis is aimed to understand
these interfaces.
2
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1.2. Nanotechnology
As stated before, the field of nanotechnology can lead to a new scale of miniaturization
of electronic circuits. However, there is no possibility that this will happen in the near
future. There are still some problems that we have to deal with: long-term stability at
room temperature, with air exposure; and scalable fabrication, in order to be able to
fabricate massively circuits of millions of components.
However, this doesn’t mean that there is no use in studying systems at the nanoscale.
As stated before, the well known macroscopic physics fails to predict their behavior at
that scale, since quantum phenomena govern these systems. In order to use circuits at
the nanoscale, first we need to have an accurate vision of their mechanical, chemical and
electrical properties of these kind of objects. In the last two decades, with the invention
of the scanning tunnel microscope (see section 1.4.2) a great development of this field
has occurred both in theoretical and experimental research [1, 2, 18, 33].
One of the surprises of physics at the nanoscale is that it is no longer universal. Distinct
metals behave very differently one from each other when they are stretched in order
to obtain nanowires. For example, their conductance can change by more than 300
%, and they can form long chains before they break [22] or just dimers [19]. At this
scale, chemistry matters. Moreover elements chemistry can be very different from the
macroscopic chemistry. For instance, Au is a noble metal that barely reacts with other
elements and compounds; however, gold at the nanoscale has an enhanced chemical
reactivity [22, 25, 26].
However, there is still some universal behavior. Conductance of clean nanowires is
usually a multiple of the quantum of conductance (G0 = 2e2/h), and there is a direct
link between mechanical and electrical properties [19, 34].
The explanation for this fact is that, while in macroscopic physics, the nature of the
conductance is essentially inelastic? dissipative? at this scale conductance is essentially
ballistic. The seminal paper of Landauer [35] made people consider transport through
nanoobjects as a transmission-reflection channel problem. Channels are just eigenvectors
of the transmission matrix in a certain basis, and their physical meaning is that for this
channel, the electrons move through the path given by the relative weight of the basis
wavefunctions with a transmission t [36]. A complete transmission (t = 1) channel
contributes with a quantum of conductance G0 to the global conductance of the system.
So in this particular case, the electron-electron and electron-phonon inelastic processes
are not the source of finite conductance, but the limited number of transmissive channels
(with t 6= 0).
This introduction is just a first glance to this enormous science, and aimed to the
3
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Figure 1.2.: (Color) Schematic view of a nanowire, illustrating the channel ballistic transport
trough nanoobjects. a) A nanowire with a non-perturbed geometry, with two chan-
nels contributing to the wire conductance. b) After a geometric relaxation (for exam-
ple, during an stretching process), the channel structure has changed and only one
contributes to the conductance. Note that this is just an oversimplified picture, so the
fact that we have one or two atoms in a realistic chain does not means that we have
one or two channels.
topics studied in this thesis. There are quite a lot of other fields within nanoscience like
photonics and metamaterials, graphene and carbon nanotubes, coulomb blockade, shot
noise and one electron transistors, self-assembling molecules, cluster physics... Just a
brief abstract of all the physics at the nanoscale will need more than a chapter and will
not be given.
1.3. Organic electronics
Another discipline that is called to make a leap on its field is organic electronics, i. e. the
use of organic semiconductors in devices. Use of organic materials has a big advantage
with respect to conventional inorganic semiconducting materials. First of all, they are
more environmental friendly, both in the fabrication and elimination processes. Also, the
fabrication process is cheaper, so they are perfect candidates for relatively cheap devices
like mobile phones, displays and digital photo cameras.
Moreover, the huge variety of organic molecules, and the possibility to add different
functional groups, allow us to completely taylorize our semiconductors, allowing us
to construct, for instance, organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) of almost every wave-
length, or use them as sensors (chemical, pressure, photons). This technology, although
not completely revolutionary (it is based in macroscopic physics), is more mature indus-
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Figure 1.3.: (Color) A wide range of electronic devices that uses organic semiconductors are
already being commercialized by technological corporations. In this image, LG®
15EL9500 television with OLED technology. Taken from [37].
trially and the first organic electronic devices have already appeared in the market.
However, the industrial production of these devices does not imply that the physics
of organic semiconductors is well understood. In fact, although a big theoretical and
experimental effort has been made in the last decade to understand physics of organic
semiconductors and metal/organic interfaces [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 38], some questions are
still open.
The problem with organic semiconductors is that they are very different from their
inorganic counterparts. They are molecular solids, with molecules bonded by weak Van
der Waals forces; while conventional semiconductors are covalent solids, with atoms
strongly tied by covalent (sometimes partially ionic) bonds. That makes that band theory
used in inorganic semiconductors fail (see section 3.1). Another problem is the energy
level alignment that is not as easy as was originally expected for molecular solids. A
more complete description of theoretical problems of organic semiconductors will be
given in sections 3.1 and 3.3.
Finally, we point out that organic semiconductors are not only interesting in devices,
but also as electricity generators. As conventional semiconductors are also used as solar
cells, organic semiconductor solar cells are now being extensively researched. The prob-
lem nowadays is that their performance is very low (they have a record on laboratory
of around 8 %, compared with the laboratory record of around 45 % on standard GaAs
inorganic semiconductor).
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1.4. Experimental setup
In this section we are going to give a brief summary of the main experimental techniques
used to investigate metal/organic (MO) interfaces, as well as techniques to get atomic-
size contacts or circuits.
1.4.1. Photo-electron spectroscopy
This is the main experimental technique to obtain information of energy alignment at
MO interfaces. The underlying physical idea is very simple. A sample is irradiated with
a source of monochromatic photons, and the energy of these photons is employed in
extract electrons from the sample. These electrons arrive at a kinetic energy detector.
Energy measurements allow us to extract a lot of information. Moreover, the radiation
penetration is around 5-30 Å, that makes this technique very surface sensitive.
The energy balance can be calculated as:
E0 + hν = E∗+ + Ek (1.1)
where E0 is the initial energy of the molecule that absorbs the photon and hν the energy
of that photon. Ek is the energy of the collected electron and E
(∗)
+ the energy of the
positive molecular ion (generally in an excited state). One can measure the binding
energy Evb of that electron as:
Evb = E
∗
+ − E0 = hν− Ek (1.2)
As figure 1.4 suggest, we can suppose that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the peaks in a photoelectron spectrum and the quasiparticle molecular levels in
the neutral molecule. However there are some effects that break this easy picture. First
of all, we need to take into account secondary electrons. That means, the photoemit-
ted electron can excite other electron and extract it from the sample, both electrons are
secondary electrons, and in this case, the picture is not that simple as the one shown
in 1.4. Moreover, when an electron is emitted, there is an electronic intramolecular and
intermolecular relaxation, that increases the electron energy. This energy is in the order
of 1-3 eV for valence electrons, but can be much larger in core levels [39, 40].
Depending on we are looking at the core or valence levels of molecules, we need to use
X-ray or ultraviolet (UV) photons. The properties that can be obtained differ significantly
between both so a brief summary of both techniques will be given.
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Figure 1.4.: (Color) Scheme of a typical photoemission spectrum, illustrating the procedure to
calculate surface work function.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
In X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) it is possible to perform qualitative and semi-
quantitative analysis of chemical composition in near-surface region. Although core
levels are not involved in chemical bonds, changes in the valence electron density will be
reflected as small but significant shifts in the core level binding energies (chemical shifts).
XPS also can be used to study valence levels, but the cross section is lower than for UV
photons. The photoemission spectroscopy is performed with reference to the Fermi level
of the photoelectron spectrometer. So, when the Fermi level is shifted, it is necessary
to take into account this change. This can be done, for example, combining XPS with
ultraviolet spectroscopy (UPS) spectra as described in next paragraph.
Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
As stated before, this is the standard technique for study valence band. UV photons have
more cross section than X-ray ones, as stated above, and the photon energy resolution
is much higher. However, the natural linewidths in samples at room temperature can
reach 1 eV, so a large fraction of the photon energy resolution is not fully realized [41].
Although photoelectron measurements are performed relative to the Fermi level, in
some cases, it is desirable to to derive binding energies from the vacuum level (for exam-
7
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Figure 1.5.: (Color) Scheme of a typical UPS spectrum, illustrating the procedure to calculate
surface work function.
ple to interpret XPS chemical shifts or to measure change in vacuum level of the sample
due to the appearance of dipoles). This energy is easy to find out just looking at the
cutoff of secondary electrons. The difference between the position of the Fermi energy
and the vacuum level determines the work function of our system, as can be seen in
figure 1.5.
Angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
This technique does not only take into account the energy of the extracted electrons but
also the direction in that these electrons are emitted (it give us both the bond energy εn
of the electrons and their momentum k). This way we can obtain the complete band
structure εn(k) of the system. Like other photoelectron spectroscopies techniques, some
caution has to be taken when interpreting these results (secondary electrons, intraatomic
relaxations, etc.)
Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy
Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy (IPES) closely related to the direct one. The sample is
irradiated with low energy electrons (5-20 eV) and the emitted photons are collected. The
incident electrons decay into the empty molecular states, emitting a photon. The energy
of that state is the difference between the energy of the incident electron and the detected
photon. By this way the conduction band can be studied. However, the resolution of this
technique is lower than standard UPS. Anyway, combined UPS/IPES spectra can give us
a reliable study of valence and conduction bands, crucial in MO interfaces.
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Figure 1.6.: (Color) Schematic view of an STM. The tunnel current between the tip and the sample
is amplified, and used as a feedback for the tip-sample distance (in the constant
current regime), in order to scan a finite region of the sample the tip is placed over a
piezoelectric material, to move the tip via electronic control. Finally all data is sent to
a computer, that creates the STM image and allows data processing.
1.4.2. Scanning tunneling microscope
As photoemission spectroscopy, the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) relies on a
simple physical idea. When two conductors are separated by a vacuum gap, no current
flow between them. But when the distance between them reduces to a few angstroms,
some electrons can flow by tunnel effect. If one of the conductors has a tip shape, this
technique is extremely sensitive to the distance between the tip and the sample, and
resolutions lower than 1 Å (that is, atomic resolution) can be achieved. A simple scheme
of the experimental setup is shown in figure 1.6, and an atomic resolution image is
shown in figure 1.7.
This technique is suitable to study topography at the atomic scale. However, interpre-
tation of STM images is not trivial, because the current between tip and sample not only
depends on distance but also on local density of states of tip and sample (sometimes a
sudden change in current contrast is related with an abrupt change of the local density
of states, while the topography remains constant). Moreover, not only topography can
be measured. Different STM related techniques will be briefly explained.
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Figure 1.7.: (Color) STM image with atomic resolution of an SiC(0001)-3× 3-6H surface. Image
has been taking at a constant current of 2 nA (height is the source of contrast), the
bias applied is −3 V. The size shown in the figure is 10× 10 nm. Courtesy of Pablo
Merino.
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) relies on the use of an STM to probe the local
density of electronic states and band gap of surfaces and molecules deposited on surfaces
at the atomic scale. As stated before, STM current also depends on local density of states,
so we can use it to measure this density. In a first approach the local density of states
at point r is LDOS(r) = dIdV (r). So if we measure the current at certain point at several
voltages, we can have a reasonable estimation of the density of states at that point.
Atomic Force Microscope and Kelvin Probe Microscope
Atomic force microscope (AFM) is another high-resolution scanning probe microscope.
It consist on a cantilever (usually made of silicon) that is placed close enough to the
surface sample that its dynamic has an measurable change due to the atomic forces
between the surface and the cantilever.
There are two main modes: contact, and non-contact. In the contact mode forces are
measured statically by cantilever deflection measurement. There is usually a electronic
feedback loop in order to have the height constant. In the non-contact mode, the can-
tilever is maintained oscillating at a given frequency ω by an electro-mechanical circuit.
When is placed near the surface, the forces change the frequency or the phase shift be-
tween the input and the output signal.
The kelvin probe microscope is a variant of the AFM, capable to measure the work
10
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Figure 1.8.: dI(V)/dV STS spectra of filled and empty states recorded for a monolayer (bottom)
and a 2–3 molecular layer (top) film of PTCDA deposited on Au. The corresponding
STM images of the films are shown. The curves were recorded at the same tunneling
setpoints as the corresponding area scans. Reprinted with permission from Elsevir
[42].
function of the surface locally. It is based on the macroscopic Kelvin Probe technique
(see [43] and references therein). The AFM cantilever is a reference electrode that forms
a capacitor with the surface. An AC+DC voltage is applied to the cantilever. Then an
electrostatic force appear between the cantilever and the surface.
For a certain DC voltage, the vibration is minimal. A map of this minimal vibration
voltage is used for imaging the work function of the surface. This technique is very
important in order to study locally the work function change on metal-organic interfaces
[30, 44].
1.4.3. Mechanically Controlled Break Junction
This technique allows to obtain very narrow metallic wires so it is suitable for fabri-
cation of metallic nanowires or molecular electronic devices [3, 45]. In this method, a
metallic suspended bridge is fabricated using electron beam lithography and shadow
mask techniques. Using a pushing rod, the insulator platform is deformed and the wire
is stretched (see figure 1.9) until it finally breaks. In the last stages of the stretching
process an atomic wire can be formed whose size varies from a dimer [19, 46] to several
atoms [22].
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Figure 1.9.: (Color) Left: Experimental setup for measuring conductance through a single
molecule between two electrodes. 1) A gold wire is placed in a solution of the desired
molecule. 2) Then, a self assembled monolayer of this molecule (SAM) is created over
the gold surface. 3) The wires are stretched until breakage. 4) Tips are put back to-
gether, and sometimes, a molecule is anchored to both electrodes. Right: Application
of mechanically controlled break junction for study of molecular conductance. The
stretched part of the wire is placed under a molecule solution. It is possible that, dur-
ing the stretching and breaking process, one molecule is placed between electrodes.
During the last stages of stretching the wire can be exposed to gas phase molecules
that are able to attach to the wire just after breaking. Or, a self assemble monolayer can
be formed in the metal surface and then the wire is stretched and broken, and after that
tips are brought together (see figure 1.9).
Molecular conductance can also be achieved using STM, placing the molecule between
the tip and the surface [47, 48]. This method can also be used to obtain clean metallic
nanowires [49, 50].
1.5. This thesis
The goal of our thesis is to improve the IDIS model developed on this group in late
70s for inorganic semiconductors [51, 52] and extended in the last decade for organic
semiconductors [38].
Our calculations employ density functional theory techniques to simulate the whole
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system (the organic layer and the metal surface). In this thesis we prove that the IDIS
model is not useful only to understand the dipole formation at MO interfaces (for var-
ious coverages and different screening) but also to predict an accurate gap of the molecule.
Standard DFT techniques give underestimated gaps compared with real ones as the self-
interaction correction and the image potential are not taken into account. We will explain
how to solve this problem obtaining an accurate gap for this interfaces.
Along this thesis we have shown that the IDIS model is useful not only for MO inter-
faces but also to MO contacts at the molecular level (that can be seen as the limit of MO
interfaces with extremely low coverage). This allows us to use the IDIS model in a very
different field: the field of molecular electronics.
This thesis is organized as follows:
In chapter 2 we will introduce the main theoretical background: the general hamil-
tonian for condensed matter systems and the most common chemical and physical ap-
proximations, focusing on density functional theory (DFT). After that we will see the
deficiencies of DFT we have to deal with when working with metal/organic interfaces:
the underestimation of the transport gap and the lack of van der Waals interaction and
how we can correct these deficiencies in order to have accurately characterized these
kind of systems.
In the first part of chapter 3 an small introduction to metal/semiconductor interfaces
(both inorganic and organic) will be given. After that we present, with full detail, the
IDIS model, necessary to interpret the results obtained in our thesis. In the second part,
we will employ this model to characterize C60/Au(111) and benzene/Au(111) interfaces
using standard DFT-LDA, and we will show how the results are not good enough to
obtain realistic interface potentials and electron and hole injection barriers. A brief dis-
cussion about the main problem (the underestimation of the DFT gap) will be given at
the end of this section.
In chapter 4 we will extend the IDIS model to molecular metal/organic contacts. Some
proofs of the validity of the model at this level will be given (and the proof that these
systems can bee seen as the limit of low coverages of metal/organic interfaces will be
given in section 5.2). After that we will show that using IDIS parameters we can obtain
an accurate estimation of the charging energy of a molecule interacting with a metal
(including both self-interaction correction and image potential), and a reliable transport
energy gap. Finally, we apply all these ideas to two nanosize systems: a C60 molecule
between two gold tips and a C60 molecule between a tip and a gold surface (mimicking
the experimental geometry of STM experiments).
In chapter 5 we will apply all the techniques of chapter 4 to the study of metal/organic
interfaces. C60/Au(111) and benzene/Au(111) interfaces are revisited, with a realistic
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gap obtained using the ideas of chapter 4 and the importance of vdW interaction will be
discussed. TTF/Au, TCNQ/Au and pentacene/Au are also studied.
In chapter 6 we will focus on another important field of nanotechnology: metal
nanowires. We study the behavior of these kind of wires when they are annealed. A big
number of structures have been studied and some universal behavior has been found.
Besides, a comparison of our conductance histogram with the experimental one is done.
Finally in chapter 7 we present the main conclusions of this thesis and suggest the
future work inspired by this research work.
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2.1. Introduction
Ab initio calculation of the electronic structure of molecules and solids have became one
of the most important tools in solid state physics. These methods allow us to predict
some properties (crystal structure, density, molecular geometry, adsorption and cohe-
sive energies, among others) of the condensed matter systems without need of any em-
pirical parameters. This way we can understand and calculate some properties of the
systems that are very difficult or even impossible to measure experimentally. We can
also gain insight in the origin of some effects that cannot be explained only with experi-
mental data (such as conductance quantization in nanowires, or the origin of the dipole
at metal/organic junctions). However, the price to pay is that a lot of computational
effort is needed, compared with empirical or semi-empirical models. In order to reduce
the computational time, a lot of approximations have been done in order to get the best
accuracy/resources ratio. This chapter will guide through some of the state-of-the-art
of ab initio theory, paying special attention to the techniques necessary (some of them
developed during this work) to successfully simulate the systems that have been studied
during this thesis.
2.2. Statement of the problem
Let us consider a system of n nuclei and N electrons. In order to calculate the properties
of this system we should solve the following Schrödinger equation.
(
−∑
α
h¯2∇2α
2Mα
−∑
i
h¯2∇2i
2m
+
1
2∑
α,β
1
4piε0
ZαZβe2
|Rα −Rβ| +
1
2∑i,j
1
4piε0
e2
|ri − rj|−
−∑
α,i
1
4piε0
Zαe2
|Rα − ri|
)
ψ(Rα, sα, ri, si) = Eψ(Rα, sα, ri, si)
(2.1)
where Rα = (Rα,x, Rα,y, Rα,z) are the spatial and sα the spin coordinates of the nucleus
α and ri are the spatial and si the spin coordinates of the electron i. This is a partial
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differential equation with 3N + 3n variables, clearly impossible to solve analytically or
even numerically for the simplest system of interest. The first approximation to be done
is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Due to the big mass difference between the
heavy nuclei and the light electrons, we can decouple both equations of motion. The
electronic structure relaxation is much faster than nuclei dynamics so we can consider
that electrons “see” the ions as if they were stopped. The nuclei dynamics can be treated
classically, considering that they are affected by a potential created by the electronic
structure (V(Rα) = −∇Egs[{Rα}]). So the equation we need to solve now is:
(
−∑
i
h¯2∇2i
2m
+
1
2∑
α,β
1
4piε0
ZαZβe2
|Rα −Rβ| +
1
2∑i,j
1
4piε0
e2
|ri − rj|−
−∑
α,i
1
4piε0
Zαe2
|Rα − ri|
)
ψ(ri, si) = Eψ(ri, si)
(2.2)
that has “only” 3N variables. Although this equation seems very similar to (2.1), it is
necessary to point out that in this case {Rα} are parameters instead of variables, so for
example, the nucleus-nucleus interaction is just a number. Anyway, this equation is
still impossible to solve. The main problem is the electron-electron interaction potential
(V̂ee = 12 ∑i,j
1
4piε0
e2
|ri−rj| ) that mix the position operators of the different electrons. With-
out this potential, the equation is separable in n equations of 3 variables. Most of the
approximations made in order to solve this equation are aimed to transform this term
and get separability of the problem. These approximations can be classified in two types:
approximations based on the wave function (often used by chemists) or approximations
based on the electron density (the most used, where the DFT is the most common). We
are going to give the main ideas of the wave function methods on this section and we
will explain in detail the DFT in the next one (for extensive monographes see [53, 54, 55]).
2.2.1. Hartree approximation
Hartree approximation is the most easy one. It consists on treating the electron-electron
interaction semiclassically, considering that each electron “see” a cloud of negative charge
that is the square modulus of the electronic wavefunction.
The deduction of the equation for this approximation is very simple. First it’s neces-
sary to realize that (2.2) can be derived [56] as the equation that makes stationary the
following equation:
〈Ĥ〉ψ = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉〈ψ|ψ〉 (2.3)
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The Hartree approximation relies in considering a fully separable solution for the
Schrödinger equation ψ(r) = ∏i φi(r). Introducing this ansatz on (2.3) we get:
(
−∑
i
h¯2∇2i
2m
+Vnucl + V̂Hee + V̂ext
)
φ(r) = ε iφ(r) (2.4)
where Vnucl = 12 ∑α,β
1
4piε0
ZαZβe2
|Rα−Rβ| is the nucleus-nucleus interaction (just a number) and
V̂ext = ∑α,i
1
4piε0
Zαe2
|Rα−ri | is the interaction of the electrons with the electrostatic field created
by the nuclei, and V̂Hee is the so-called Hartree potential that has the form of an electronic
density cloud interacting with the electron:
V̂Hee =
e2
4piε0
∫
d3r∑i
|φi(r′)|2
|r− r′| (2.5)
where the sum is extended over the occupied orbitals. As we need {φi} to build V̂Hee , but
only knowing the latter, the former can be obtained, we can only solve this equation in a
selfconsistent manner: we choose some initial {φini } that seem not to be too different than
the actual ones (for example, if we are calculating the electronic structure of a molecule,
the wavefunctions of the free atoms that belong to it is a good initial set). Then we
calculate the Hartree potential and solve the Schrödinger equation, and we get {φouti }.
Then we use this output as a new input (in fact, we use a combination of the {φini } and
{φouti }, to avoid numerical instabilities), and obtain a new output. Use this output again
as a new input, and so on. When the input and the output one-electron wave functions
are very close to each other, we have found a selfconsistent solution, and we can use it to
calculate the electronic properties of the system.
This simple approximation neglects completely any many-body effect (exchange and
correlation), and does not give good numerical results even for systems where exchange
and correlation are not very important. Moreover, it is very easy to see that the electronic
wavefunction is not anti-symmetric, and we have to introduce the Pauli exclusion princi-
ple as an ad-hoc hypothesis. Despite the lack of accuracy of this approximation, it is very
pedagogical as it introduces the idea of selfconsistency, and in the more sophisticated
approximations the electron-electron interaction is of the form: V̂ee = V̂Hee + other terms.
2.2.2. Hartree-Fock approximation
The Hartree-Fock (HF) equation can be derived from equation (2.3), taking as an ansatz
the simplest anti-symmetric wave-function: the Slater determinant:
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ψ(r1, . . . , rn) =
1√
n!
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ1(r1) . . . φ1(rn)
...
. . .
...
φn(r1) . . . φn(rn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.6)
If we introduce this expression into (2.3) we get the following integro-differential equa-
tion:
−1
2
∇2φi(r) +Vext(r)φi(r) +VHee (r)φi(r)−∑
j
∫
d3r′
δsi ,sj
|r− r′|φ
∗
j (r
′)φj(r)φi(r′) = ε iφi(r)
(2.7)
This equation is considerably more complex than the Hartree one-electron Schrödinger-
like equation (and more “expensive” to solve numerically). It is important to remark
that it contains a non-local term (the last one), with the advantage of taking into ac-
count exactly the exchange, but no correlation effects at all, so the electronic repulsion
will be overestimated. In order to introduce these effects, we have two choices: intro-
duce them using a perturbative treatment (the Møller-Plesset (MPn) methods) or using a
more general ansatz (a linear combination of Slater-like wave-functions) that is the basis
of configuration interaction method.
2.2.3. Configuration interaction
This method allow us to improve the HF results in a systematic (but expensive) way.
It is based on the fact that the exact solution to the Schrödinger equation is a linear
combination of Slater determinants.
|ψ〉 =∑
i
ai|φ〉
where {|φ〉} is the infinite set of N-electron Slater determinants. Considering a subset of
{|φ〉} we obtain better results than using Hartree-Fock (the bigger the subset, the closer
to the exact energy). In order to obtain the eigen-energies and eigen-values we calculate
the matrix equation:
∑
j
Hijaj = Eai; where Hij = 〈φi|Ĥ|φj〉 (2.8)
This method is very expensive computationally, but the main problem is the scalability,
because the time spent solving the equations grows as N! with the number of electrons
N, that limits this method for very small systems. It is also not suitable for extended
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systems (like solids) since for large N, the energy of the system E ∝ N1/2, violating the
thermodynamic limit (unless we take the full –infinite– set of Slater determinants).
2.2.4. Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
It is based on time-independent perturbation theory1. We consider that we have a hamil-
tonian of the type Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ where V̂ = Ĥ − ĤHF − 〈ψ0|Ĥ − ĤHF|ψ0〉, and solutions
of Ĥ0 = ĤHF + 〈ψ0|Ĥ − ĤHF|ψ0〉 are well known (ψ0 is the ground state wave function
of Ĥ0). It can be easily shown [57, 58] that corrections to the eigenvalues and energy at
first order of perturbation theory are:
|ψ(1)i 〉 = ∑
j(j 6=i
〈ψ(0)j |V̂|ψ(0)i 〉
E(0)i − E(0)j
|ψ(0)i 〉
E(1)i = 〈ψ(0)i |V̂|ψ(0)i 〉
E(2)i = ∑
j(j 6=i)
〈ψ(0)i |V̂|ψ(0)j 〉〈ψ(0)j |V̂|ψ(0)i 〉
E(0)i − E(0)j
(2.9)
The Møller-Plesset methods [59] (MPn) calculate the energy at n-th order of perturba-
tion theory. MP0 (no perturbation) is just Hartree-Fock, MP1 correction is Hartree-Fock
also (the first order correction is zero), MP2 uses this second order equation for the
energy, MP3 uses the third order and so on.
2.2.5. Pseudopotential
In most of the chemical or solid state physical systems only the valence electrons (i. e.
the electrons in the outer shells) contribute to the bonding or band formation. The core
electrons are so deep inside the atom , and so strongly bonded by the nucleus that they
barely feel other atoms. So it is a waste of time to take into account a huge number of
electrons that aren’t important for obtaining the electronic properties of the system.
Pseudopotentials [60, 61] are used to avoid the use of core electrons in the calculation.
They have the same scattering properties than the system formed by nucleus plus core
electrons; and the wave functions of the valence electrons and the potential strength
are the same as the real system for a distance greater than some certain radius (rc). At
distances smaller than rc, the pseudopotential is weaker than the bare nucleus potential
(it doesn’t diverge at r = 0 too), and the valence wavefunctions are smoother (they don’t
need to have any nodes to be orthogonal to the core electrons).
1An excellent introduction of this theory, with some practical examples can be found in [57], chapter XI
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So, not only pseudopotential simplify a N electron system by a N − Ncore one, it also
allow us to work with weaker and well behaved potentials and smoother wave functions,
that numerical methods can handle much more efficiently. Moreover, some methods like
plain wave-density functional theory methods (PW-DFT) will need a much smaller basis
set in order to describe properly the systems under consideration.
Good pseudopotentials need to have some properties. The most important one is the
transferability. That means that they have to reproduce the scattering properties of the
nucleus plus core electrons in a lot of different chemical environments (isolated atom,
molecules, crystals, etc.). It can be achieved just imposing norm conserving (that means
that the pseudo-wavefunction integrals need to be the same as the actual ones) [62].
More sophisticated pseudopotentials are non-local (like the ones used in this thesis) and
a different potential is used for each angular momentum [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Recently
a new generation of ultra soft pseudopotentials have appeared in the literature. They
are not norm-conserving; but they compensate this including different projectors in each
angular moment [68, 69].
2.3. Density Functional Theory
The huge quantity of electronic structure calculations research of very different materials
(metal, semiconductors, organic molecules) in the second half of 20th century relies on
the great simplification of the many-body Schrödinger equation due to the DFT and the
Kohn-Sham equations [70, 71].
Despite of its known deficiencies (most of them related with the difficulty of finding a
suitable Vxc), the DFT has better computational resources/accuracy ratio than the other
wave-function based methods (Hartree-Fock, configuration interaction, MP2...), so it is
the suitable choice for the study of large systems (of more than one hundred, or even
one thousand electrons).
This theory is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [70]: The energy (and every
observable) of a system of interacting electrons in a external potential (V̂ext) is a functional
only of the electronic density of the system E = E[ρ(r)]. Moreover, the minimum of this
functional occurs when the electronic density is the electronic density of the ground state
of the system (ρ(r) = ρgs(r)). The proof is very simple.
Let Ĥ be the following hamiltonian:
Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ext + V̂ee (2.10)
where T̂ is the kinetic energy of the electrons, V̂ext the external potential, and V̂ee the
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coulomb interaction between the electrons [72]. And let V = {V̂ext} be the set of all possi-
ble external potentials with the property that the solution of the many-body Schrödinger
equation has a non degenerate ground state. If Ψ = {|ψ〉} is the set of all the possible
ground states of Ĥ, then we can define the following application:
A : V → Ψ
And if N = {ρ(r)} is the set of the electronic densities of {|ψ〉} ρ(r) =∫
d3r2 . . . d3rN |ψ(r, r2, . . . , rN)|2 then we can define another application:
B : Ψ → N
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem shows us that both applications are bijective. So let’s
show that A is suprajective: If we have V̂ext, and V̂ ′ext with V̂ext 6= V̂ ′ext + cte, and we
assume that both have the same ground state
(T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ext)|ψ〉 = E|ψ〉
(T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ ′ext)|ψ〉 = E′|ψ〉
(2.11)
subtracting both expressions:
(V̂ext − V̂ ′ext)|ψ〉 = (E− E′)|ψ〉⇒ (V̂ext − V̂ ′ext) = (E− E′)⇒ V̂ext = V̂ ′ext + cte (2.12)
that is against original assumption.
The proof of the suprayectivity of the second application is the following. Let |ψ〉 and
|ψ′〉 be two ground states of Ĥ and Ĥ′ with densities ρ(r) and ρ′(r), that we consider to
be the same. Due to both are ground states it is easy to see that:
E = 〈ψ|Ĥ|ψ〉 < 〈ψ′|Ĥ|ψ′〉 = 〈ψ′|Ĥ′ + V̂ext − V̂ ′ext|ψ′〉⇒
E < E′ +
∫
d3rρ′(r)(Vext(r)−V ′ext(r))
(2.13)
If we repeat this for E′ we find an analogous equation with primed and unprimed
variables changed. Adding both expressions and taking into account that ρ(r) = ρ′(r)
then:
E + E′ < E′ + E (2.14)
that is impossible, so necessarily ρ(r) 6= ρ′(r).
The consequence of this theorem (as mentioned before) is that every observable, like
the energy, is a functional of the density of the system. The definition of the ground
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state is the state that makes the energy of the hamiltonian a minimum. In the variational
analysis language, the ground state is an extremal of the energy functional. This will
allow us to deduce the Kohn-Sham equations.
2.3.1. Kohn-Sham equations
We are going to separate from the energy functional the term due to the external poten-
tial:
E = E[ρ(r)] = F[ρ(r)] +
∫
d3rVext(r)ρ(r) (2.15)
where F is an universal functional that does not depend on the external potential.
Kohn and Sham wrote, without loss of generality, the density as a sum of some or-
thonormal functions, ψi(r), so that, ρ(r) = 2∑N/2i=1 |ψi(r)|2 and divided this F functional
in three terms with very easy physical interpretations.
F[ρ(r)] = Ts[ρ(r)] + EH [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] where
Ts[ρ(r)] =
N/2
∑
i=1
∫
d3rψ∗i (r)(−
h¯2
2m
∇2)ψi(r)
EH [ρ(r)] =
∫
d3rd3r′
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′|
Exc[ρ(r)] = F[ρ(r)]− Ts[ρ(r)] + EH [ρ(r)]
(2.16)
It’s clear that the Ts term can be considered as the kinetic energy of some hypothetical
non-interacting particles, whose wavefunctions are ψi(r), the EH term is Hartree energy,
and Exc is the part of energy functional that we don’t know. This equation means that
we can consider this hypothetical non interacting particles as the electrons of the system,
and the energy functional is the one-electron functional Eoe = Ts + EH +
∫
d3rVext(r)ρ(r),
plus a term Exc that contains all the many-body terms that we don’t consider in the
one-electron functional.
If the ground state is an extremal of the energy functional (the state where the energy is
minimum), we can use variational analysis. We have the constraint on the total number
of electrons
∫
d3rρ(r) = N, so we need to use a Lagrange parameter µ, that will be
renamed as ε i. Using the Euler-Lagrange equation:
δ
δρ(r)
[
Ts[ρ(r)] + EH [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] +
∫
d3rVext(r)ρ(r) + ε i
(
N −
∫
d3rρ(r)
)]
= 0
(2.17)
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it is not difficult to get that:
δTs[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
= − h¯
2∇2
2m
δ
δρ(r)
[∫
d3rVext(r)ρ(r)
]
= Vext(r)
δEH [ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
=
∫
d3r
ρ(r)
|r− r′| = VHartree(r)
δExc[ρ(r)]
δρ(r)
= Vxc(r)
(2.18)
Putting all together we get [71]:(
− h¯
2∇2
2m
+Vext(r) +VHartree(r) +Vxc(r)− ε i
)
ψi(r) = 0 (2.19)
We need to remember that these equations are exact. We haven’t made any approxima-
tion up to this point. We have decoupled a partial differential equation with 3N variables
to N partial differential Schrödinger-like equations of 3 variables. We need to remember
here, that neither ε i nor ψi(r) have any physical meaning. They don’t correspond to the
electronic energy levels and considering them as that could result in misinterpretation
of the calculation results.
However, this non-physical spectrum (eigen-energies and eigen-wavefucntions) com-
pares reasonably well with the physical one and it is often treated as a reasonable ap-
proximation to the exact spectrum, . Why these non-physical quantities turn out to be a
good approximation for the physical ones?
Quasiparticles
It can be well understood if we introduce the idea of quasiparticles. Imagine that you
have a jellium solid: that means, an homogeneous electron gas with an homogeneous
positive background to neutralize the system. Then you add an electron to the system at
a point r. What will be the form of the potential created by this electron at a point r′?
If the electron does not interact with the electron gas, the potential will be simply
Vcoulomb = e2/(4piε0)|r− r′|.
This is considered in one-electron approaches like Hartree or Hartree-Fock. However,
if the electron interact with the gas, things are not so simple. Physically, this interaction
will repel other electrons on the surroundings (due to Coulomb repulsion and due to the
Pauli exclusion principle). That means that the electron will be surrounded by a “lack”
of negative charge (that implies a net positive charge due to the positive background,
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see figure 2.1). This is the so-called “exchange-correlation hole” (see 2.5.1). Now the
potential created by the electron will be smaller, due to this exchange-correlation hole
will screen the negative charge (see figure 2.1). So what will be the potential now? In
simple dielectric theory, the potential is calculated using a dielectric constant ε = εrε0. A
more accurate form of the potential can be written in a similar way:
W(r, r′,ω) =
∫
dr′′ε−1(r, r′′,ω)Vcoulomb(r′, r′′) (2.20)
where ε−1(r, r′′,ω) is the dielectric function. Its properties and different approximations
for its calculation belong to the linear response theory in many-body physics An exten-
sive discussion about it can be found in [73, 74].
So instead of working with bare electrons (and holes), that are the ones that exists
physically, we can take the electron and its positive charge cloud and treat it as a whole.
This is not an actual particle but a quasiparticle. These quasiparticles can be consid-
ered, in good approximation, as nearly independent one-electron particles. That is the
reason why the one-electron picture works pretty well. That is also the reason why, al-
though they don’t have in principle any physical meaning, Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions
are treated as reliable eigenfunctions of the interacting system. They are the quasiparticle
eigenvalues.
Despite this quasiparticle interpretation of the DFT spectra, in order to calculate the
energy of the electrons at ground state we need to realize that it is not just E = 2∑N/2i=1 ε i
(factor 2 is due to spin multiplicity). There are terms that are not correctly included in
this sum. For example, the electron-electron Hartree contribution is counted twice: in
Hartree potential for atom i we include the i-j interaction term, and in Hartree potential
for atom j we include i-j interaction too. This fact is commonly called ’double counting’.
Also, the exchange and correlation energy EXC is not correctly evaluated, because it is
considered as EXC =
∫
d3rρ(r)Vxc(r) that is not true in general. So, the actual total energy
is given by:
E[ρ(r)] = 2
N/2
∑
i=1
ε i − 12
∫
d3rd3r′
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| + E
xc[ρ(r)]−
∫
d3rρ(r)Vxc(r) (2.21)
2.3.2. Exchange and correlation functional approximations
When we want to put DFT in practice, we find a very important problem. We don’t know
the exact form of Exc and Vxc(r). So we need to do approximations, and our results will no
longer be exact. There are several approximations to calculate the exchange-correlation
energy (potential). The most common are:
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Figure 2.1.: Schematic figure of quasiparticles. In case a, there is no interaction of e1 and e2 with
the surrounding electron gas. In case b, interaction between the electrons and the gas
is working, creating a charge hole around them, so the effective coulomb interaction
of the quasiparticle is lower. This allow to consider quasi-electrons as independent
particles, explaining the good agreement of using KS orbitals as quasiparticle orbitals.
Local density approximation (LDA)
It is the most simple one and it was proposed by Kohn and Sham in [71]. It relies
on the approximation that the exchange and correlation interactions are entirely local;
that means that exchange and correlation energy at the point r only depends on the
density at r. Under this consideration, we can use the exchange-correlation energy for
an homogeneous electron gas of density ρ (that is not, however, a trivial calculation
[75, 76]) to calculate the Exc functional:
Exc[ρ(r)] =
∫
d3rρ(r)εxc(ρ = ρ(r)) (2.22)
where ε(ρ = ρ(r)) = f (ρ), (the exchange-correlation energy depends only on the density
at each point).
Surprisingly this naive approximation works pretty well. However LDA has some de-
ficiencies that cause systematic failures when computing some properties of the systems,
such as:
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• Bond lengths in LDA are systematically smaller than the ones found experimen-
tally, i. e. LDA overestimates the attraction between atoms.
• Cohesive energies in LDA are systematically bigger that the ones found experimen-
tally. This is related with the previous failure.
• It does not describe well the magnetic properties of some systems (for example
LDA predicts for the iron a paramagnetic FCC structure, instead of the ferromag-
netic BCC structure found experimentally.
• It does not describe well weak interactions (hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals inter-
actions, etc.) so it is not suitable for calculations involving water, ice, biological
molecules (proteins, DNA. . . ), physisorbed molecules on metals, etc.
• VLDAxc decreases as −ρ1/3 for atoms and clusters, instead of −1/r. Some anions are
not stable in LDA
Generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
This approximation corrects some of the deficiencies of the LDA, because it takes into
account not only the density at some point, but also the gradient of the density. So the
functional can be expressed as:
EGGAxc [ρ(r)] =
∫
d3rρ(r)εxc[ρ(r),∇ρ(r)] (2.23)
The exact form of the functional is found imposing several limits and scale and normal-
ization rules. There are two types of GGA functionals: semiempirical [77, 78] (adjusted
to reproduce good results in a big variety of molecules, but fail on non-localized sys-
tems) and non-empirical [79] (based on physical arguments, can handle a full variety of
systems).
GGA correct some of the problems of LDA but not systematically.
• Reduces the error in formation energies, but not in bond length in molecules.
• It describes better hydrogen bonds.
• Tend (but not systematically) to reduce the error in energies and bond length in
solids.
• It stabilizes the BCC magnetic iron.
• It still has some deficiencies: small bulk modulus in semiconductors, open gaps in
transition metal oxides, etc.
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Other functionals
There are a full variety of other functionals apart from LDA and GGA. They can include
exact exchange or second order derivatives [80], for example Meta-GGA. There are also
hybrid methods that mix exact exchange (using Hartree-Fock) with Exc. A method of
this type has been developed in this thesis (in the context of LCAO-OO) and will be
carefully explained later (see 2.7.3).
There is an special family of functionals that uses the Kohn-Sham non-physical orbitals
as an input, instead of charge density (Exc = Exc[{φi(r)}]). For a extensive monograph
of these functionals see [81].
2.4. The fireball method
The fireball method is based on the work of Sankey and Niklewski [82]. It is an ab
initio local orbital tight-binding method, using a self-consistent version [83] of the Harris-
Foulkes functional [84, 85]. It has been implemented in a DFT code called fireball
[86, 87].
2.4.1. Fireball orbitals
The basis set used in the fireball code are constructed using “fireball” orbitals. They
are atomic-like orbitals {φiα(ri)} (α = nlm) that are strictly zero beyond a certain cut-
off radius (RC). So the orbitals used in the code are slightly excited (this is the reason
why they are called ’fireball’ orbitals) but they reproduce better the shape of the orbitals
inside a molecule or a lattice (due to orthonormalization they are more confined than
free atomic ones). They also have the advantage of being strictly zero beyond RC, so we
have a finite number of interactions between the atoms in our system (even if they are
extended systems like solids or surfaces). Although all electron calculations are possible
in fireball, usually calculations are carried out using only valence electrons: separable
Kleinman-Bylander pseudopotentials [66] are used to take into account the effect of the
nucleus and the core electrons.
Before any calculation is done we need to calculate the “fireball” orbitals basis set. We
have several degrees of freedom that give us a lot of flexibility in its choice:
• We can choose different RC for each shell of each atomic species.
• We can choose a minimal basis (only (2l + 1) orbitals for each l quantum number
shell): an sp3 basis or an sp3d5 basis.
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Figure 2.2.: Differences in the radial part of a 3p silicon fireball, free and confined orbitals
• We can choose double basis set (2(2l + 1) orbitals for l quantum number); the
ground and the first excited wavefunction of the atomic hamiltonian with the RC
condition are used. There is no need to use both wavefunctions for all l, so it is
possible to use double basis for some l and simple for the others (the use of a
sp3d5d∗5 is common [23]).
• We can introduce an confinement potential, so the electronic tails go smoothly to
zero.
• We can mix ground state and excited state orbitals in order to construct an opti-
mized minimal basis set [88]. Or we can even use ground state and excited orbitals
from different calculations (such as ground state basis and ground state confined
basis or even basis of different atoms).
In order to know if our basis is a good one for the element (or elements) under con-
sideration, some tests are usually carried out: calculation of the lattice parameter of the
crystal, bulk modulus, the volume band structure (comparing it with PW-LDA calcula-
tions [89]), surface properties, bond lengths, etc.
2.4.2. The Harris functional
In section 2.3 energy has been calculated using the Kohn-Sham functional, considering
the output charge density ρout(r), obtained after the diagonalization of the hamiltonian.
Harris and Foulkes [84, 85] proved that the energy can be approximately calculated
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without self-consistent process. The Harris functional is formally the same as the Kohn-
Sham functional, but using ρin(r) instead of ρout(r). The energy difference between the
results obtained with the Kohn-Sham and the Harris functionals scale as the second
order in the difference between the input and the self-consistent density.
EHarris = EKohn−Sham +O2(ρin − ρsc) (2.24)
By this way we can choose an arbitrary input density to do our calculations. In fire-
ball, for computational convenience it has the form:
ρin(r) =∑
iα
niniα |φiα(r−Ri)|2 (2.25)
With this form of the input density, and the fact that the orbitals are confined, the
hamiltonian matrix elements involve (at most) three center interactions (on the form
〈φ(r− Ri)|V(r− Rj)|φ(r− Rk)〉) and can be tabulated for several distances and angles
[82] and interpolated for the distances and angles of our systems. That means that no
matrix elements integral calculations are done during the simulations. That is one of the
reasons why fireball is so fast.
This combination of fireball orbitals and Harris functional works well in dimers and
some solids but it fails in surfaces or in systems with big charge transfer between the
atoms. In reference [83] a self-consistent version of the Harris functional is developed.
In order to maintain the form of the input density in (2.25) to tabulate the interactions,
an output noutiα are defined as:
noutiα =
occ.
∑
n
|〈ψn|ϕiα〉|2 (2.26)
Where ψn are the hamiltonian eigenvalues and ϕiα are the Löwdin orbitals [90]. These
orbitals form an orthonormal basis set (the basis set of fireball orbitals is not orthonor-
mal), that is the most similar to the fireball one [91]. These orbitals are calculated via:
ϕiα =∑
jβ
(S−1/2)iα,jβφjβ; where (S)iα,jβ = 〈φiα|φjβ〉 (2.27)
The (S−1/2) matrix can be calculated by diagonalizing S and then taking the square
root of the main diagonal elements [58]. So, we can calculate the niα numbers in a self
consistent way niniα = n
out
iα . These niα can be seen as the occupation numbers of the orbitals
of our system, linking this approach to the LCAO-OO method, explained in section 2.5.
We need to say here that the use of noutiα has an implicit approximation, due to the
actual output density has the form:
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ρout(r) = ∑
iα,jβ
noutiα,jβϕ
∗
iαϕjβ; where n
out
iα,jβ =
occ.
∑
n
〈ψn|ϕiα〉〈ϕjβ|ψn〉 (2.28)
and taking into account only noutiα means that we are considering that the non diagonal
elements (noutiαjβ; jβ 6= iα) are zero that in general is not true. Moreover, note that in
equation (2.28) the wavefunctions are the Löwdin ϕ instead of the non-diagonal φ that
we use in (2.25). This is another approximation, motivated by the fact that ϕ are the
orthonormal wavefunctions more similar to φ. Other choices of noutiα are available, but
this is the one that gives better results.
In practice, for a calculation in fireball there are always three steps. In the first
step we calculate the atomic orbitals of the elements that are present at our system. In
the second step we calculate and tabulate the two and three center integrals for different
hamiltonian matrix elements. In the third step we use the tabulated elements to construct
and diagonalize our hamiltonian until we find self-consistent occupation numbers. Then
we calculate the energy using the Harris functional and the forces suffered by each atom,
that allows us to do molecular dynamics.
2.4.3. Exchange and correlation
We want to tabulate the exchange-correlation potential as we have done for the Hartree
and kinetic energy term. The problem is that this potential is not linear in the density
(so if the density has the form ρ = ∑i ρi, the potential cannot be written in the form
Vxc(ρ) = ∑i Vxci (ρi)). Some approximations are done in order to tabulate these interac-
tions. Although LDA and GGA exchange-correlation functionals can be implemented in
these approximations, only LDA is available for all approximations at the present version
of the code.
The first one, Sankey-Niklewski (SN) approximation [82] is based on a Taylor expan-
sion of exchange-correlation energy and potential. This approximation has been im-
proved adding terms beyond first order Taylor expansion [92, 87].
Sankey-Niklewski
We want to calculate the matrix elements 〈φiα|Exc|φiα〉, 〈φiα|Vxc|φjβ〉. In the Sankey-
Niklewski approximation we just perform a Taylor expansion around an average density
ρiα,jβ.
〈φiα|Exc|φiα〉 ' Exc(ρiα,iα) +
dExc
dρ
(ρiα,iα)(〈φiα|ρ|φiα〉 − ρiα,iα) (2.29)
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〈φiα|Vxc|φjβ〉 ' Vxc(ρiα,jβ)Siα,jβ +
dVxc
dρ
(ρiα,jβ)(〈φiα|ρ|φjβ〉 − ρiα,jβSiα,jβ) (2.30)
In this approximation, the average density is defined as:
ρiα,jβ =
〈φiα|ρ|φjβ〉
〈φiα|φjβ〉 =
ρiα,jβ
Siα,jβ
(2.31)
Choosing ρiα,jβ this way, the second term of the Taylor expansion (that depends on
d2Exc/dρ2) is identically zero, and the third term is minimized. Physically it means
that the effective density is calculated using importance sampling, because the density is
weighted more where the bond charge is high.
However this average density lacks for some deficiencies. First of all, it is not defined
when the overlap is zero. Moreover, there is no reason why ρiα,jβ and Siα,jβ need to
have the same sign, giving unphysical ρiα,jβ < 0. New methods, that correct these
deficiencies (that are fatal for transition metals) are needed. We will describe them in the
next paragraphs.
Horsfield
An attempt to improve de deficiencies of SN approximation was made by Horsfield [92].
It calculate exchange and correlation using a multi center expansion of density (an idea
that will be used in McWEDA also). Different expansions will be made in 〈φiα|Vxc|φjβ〉
depending whether i = j or not.
〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φiβ〉 ' 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φiβ〉+∑
j 6=i
〈φiα|Vxc[ρi + ρj]−Vxc[ρi]|φiβ〉 (on-site term)
(2.32)
〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φjβ〉 ' 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi + ρj]|φjβ〉+
+ ∑
k 6=i,j
〈φiα|Vxc[ρi + ρj + ρk]−Vxc[ρi + ρj]|φjβ〉 (off-site term: i 6= j) (2.33)
These integrals can be stored in data tables, just like in the SN approach. Although this
approximation is good in many cases, the on-site terms (i = j) are not accurate enough
for some systems (such as transition metals) and an additional term must be included:
〈φiα|
(
Vxc[ρ]−Vxc[ρi]−∑
j 6=i
Vxc[ρi + ρj]−Vxc[ρi]
)
|φiβ〉 (2.34)
Unfortunately these integrals cannot be stored in data tables. Moreover, most of the
computational time is spent in calculation of exchange-correlation terms, reducing the
efficiency.
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McWEDA
A more sophisticated way to improve the SN approximation is the Multi-center Weighted
Exchange-correlation Density Approximation (McWEDA), developed by Jelínek and cowork-
ers [87]. This method has been used for all the systems studied in this thesis (apart from
Al nanowires, where the SN approximation was enough good).
First of all, a new average density is used, using the weighting functions wiα associated
with the wavefunctions φiα defined this way:
φnlm = Rnl(r)Yml (Ω)
wnl = |Rnl(r)|Y00 (Ω)
(2.35)
so the average density is now:
ρiα,jβ =
〈wiα|ρ|wjβ〉
〈wiα|wjβ〉 (2.36)
that does not have the deficiencies of definition (2.31).
We can define a Generalized SN (GSN) approximation where this new ρiα,jβ is used
in the same scheme. However we can go beyond GSN approximation, using the one
center matrix element 〈φiα|Exc[ρi]|φjβ〉 (〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φjβ〉) where ρi = ∑α niniα |φiα(r− Ri)|2.
This element will be the most important term in the total exchange-correlation matrix
elements so we can write the total exchange-correlation potential as 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φjβ〉 plus
a correction.
〈φiα|Exc[ρ]|φiβ〉 = 〈φiα|Exc[ρi]|φiβ〉+ (〈φiα|Exc[ρ]|φiβ〉 − 〈φiα|Exc[ρi]|φiβ〉) (2.37)
〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φjβ〉 = 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φjβ〉+ (〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φjβ〉 − 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φjβ〉) if i = j (2.38)
〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φjβ〉 = 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi + ρj]|φjβ〉+
+(〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φjβ〉 − 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi + ρj]|φjβ〉) if i 6= j
(2.39)
From now on we will take only into account the potential term. We will explain now
the i = j case (on-site term). 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φiβ〉 is a one-center integral and can be very
easily calculated and tabulated. The correction part (the term between parentheses) is
calculated using the GSN approximation (due to this term is a correction of the main one,
the GSN correction should be good enough). So the on-site term is written in McWEDA
approximation as:
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〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φiβ〉 = 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φiβ〉+Vxc(ρiα,iβ)Siα,iβ +V ′xc(ρiα,iβ)(〈φiα|ρ|φiβ〉 − ρiα,iβSiα,iβ)
−Vxc(ρiiα,iβ)Siα,iβ +V ′xc(ρiiα,iβ)(〈φiα|ρi|φiβ〉 − ρiiα,iβSiα,iβ)
(2.40)
where ρiiα,jβ = 〈wiα|ρi|wjβ〉/〈wiα|wjβ〉. In the off-site case (i 6= j) the evaluation of correc-
tion part is also done in the GSN approximation so:
〈φiα|Vxc[ρ]|φjβ〉 = 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi + ρj]|φjβ〉+Vxc(ρiα,jβ)Siα,jβ+
+V ′xc(ρiα,jβ)(〈φiα|ρ|φjβ〉 − ρiα,jβSiα,jβ)−Vxc(ρijiα,jβ)Siα,jβ+
+V ′xc(ρ
ij
iα,jβ)(〈φiα|ρi + ρj|φjβ〉 − ρijiα,jβSiα,jβ)
(2.41)
where ρijiα,jβ = 〈wiα|ρi + ρj|wjβ〉/〈wiα|wjβ〉. Recently McWEDA approximation has been
improved [93], introducing the effect of charge transfer in 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φiβ〉 and 〈φiα|Vxc[ρi +
ρj]|φjβ〉, where ρi and ρj in practice were considered the neutral density (that makes the
atom electrically neutral) instead of the selfconsistent ones. A Taylor expansion is per-
formed around the neutral density ρ0i and ρ
0
j , and we obtain:
〈φiα|Vxc[ρi]|φiβ〉 ' 〈φiα|Vxc[ρ0i ]|φiβ〉+
dVxc
dρ
[ρ0i ]〈φiα|ρi − ρ0i |φiβ〉
〈φiα|Vxc[ρi + ρj]|φjβ〉 ' 〈φiα|Vxc[ρ0i + ρ0j ]|φjβ〉+
dVxc
dρ
[ρ0i + ρ
0
j ]〈φiα|ρi − ρ0i + ρj − ρ0j |φjβ〉
(2.42)
This has corrected some deficiencies in the energy using extended basis, but work on
this direction is still in progress. In this thesis there is also some progress in extending
McWEDA to the local spin density approximation (LSDA), see appendix C for details.
2.4.4. Molecular dynamics and structure relaxation
fireball allow to calculate the energy and the atomic forces of the system, for this reason
it can be employed as a molecular dynamics (MD) code. Moreover, because of the storage
of integrals in data tables make the code very fast, MD simulations can be performed in
a reasonable amount of time.
The forces can be calculated as the derivative of the total energy given by the Harris
functional:
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Fi = −∂Etot
∂Ri
= − ∂
∂Ri
(2
occ
∑
i
ε i)− ∂
∂Ri
(
1
2∑j,k
ZjZke2
|Rj −Rk| −
1
2
∫
d3rd3r′
ρin(r)ρin(r′)
|r− r′|
)
−
− ∂
∂Ri
(Exc[ρin(r)]−
∫
d3rρin(r)Vxc[ρin(r)]) = −∂EBS
∂Ri
− ∂(Eion−ion − Eee)
∂Ri
− ∂(δUxc)
∂Ri
(2.43)
A variation of the Hellman-Feynman theorem [94, 95, 96] is used to compute the band
structure force. This way, the derivatives with respect to the atomic positions of the
matrix elements ∂∂Ri 〈iα|H|jβ〉 can be easily calculated using the tabulated interactions
and taking the derivative of the interpolation polynomials.
Using forces, not only we can do MD, but also we can relax the systems and find the
minimum energy positions of the atoms. There are two main ways of calculating them
in fireball: dynamical quenching and conjugate gradients.
Dynamical quenching
This is a pure MD method for relaxing atomic positions of our system. It is based on
energy conservation. When the nuclei are in a minimum of potential energy they have a
maximum of kinetic energy. So, if we calculate the kinetic energy of the system we can
use it to know when we are in a potential energy minimum.
The mechanism of dynamical quenching is the following one: we have some initial
guess of the atomic positions of our system. Then we do MD, taking care of the kinetic
energy of the nuclei. Usually it increases (that means that the atomic positions are
moving towards a potential energy minimum), but when we find a MD step where the
kinetic energy is smaller than the previous one means that potential energy has increased,
that means that we have passed through a potential energy minimum. If we don’t do
anything, the system will go by, or at best, it will begin to oscillate around the energy
minimum. In order to avoid that, a quenching is done, that means that all atomic positions
are frozen. In the following MD step, we allow the atoms to move, and the kinetic energy
begin to increase again, when it begins to decrease, we freeze the atoms again, and then
allow to move again, and then freeze, and so on. When the forces (and the difference
of potential energy between one step and the previous one) are lower than a tolerance
value, we consider that the system is relaxed.
There is a more sophisticated variant of dynamical quenching. It consist on comparing
the sign of the components of the velocity of each atom (vi,x, vi,y, vi,z) and the analog
components of the forces (Fi,x, Fi,y, Fi,z). If they are different, the component of this atom
is frozen (that means that the velocity component is set to zero). By this way, we gain
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specificness. Instead of frozen all atoms at a time, we can freeze only the velocity atom
components that are moving each atom away from the energy minimum.
Conjugate gradients
This method is not so based on physical arguments, but in functional analysis of several
variables. We should consider the energy E as a function of several variables (that can
be treated as a vector X) E = E(X). In our case, the variables will be the atomic positions
(X = {Rα}). If we want to reach a minimum, we want to go through the fastest direction
(i. e. the direction where the function varies more quickly). This direction is given by the
gradient. If the initial positions of the system are given by X = X1 then:
g1 = −
(
∂E
∂X
)
X=X1
= {Fα} (2.44)
So, the gradient can be calculated using the forces given by fireball. The subindex
1 means that is the first iteration. Now that we know the direction we want to move,
we want to find the minimum along this direction. The equation of the line along this
direction is:
X2 = X1 + b1g1 (2.45)
Calculating the energy for several values of X2 (b1) we can interpolate the minimum
position.
Now that we have X2, we can calculate the gradient g2 and find the minimum of
X3 = X2 + b2g2 and get X3, g3 and continue until we get the minimum of our system.
The problem of this method is that each line is orthogonal to the line of the previous
step, so we will need a lot of steps to find the minimum. We can use conjugate gradients.
In this case the new direction is not orthogonal to the previous one, but a direction given
by a linear combination of the old and new gradient. This way there will not be sudden
changes of direction, and each step will have some ’memory’ of the previous steps. A
more in depth discussion of conjugate gradients can be found on [97, 98].
This technique has the advantage of being really fast to relax the system. However, it
has two handicaps. The first one is that, by construction, it will find the local minimum
of our system closer to the original atomic positions, although a more deeper minimum
(or even the absolute one) is also close to the original atomic positions. However, the
dynamical quenching explores better the phase space of the system and is able to find
deeper minima.
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The other problem is that due to the inherent approximations in fireball, the min-
imum of the forces and of the energy sometimes does not coincide (but the difference
is very small for the systems studied in this work). So sometimes, the gradient of the
energy does not point to the energy minimum, and the program can go crazy because
internal checks of the code. That is the reason why, we have used dynamical quenching
in this thesis.
2.5. LCAO-OO method
The Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals - Orbital Occupancies (LCAO-OO) method
is a variation of DFT based on second quantization Hubbard-like hamiltonians (see ap-
pendix A, B and [99]) that relies on the orbital occupancies niσ instead of the charge den-
sity [100, 101, 102]. It is extensively analyzed in [101], including the proof of Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem in terms of orbital occupancies. It combines the simplicity of DFT-like
techniques with the power of a second quantized hamiltonian. By this way, sophisticated
exchange-correlation functionals, or many-body calculations can be made in a intuitive
way.
Equation (2.1) can be written in second quantization and atomic units as:
Ĥ =∑
iσ
(ε iσ +V
psp
ii )nˆiσ + ∑
i,j 6=i,σ
(tij +V
psp
ij )cˆ
†
iσ cˆjσ + ∑
ijkl,σσ′
Oijlk cˆ
†
iσ cˆ
†
jσ′ cˆkσ′ cˆlσ (2.46)
where Vpspij is the pseudopotential of the core electrons and the nuclei and:
ε i =
∫
d3rφ∗i (r)
(
−1
2
∇2 +∑
α
Zα
|Rα − r|
)
φi(r)
tij =
∫
d3rφ∗i (r)
(
−1
2
∇2 +∑
α
Zα
|Rα − r|
)
φj(r)
Oijlk =
∫
d3rd3r′φ∗i (r)φ
∗
j (r
′)
1
|r− r′|φk(r
′)φl(r)
(2.47)
This is the complete many-body hamiltonian of the system. The first two parts cor-
respond to one-electron terms while the last one contains the many-body terms of the
system. We can rewrite the hamiltonian in a more physical meaningful manner, and
retain only important terms. The hamiltonian is written now as:
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Ĥ =∑
iασ
(ε iασ +V
psp
iα,iα)nˆiασ + ∑
iασ,iβ
iα 6=iβ
(tiα,jβ +V
psp
iα,jβ)cˆ
†
iασ cˆjβσ+
+
1
2 ∑iασ,iβσ′
iασ 6=iβσ′
Uiα,iβnˆiασnˆiβσ′ − 12 ∑iασ,iβ
iα 6=iβ
Uxiα,iβnˆiασnˆiβσ+
+
1
2 ∑iασ,jβ
i 6=j
Jiα,jβnˆiασnˆjβσ′ − 12 ∑iασ,jβ
i 6=j
Jxiα,jβnˆiασnˆjβσ+
+ ∑
iασ,jβ,kγσ′
iα 6=jβ
kγσ′ 6=iασ,jβσ
hkγ,iαjβnˆkγσ′ cˆ†iασ cˆjβσ − ∑
iασ,jβ,kγ
iα 6=jβ
kγ 6=iα,jβ
hxkγ,iαjβnˆkγσ cˆ
†
iασ cˆjβσ+
+
1
2 ∑iασ,jβσ
kγσ′ lδσ′
all different
Oiα,jβlγ,kδ cˆ
†
iασ cˆ
†
jβσ′ cˆkγσ′ cˆlδσ
(2.48)
where the Latin indexes run in all the atoms of the system, and the Greek ones in the
orbitals of each atom, and
Uiα,iβ =
∫
d3rd3r′|φiα(r)|2 1|r− r′| |φiβ(r
′)|2
Uxiα,iβ =
∫
d3rd3r′φ∗iα(r)φ
∗
iβ(r
′)
1
|r− r′|φiα(r
′)φiβ(r)
Jiα,jβ =
∫
d3rd3r′|φiα(r)|2 1|r− r′| |φjβ(r
′)|2
Jxiα,jβ =
∫
d3rd3r′φ∗iα(r)φ
∗
jβ(r
′)
1
|r− r′|φiα(r
′)φjβ(r)
hkγ,iαjβ =
∫
d3rd3r′|φkγ(r)|2 1|r− r′|φ
∗
iα(r
′)φjβ(r′)
hxkγ,iαjβ =
∫
d3rd3r′φ∗kγ(r)φ
∗
iα(r)
1
|r− r′|φjβ(r
′)φkγ(r)
(2.49)
Despite of the formidable form of this hamiltonian, we can give an easy physical
interpretation to all of this terms, taking into account the form of the integrals in (2.49).
Jiα,jβ (Uiα,iβ) is just the electrostatic interaction of the charge cloud in orbital α of atom i
with the cloud in orbital β of atom j (i). Note that Uiα,iα is the interaction of two electrons
in the same orbital with spin up and down (that is usually not well considered in DFT).
The term hkγ,iαjβ takes into account how the hopping between iα and jβ varies due to the
interaction with an electron placed in kγ. Finally, the last Oiα,jβlγ,kδ term takes into account
the effect on the hopping between iασ and lδσ due to a transition of an electron going
from kγσ′ to jβσ′
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For further discussion we are going to ignore terms of order greater than two (h(x)kγ,iαjβ,
Oiα,jβlγ,kδ) and the exchange terms (U
x
iα,iβ, J
x
iα,jβ), since they are not critical neither for theoret-
ical nor for numerical reasons. This way we will be able to see the main physics of this
model avoiding large formulas that obscure what we are really doing. For calculations
taking into account all the terms see [101, 38].
2.5.1. Local density LCAO-OO
We can make a local density (LD) approach to our LCAO-OO hamiltonian. We only need
to write the energy of the system in terms of the occupation numbers niασ: E = E[{niασ}].
We can split this functional in one-electron and many body terms E = E[{niασ}] =
EOE[{niασ}] + EMB[{niασ}]. Then, using a variation of the Kohn-Sham theorem [100, 101,
103] we can introduce the following effective hamiltonian.
Ĥe f f =∑
iασ
(ε iασ +V
psp
iα,iα +V
MB
iασ )nˆiασ + ∑
iα,jβ 6=iα
σ
(tiα,jβ +V
psp
iα,jβ)cˆ
†
iασ cˆjβσ (2.50)
where
VMBiασ =
∂EMB[{niασ}]
∂niασ
(2.51)
Hartree and exchange functionals
The problem now is to find a many-body energy functional that depends on orbital oc-
cupancies EMB[{niασ}] instead of charge density. The case of the Hartree term can be
easily derived just noting that the charge density can be written in function of occupa-
tion numbers ρ(r) = ∑iασ,jβσ niασ,jβσφ∗iα(r)φjβ(r), where niασ,jβσ = 〈cˆ†iασ cˆjβσ〉, and that the
Hartree energy is given by:
EH =
1
2
∫
d3rd3r′
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| (2.52)
Introducing the density in terms of the occupation numbers we get:
EH =
1
2 ∑iασ,jβ
kγσ′,lδ
Oiα,jβkγ,lδniασ,jβσnkγσ′,lδσ′ '
1
2 ∑iασ,iβσ′
iασ 6=iβσ′
Uiα,iβniασniβσ′ +
1
2 ∑iασ,jβ,σ′
i 6=j
Jiα,jβniασnjβσ′
(2.53)
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and the exchange energy can be written as2
EX = −12 ∑iασ,jβ
kγσ,lδ
Oiα,jβkγ,lδniασ,lδσnkγσ,jβσ ' −
1
2 ∑iασ,iβ
α 6=β
Uiα,iβniασ,iβσniβσ,iασ− 12 ∑iασ,jβ
i 6=j
Jiα,jβniασ,jβσnjβσ,iασ
(2.54)
We need to note here that this is the exact exchange (considering Uxiα,iβ = J
x
iα,jβ =
hkγ,iαjβ = hxkγ,iαjβ = 0), not the LD exchange approximation (the functional (2.54) does not
depend on {niασ} but on {niασ,jβσ}). In order to get a LD-like exchange approximation
we use the following sum rule:
∑
jβ
niασ,jβσnjβσ,iασ = niασ
∑
jβ
i 6=j
niασ,jβσnjβσ,iασ = niασ(1− niασ) (2.55)
Using the sum rule (2.55) we can write the exchange energy as:
EX[{niασ}] = −12∑iασ
Je f fiασ niασ(1− niασ) (2.56)
where the effective interaction Je f fiασ can be calculated as:
Je f fiασ =
∑ jβ
j 6=i
Jiα,jβ|niασ,jβσ|2 +∑β 6=α Uiα,iβ|niασ,iβσ|2
∑ jβ
j 6=i
|niασ,jβσ|2 +∑β 6=α |niασ,iβσ|2
(2.57)
The physical meaning of this equation is very simple: is just the interaction between
the electron density at site i niασ, and its exchange hole (1− niασ) (see the discussion
about quasiparticles in 2.3.1 for the physical origin of this hole).
This form of the exchange correlation depends explicitly on the occupation numbers,
and can be used as an LD exchange energy. Later in this text (see 2.7.3) we discuss how
to use this result to create local orbital hybrid functionals within the fireball code.
Correlation functional
We can assume correlation effects modify the exchange hole in such a way that it is not
localized outside the orbital iασ, but a fraction fiασ (0 < fiασ < 1) of the hole is transferred
back to the site iασ. This fiασ is related to the fact that Hartree-Fock approximation (exact
2See, for example, [104], section 4.7
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exchange and no correlation) does not take into account the screening of the potential
(see section 2.3.1). Correlation energy can thus be written as:
EC = −12∑iασ
fiασ(Uiα,iα − Je f fiασ )niασ(1− niασ) (2.58)
so the exchange-correlation functional reads as:
EXC[{niασ}] = −12∑iασ
fiασUiα,iαniασ(1− niασ)−∑
iασ
(1− fiασ)Je f fiασ niασ(1− niασ) (2.59)
We have now all the terms of the many-body functional, and can write the effective
hamiltonian (2.50) as:
Ĥe f f =∑
iασ
(ε iασ +V
psp
iα,iα +V
H
iασ +V
xc
iασ)nˆiασ + ∑
iα,jβ 6=iα
σ
(tiα,jβ +V
psp
iα,jβ)cˆ
†
iασ cˆjβσ (2.60)
where
VHiασ =
∂EH [{niασ}]
∂niασ
VXCiασ =
∂EXC[{niασ}]
∂niασ
(2.61)
and the ground state energy:
E =
occupied
∑
n
εn + EH [{niασ}] + Exc[{niασ}]−∑
iασ
(VHiασ +V
xc
iασ)nˆiασ =
=
occupied
∑
n
εn − EH [{niασ}] + Exc[{niασ}]−∑
iασ
Vxciασnˆiασ
(2.62)
2.6. Calculation of transport properties
In this thesis we have analyzed the transport properties of several systems at the nanoscale
(see section 4.3 and chapter 6). A brief introduction to the theory used to calculate these
properties will be given in this section.
2.6.1. Current equation
From a theoretical point of view, let’s start with a system that can be divided in two
interacting subsystems like the one shown in figure 2.3 (this can be the case of an STM
or a nanowire, where the tip and sample, and two halves of the wire are the respective
subsystems). The Hamiltonian can be written in second quantization as:
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Figure 2.3.: Scheme of a system partitioned in order to calculate the electrical conductance from
1 to 2.
Ĥ = Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 + Ĥ1,2 (2.63)
where
Ĥ1 =∑
ij
ε inˆi + tij(cˆ†i cˆj + cˆ
†
j cˆi)
Ĥ2 =∑
αβ
εαnˆα + tαβ(cˆ†α cˆβ + cˆ
†
β cˆα)
Ĥ1,2 =∑
iα
tiα(cˆ†i cˆα + cˆ
†
j cˆα)
(2.64)
(Latin indexes run over the orbitals in system 1 and Greek ones over orbitals in system
2).
Now consider that we apply an external potential V to one of the electrodes. Now
an irreversible current will flow from one system to the other. In order to calculate the
current through the system we will need non-equilibrium techniques. We are going to
use Keldish formalism, that is explained in appendix section A.2.4, to get the current
through the system. The interaction hamiltonian Ĥ1,2 will be treated as a perturbation
of Ĥ0 = Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 + external potential. One may think that is more “physical” consider
the perturbation as the external potential, but calculations from this point of view will
be more complex, and we need to realize that no current will flow neither there is not
external potential nor interaction between subsystems.
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When we add the perturbation Ĥ1,2, we can calculate the current that appears using
the Keldish formalism. First of all, we are going to deduce the current operator Ĵ in
second quantization. A good guess is that it will be proportional to a product of an
operator that creates one electron in subsystem 2 and annihilates it on subsystem 1, that
is Ĵαi ∝ cˆ†α cˆi. We need to consider inverse current from subsystem 2 to 1, so the form of
the current operator in second quantization will be:
Ĵαi = lim
τ→0 Aαi cˆ
†
α(t + τ)cˆi(t)− Aiα cˆ†i (t + τ)cˆα(t) (2.65)
In order to know the value of Aiα we will use the continuity equation:
∂ρˆii
∂t
=∑
α
Ĵαi; where ρˆii = cˆ†i (t)cˆi(t) = lim
τ→0 cˆ
†
i (t + τ)cˆi(t) (2.66)
on the other hand, making use of the equation of motion of the operator ρˆii (equation
(A.10)) we can find that:
∂ρˆii
∂t
= −i/h¯[ρˆii, Ĥ] = lim
τ→0∑α
−i/h¯(tαi cˆ†α(t + τ)cˆi(t)− tiα cˆ†i (t + τ)cˆα(t)) (2.67)
So comparing equations (2.65) and (2.67), we deduce that Aαi = −itαi/h¯. Now, in
order to know the value of the current from system 1 to system 2 at the ground (non-
equilibrium) perturbed state |Ψ0,H〉 we need to calculate the following sandwich:
I(t) = e∑
iα
〈Ψ0,H | Ĵαi|Ψ0,H〉 =
= e lim
τ→0∑iα
−i/h¯(tαi〈Ψ0,H |cˆ†α(t + τ)cˆi(t)|Ψ0,H〉 − tiα〈Ψ0,H |cˆ†i (t + τ)cˆα(t))|Ψ0,H〉) =
= e lim
τ→0∑iα
tαiG+−(i, t + τ, α, t)− tiαG+−(α, t + τ, i, t) =
e lim
τ→0 Tr[T21G
+−
12 (t + τ, t)−G+−21 (t + τ, t)T12]
(2.68)
where we have used the matrix form of the Green-Keldish function (see appendix A.2.4).
2.6.2. Stationary current
Usually we are interested in the stationary regime. In that case, G+− only depends on
time difference τ so we can work with the Fourier transform:
lim
τ→0 G
+−(i, α, τ) =
1
h
lim
τ→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dEG+−(i, α, E)eiEτ/h¯ =
1
h
∫ ∞
−∞
G+−(i, α, E)dE (2.69)
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If we rewrite (2.68) in the energy space, and we consider that there is no spin depen-
dence on the hamiltonian we can just add a factor 2 and we get [105]:
I =
2e
h
∫ ∞
−∞
dETr[T21G+−12 (E)−G+−21 (E)T12] (2.70)
In our case, we are interested in rewrite (2.70) as a function of the unperturbed green
functions of the subsystems (G01,2). Using Dyson equation (A.48) it can be done easily
getting [106, 107]:
I =
4pie2
h¯
∫ ∞
−∞
dETr[ρ 22(E)D
r
22(E)T21ρ 11(E− eV)Da11(E− eV)T12]( f1(E− eV)− f2(E))
(2.71)
where
ρ 22(E) = −
1
pi
Im[G0,r22 (E)] , ρ 11(E− eV) = −
1
pi
Im[G0,r11 (E− eV)]
Da11(E− eV) = [I−T12G0,a22 (E)T21G0,a11 (E− eV)]−1
Dr22(E) = [I−T21G0,r11 (E− eV)T12G0,r22 (E)]−1
f1(E− eV) = 1/
(
exp
(
E− eV
kBT
)
+ 1
)
, f2(E) = 1/
(
exp
(
E
kBT
)
+ 1
) (2.72)
Just remember that the voltage was included in the unperturbed subsystems; as it is
shown explicitly in (2.71).
The denominators Da11(E) and D
a
11(E − eV) can be seen as renormalizators of the
hopping matrices: T′12 = D
a
11(E− eV)T12, and they take into account the backscattering
that tends to saturate the current. This interpretation is clear if we make the series
expansion of the denominator:
T′12 = D
a
11T12 = T21 +T21G
a
11T12G
a
11T12 + . . . (2.73)
However, in this work we are usually interested on differential conductance g =
dI/dV, in particular when V → 0. Moreover, we will consider the electronic temper-
ature as zero (that is a good approximation in metals at room temperature). Using (2.71)
we get for that particular case.
g =
(
dI
dV
)
V→0
=
4pie2
h¯
Tr[ρ 22(EF)T
′
21ρ 11(EF)T
′
12] (2.74)
This conductance can be interpreted as a coherent sum of conductance channels. The
analogy with Landauer formalism, based on conductance channels [108] is clear if we
write (2.74) in the form
g =
4pie2
h¯
Tr[tt+] (2.75)
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Figure 2.4.: Scheme of a system divided in three parts in order to calculate the electrical conduc-
tance from 1 to 2.
where t = 2piρ 1/211 (EF)T
′
12ρ
1/2
22 (EF) is the transmission matrix of the system. In order to
know the character of different channel and the contribution of orbitals to that channel
we can just diagonalize tt+.
2.6.3. Conductance with two electrodes
However, for some systems (like a C60 molecule between two gold tips, studied in section
4.3), it is more natural to divide the system in three subsystems instead of only two. This
option, that was not available in the standard conductance module of fireball has been
implemented during this thesis. In figure 2.4 we can see the division of such that system.
In that case we can use previous results, if we consider the system (α + 2) as the
previous system 2. In order to do that, we need first to calculate ρ and G of the (α+ 2)
system. The density of states is [109]:
ρ 0αα = G
r,0
ααTα2ρ
0
22T2αG
a,0
αα (2.76)
with (2.76) and (2.74) and taking into account that T′12 = [I− T12G0,a22T21G0,a11 ]−1T12 =
T12[I−G0,a22T21G0,a11T12]−1 we get:
g =
4pie2
h¯
Tr[Tα1ρ 011T1α[I−Gr,0ααTα1Gr,011T1α]−1ρ 0αα[I−Tα1Ga,011T1αGa,0αα ]−1] (2.77)
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and realizing that
Grαα = [I−Gr,0ααTα1Gr,011T1α]−1Gr,0αα = [(Gr,0αα)−1 −Tα1Gr,011T1α]−1 (2.78)
we can rewrite (2.77) as:
g =
4pie2
h¯
Tr[Tα1ρ 011T1αG
r
ααTα2ρ
0
22T2αG
a
αα] (2.79)
Let’s see the physics of this equation. First of all, if we define Σ (i)αα = Tαiρ 0iiTiα we get:
g =
4pie2
h¯
Tr[Σ (1)αα GrααΣ
(2)
αα G
a
αα] (2.80)
that is just the Fisher-Lee equation for the electrical conductance [36]. We can also define
a effective hopping T′12 = T1αG
r
ααTα2, and introduce it in (2.79). Using the cyclic property
of the trace we recover (2.74). Finally, we can connect this with the Landauer formalism
[108] defining:
t = 2piρ 1/211 T
′
12ρ
1/2
22 = 2piρ
1/2
11 T1αG
r
ααTα2ρ
1/2
22 (2.81)
We have checked that the conductance does not depend too much on the division of
the system (in two or three) as it should be, because the physical conductance should
not depend on how we calculate it.
2.7. Corrections of DFT deficiencies
Although DFT in its LDA and GGA approximation is usually reliable enough for most
applications, its well known failures make its application meaningless for some systems
unless we correct these problems. Here we have focused in metal/organic interfaces; so
the significant deficiencies of DFT-LDA (and GGA) we have to overcome are the absence
of Van der Waals interaction in these functionals and the underestimation of the gap
(the last one is a failure of DFT itself, because it is only a ground state theory). In this
section we are going to describe the techniques developed in this thesis to deal with
these deficiencies.
2.7.1. Weak chemical and Van der Waals interaction
Weakly interacting systems, such as some metal/organic interfaces like benzene/Au(111)
and TTF/Au(111), cannot be characterized accurately in a standard DFT formalism. The
reason is that the van der Waals interaction is nonlocal and long-range, while exchange-
correlation functionals in standard DFT methods are (semi)local and short range, with
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a typical exponential decay (as stated in section 2.3.2). Due to the importance of this
interaction (not only for interfaces but also for carbon nanotubes or biological systems,
for instance), a lot of effort has been directed in recent years to develop a practical DFT
approach that properly takes into account van der Waals interactions for these systems
(see, e.g. references [110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115]).
In order to accurately determine the van der Waals interaction between two subsys-
tems (the metal and the adsorbed molecules, in our thesis) we have used here an ex-
tension of the LCAO-S2+vdW formalism, previously developed for noble gases and
graphitic materials [116, 117, 118]. We consider that the exchange and correlation is cor-
rectly taken into account within each subsystem (metal and organic molecule) but the
LDA-like exchange and correlation between subsystems is not well considered, so we
take it away, and introduce later with a better approximation. That means, in a first step
we consider:
Vxc[ρM + ρO] = Vxc[ρM] +Vxc[ρO] (2.82)
where ρM and ρO are the electron density of the metal and organic molecule respec-
tively. So we define an electron density for each subsystem and approximate the LDA
exchange-correlation energy as the sum of the exchange-correlation energies for the dif-
ferent subsystems. This can be done easily within McWEDA scheme.
After that we introduce the exchange correlation between subsystems in a way that
takes into account the dispersive forces. In order to reproduce Van der Waals energy we
have used the following simple but correct atom-atom form:
EvdW(R) = − fD(R)C6/R6 (2.83)
where R is the distance between atoms, and the factor fD(R) eliminates the van der
Waals contribution for short distances [112, 113, 119]. We are going to use two dif-
ferent damping factors common in literature. The first one has the form fD(R) =
1− exp(−α(R/Rc)8) [112], where Rc is the sum of covalent radii and α = 7.5× 10−4
is chosen to reproduce the c lattice constant of graphite. The second one has the form
fD(R) = 1/(1 + exp(−d(R/RvdW) − 1)) [113] where d = 20 and RvdW is the sum of
Van der Waals radii of the elements under consideration [113]. A similar approach al-
though with different radii can be found in [119]. The choice of the damping factor fD(R)
changes less than 0.2 Å the value of the adsorption distance of molecules [120, 121]. How-
ever the adsorption energy is clearly affected (changes of around 100 % are found). But
as we are interested in electronic structure properties in this thesis (where only distance
between both subsystems is important) and as we have used simple basis for our calcu-
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Gap/molecule Benzene C60 TTF PTCDA Si Ge
LDA gap 4.7 1.6 2.6 1.6 0.55 0
Exact 10.39 4.95 6.3 4.7 1.17 0.74
Table 2.1.: LDA and exact gaps for organic molecules studied in this thesis and some inorganic
semiconductors.
lations (so adsorption energies are not very reliable), we consider that this method has a
good balance between accuracy and computational cost for our needs.
2.7.2. Underestimation of the gap
The obtention of an accurate semiconductor gap is critical to understand the metal/organic
interfaces as will be shown in chapter 3. As stated before, DFT is unable to give a correct
gap, even if we know the exact exchange-correlation functional, because it is a ground
state theory. However, in systems where electrons are not strongly correlated, the quasi-
particle image is still valid and we can consider that the distance between the eigenvalue
of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the eigenvalue of the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) are a first approximation for the real transport
gap.
Unfortunately, this approximation is not true even for systems with low correlation.
In table 2.1 we can see the difference between the LDA gaps and the experimental ones.
In molecules, the transport gap is considered as the difference between ionization and
affinity energies Etg = IE− A for the experimental case and as Eg = εLUMO − εHOMO for
LDA.
Table 2.1 show that the difference between LDA and experimental gap can be more
than 100 % (and even predict that some well known semiconductors are metals). The
main reason for this underestimation is the fact that this naive approximation does not
take into account the self-interaction correction, due to the interaction of the new electron
(hole) in the LUMO (HOMO) and the pre-existing charge. In the next subsection we
present some corrections developed during this thesis. They rely on a parameter (β in
hybrid functionals, U in scissor operator) that cannot be calculated in a straightforward
manner. Moreover, in metal/organic interfaces there is an additional effect that does not
appear in bulk semiconductors or gas phase molecules: the image potential. This can be
understood classically considering that the introduction of a charge in a molecule over
a metal (creating an ion) will have, as a response, an image charge inside the metal in
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order to get a constant potential in the metal surface, disturbing the molecular spectra.
In chapters 3 and 4, we will show an easy but reliable way to calculate the gap taking
into account these effects, and then getting a value for these unknown parameters (β and
U).
E g
LDA
E g
free
E g
t
SIC
Image potential
-U/2
+U/2
HOMO
LUMO
EA
IP
Figure 2.5.: Up: Scheme of the different effects that determine the actual gap of an organic
molecule over a surface. The LDA gap gives an underestimated and distance inde-
pendent gap. At large distances, self-interaction correction opens the gap and gives
the measured gas phase gap. However, when the molecule approaches to a metallic
surface, the effect of the image potential tends to reduce the organic gap. Down: De-
pendence of the benzene gap with distance when it is approaching different surfaces.
Reprinted from [122] Copyright (2009) by the American Physical Society.
2.7.3. Hybrid HF-LDA functional
In this thesis we have developed and introduced in fireball an hybrid HF-LDA func-
tional (see section 5.6 and [123] for a practical use of it) based on the LCAO-OO approach.
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Hybrid functionals have been mentioned at the end of section 2.3.2, but here we present
a large discussion.
Standard hybrid hamiltonians are based on the adiabatic connection [124, 125]. The
derivation of these kind of functionals is based on “turning on” adiabatically the electron-
electron interaction. Let’s consider the following many-electron hamiltonian:
Ĥλ = T̂ + V̂ext,λ + λV̂ee (2.84)
where 0 6 λ 6 1 and V̂ext,λ is an external potential that depends on λ. When λ = 1
we obtain the physical system, so V̂ext,1 = V̂ion. For every 0 6 λ < 1, Ĥλ gives the
exact ground state electronic density of the physical system (but not the exact physical
wave function). If we denote |ψλ〉 as the normalized antisymmetric wavefunction that
minimizes the expectation value of T̂ + λV̂ee, the exchange-correlation energy of the
physical system is given by:
Exc[ρ(r)] =
∫ 1
0
Exc,λ[ρ(r)]dλ where Exc,λ[ρ(r)] = 〈ψλ|V̂ee|ψλ〉 − EH [ρ(r)] (2.85)
Becke [126] considered that integral (2.85) can be calculated using trapezoidal rule, and
he took the following energies for the edge points: The HF exact exchange energy when
λ = 0 and the LDA exchange correlation energy when λ = 1. So in a first approximation:
EXC ' 12 E
exact
X +
1
2
ELDAXC (2.86)
Better results can be obtained if we consider other values of the fraction of HF ex-
change and LDA exchange-correlation. By the mean value theorem, there exists a value
β that makes the following equation exact:
EXC = βEexactX + (1− β)Eλ=1XC (2.87)
Our approach, although leads to very similar results is based on a different as-
sumptions. In the LCAO-OO method, the local density-like ELDX [{niασ}] and exact-like
EHFX [{niασ,jβσ}] form of the exchange functional are the same, as long as Je f fiασ have been
calculated using the formula (2.57), so EXC = βEHFX + (1− β)ELDXC is exact for all β. But
this is no longer true for the functional derivatives (i. e. potentials), so the exchange
potential VX = βVHFX + (1− β)VLDX does depend on the value of β. In appendix B is
pointed out that the size of the gap depends critically on the exchange potential, so the
value of β can be used to determine the size of the gap.
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In our case β has been tuned to obtain Eg = ELDAg +U where U is calculated following
the ideas of section 4.2.1. The exchange-correlation potential is derived using equations
(2.54), (2.56) and (2.61). We obtain:
(VLD−OOX )iασ,jβσ = −Je f fiασ (
1
2
− niασ)δiα,jβ
(VHF−OOX )iασ,jβσ = −Uiα,iβniασ,iβσδi,j − Jiα,jβniασ,jβσ
(2.88)
Implementation in FIREBALL
The fireball method does not calculate exchange and correlation using LCAO-OO but
using McWEDA, that is an approximation to the LDA exchange and correlation. So in
order to take the LDA exchange away we have just subtracted to VMcWEDAXC the V
LD−OO
X
part (equation (2.88)). Then we add VHF−OOX , so the exchange-correlation matrix ele-
ments are:
(VhybridXC )iασ,jβσ = (V
McWEDA
XC )iασ,jβσ − β(VLD−OOX )iασ,jβσ + β(VHF−OOX )iασ,jβσ (2.89)
The values of Uiα,iβ and Jiα,jβ have been calculated using the program gcluster [101].
Molecule interacting with a metal
The Hartree-Fock approximation does not usually work properly on metals, so in the
case of a molecule interacting with a metal, the former will be treated via hybrid func-
tional, while the latter via standard DFT (that means that the matrix elements VXCiα,jβ,
where i or j (or both) are index of metallic atoms, will be calculated with standard
McWEDA LDA approximation).
It is necessary to take into account that, for a molecule interacting with a surface, the
sum rule (2.55) is no longer true, because only a fraction α of the exchange-correlation
hole is inside the molecule, so the sum rule needs to be written now as:
∑
jβ; i 6=j
i,j∈molecule
niασ,jβσnjβσ,iασ = αiασniασ(1− niασ) (2.90)
So ELD−OOX and V
LD−OO
X reads now as:
ELD−OOX [{niασ}] = −
1
2∑iασ
Je f fiασ αiασniασ(1− niασ)
(VLD−OOX )iασ,jβσ = −αiασ Je f fiασ (
1
2
− niασ)δiα,jβ
(2.91)
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The VHF−OOX part remains unchanged (we didn’t use the sum rule (2.55) to deduce it).
As we will see in chapter 5 the value of α is very high in the case of aromatic com-
pounds adsorbed on metals. For pentacene/Au(111) this value is greater than 0.9, while
in first tests in benzene Au(111) α v 0.7 − 0.9. These values depends on the σ or pi
character of the orbitals (the pi orbitals have a lower α due to its greater interaction with
the metal surface.
2.7.4. Koopmans’ shift
In this section we present another method to correct the underestimation to the LDA
gap. This method relies o Koopmans’ theorem [127] and estimates the selfinteraction
correction error.
The actual transport energy gap (Etg) is the difference between the ionization (IE) and
affinity (A) energies:
IE = E[N − 1]− E[N]
A = E[N]− E[N + 1]
Etg = IE− A = E[N + 1] + E[N − 1]− 2E[N]
(2.92)
If we consider −εHOMO (the energy of the HOMO) as IE and −εLUMO (the energy
of the LUMO) as A following the spirit of Koopmans’ theorem [127], we obtain the
underestimated DFT gap. In order to correct it we have to take into account somehow
the self-interaction correction.Here we consider that this electron (hole) is described by
the Kohn-Sham LUMO (HOMO) eigen-wavefunction, neglecting the electron relaxation
effects. This self-interaction is introduced as a correction for the LUMO (HOMO) eigen-
energy δA (δIE).
In the LCAO-OO scheme, the orbital occupancies of the N + 1 (N − 1) system can be
computed from the N occupancies, neglecting electron relaxation as:
nN+1iασ = n
N
iασ + δn
′
iασ; n
N−1
iασ = n
N
iασ − δniασ where
δn′iασ = |〈φiα|LUMON〉|2; δniασ = |〈φiα|HOMON〉|2
(2.93)
For the sake of simplicity we are going to focus on the change of electron affinity due to
the extra electron, and consider its spin is upwards. It is just [128]:
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A = E[N]− E[N + 1] = εo.e.N+1 +
1
2 ∑iα,β
α 6=β
Uiα,iβ(nNiα↑ + δn
′
iα↑)(n
N
iβ↑ + δn
′
iβ↑)+
+
1
2 ∑iα,β
Uiα,iβ(nNiα↑ + δn
′
iα↑)n
N
iβ↓ +
1
2 ∑iα,jβ
i 6=j
Jiα,jβ(nNiα↑ + δn
′
iα↑)(n
N
jβ↑ + δn
′
jβ↑)+
+
1
2 ∑iα,jβ
i 6=j
Jiα,jβ(nNiα↑ + δn
′
iα↑)n
N
jβ↓ −
1
2∑iα
Je f fiα↑ (n
N
iα↑ + δn
′
iα↑)(1− nNiα↑ − δn′iα↑)−
−1
2∑iα↑
fiα↑(Uiα,iα − Je f fiα↑ )(nNiα + δn′iα↑)(1− nNiα↑ − δn′iα↑)−[
− 1
2 ∑iα,βσ
iα↑6=iβσ
Uiα,iβnNiα↑n
N
iβσ +
1
2 ∑iασ,jβ
i 6=j
Jiα,jβnNiα↑n
N
jβσ +
1
2∑iα
Je f fiα↑ n
N
iα↑(1− nNiα↑)+
+
1
2∑iα
fiα↑(Uiα,iα − Je f fiα↑ )nNiα↑(1− nNiα↑)
]
(2.94)
we can group terms that, that are linear in δn′iα↑, and quadratic in δn
′
iα↑. With some math
we obtain:
A = E[N]− E[N + 1] = εo.e.N+1 +
∂(EH + EX)
∂niα↑
δn′iα↑ + δA[O(δn
′2
iα↑)] (2.95)
It is obvious that the terms linear in δn′iα↑ are already taken into account on ε
DFT
LUMO. So
the first non-vanishing correction terms are of second order in δniα↑. These values for
the ionization (IE = −εHOMO + δIE) and affinity (A = −εLUMO + δA) can be written as
[128]:
δIE =
1
2∑i 6=j
Jiα,jβδniα↑δnjβ↑ +
1
2 ∑
α 6=β
Uiα,iβδniα↑δniβ↑+
+
1
2∑iα
Je f fiα δn
2
iα↑ +
1
2∑iα
fiα(Uiα,iα − Je f fiα )δn2iα↑
δA = −1
2∑i 6=j
Jiα,jβδn′iα↑δn
′
jβ↑ −
1
2 ∑
α 6=β
Uiα,iβδn′iα↑δn
′
iβ↑−
−1
2∑iα
Je f fiα δn
′2
iα↑ −
1
2∑iα
fiα(Uiα,iα − Je f fiα )δn′2iα↑
(2.96)
It has been found that this approximation gives good results [128, 129] for the gaps of
a variety of pi-conjugated organic molecules, in particular, the results are better for larger
molecules, due to electron relaxation effects become less important in big molecules.
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This Koopmans’ shift can be used not only for the HOMO and LUMO but for all the
molecular levels, we only need to change in (2.93) δniασ = |〈φiα|HOMON〉|2 by δniασ =
|〈φiα|LEVELN〉|2 where |LEVELN〉 is the eigen-wavefunction of the level we want to
correct.
So the Koopmans’ shift is a good way to improve the underestimation of DFT gap. In
particular we can combine it with the scissor operator (see next section) in order to get
an improved hamiltonian to calculate, among other things, transport or density of states
(DOS).
2.7.5. Scissor operator
We have shown how the Koopmans’ shift can deal with the underestimation of the DFT
gap, including self energy terms. In section 3.6 and 4.2.1 we will see a method to esti-
mate the gap of our molecules interacting with a metal surface. In this thesis, in order
to obtain this corrected HOMO-LUMO gap in our hamiltonian (and play with the rel-
ative alignment between organic molecules and metals, as in chapter 5) we have used
the scissor operator. If |µi〉 (|νi〉) are the empty (occupied) orbitals of the isolated, but
deformed, molecule (with the actual geometry of the molecule on the surface) then the
scissor operator read as:
Ôscissor =∑
µi
(ε+∆)|µi〉〈µi|+∑
νi
(ε−∆)|νi〉〈νi| (2.97)
where ∆ acts on a different way on the occupied (empty) molecular states, and, therefore
changes the value of the energy gap and ε move all molecular orbitals in the same direc-
tion. This scissor operator allow us not only to include SIC in the gas phase molecule,
but also to tune the gap and the relative alignment between metal and molecular levels
in the case of a molecule interacting with a surface.
The case of a molecule over a surface deserves some comments. Although |µi〉 (|νi〉)
are defined for the isolated molecule and we shouldn’t use them when it is interacting
with the metal, we obtain that this approximation works very well (see chapters 4 and 5)
as long as the deformed molecule geometry (instead of the gas phase one) is used.
We can rewrite it in the fireball atomic basis, in order to introduce it in our hamiltonian.
Equation (2.97) reads then:
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Oscissorij =∑
k
∆k〈i|Ψk〉〈Ψk|j〉 =∑
k
∆k〈i|
(
∑
l
ckl |l〉
)(
∑
m
c∗km〈m|
)|j〉 = ∑
k,l,m
∆kcklc∗km〈i|l〉〈m|j〉
Oscissorij = ∑
k,l,m
∆kcklc∗kmSilSmj
(2.98)
where ∆k = ε−∆ for k ∈ occupied levels and ∆k = ε+∆ for k ∈ empty levels and Ψk are
the eigenvectors of the energy eigenvalues.
2.8. Other methods for correcting the gap
As we have said, the underestimation of the DFT gap is the most important problem for
the systems that we are studying on this thesis. In the previous section, we explained
the methods used here to deal with this failure. For the sake of completeness, a couple
of state-of-the-art methods will be shown. Moreover, they can be inspiring later for some
approximations
2.8.1. GW method
GW form of selfenergy
The GW method relies on many-body green functions and self-energy formalism (section
A.2). It provides a way to calculate the self-energy in a reasonably amount of time with
good accuracy. The deduction of the form of the selfenergy can be found on [130]. The
form in time space and energy space is just.
ΣGW(r, r′, τ) = ih¯G0(r, r′, τ)W(r, r′, τ)
ΣGW(r, r′,ω) =
ih¯
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dωG0(r, r′,ω+ω′)W(r, r′,ω′)eiωt
(2.99)
where W(r, r′,ω) is the screened coulomb interaction, in (2.20). The reason for the name
of the method is now clear. It is important to say that this is an improvement with respect
to the HF form of the self-energy ΣHF(r, r′) = ih¯G0(r, r′, 0−)Vcoulomb(r, r′), because the
screened potential W(r, r′,ω) is considerably smaller that the coulomb potential. Besides
it introduces dynamic effects since it is energy dependent. To sum up GW selfenergy
takes into account exchange and a part of the correlation trough the screening potential.
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Practical implementation
It can be demonstrated [131] that the quasiparticles energy in the GW approximation can
be calculated using formula:
εGWi = ε
KS
i +
1
Zi
〈φKSi |ΣGW(ωKSi )−Vxc|φKSi 〉 where Zi = 1− 〈φKSi |
1
h¯
∂ΣGW(ωKSi )
∂ω
|φKSi 〉
(2.100)
where we have assumed that the self-energy correction to the Kohn-Sham potential
ΣGW(r, r′,ω) − VXC(r)δ(r− r′) is small and we can use first-order perturbation theory.
Moreover, we have considered that ωGWi − ωKSi = εGWi /h¯ − εKSi /h¯ is small so we can
perform a Taylor expansion around ωKSi . This approximation means that we don’t need
to compute explicitly the temporal dependence of ΣGW .
So in practice, we first have to know the dielectric function ε−1(r, r′′,ω). We can cal-
culate it using polarization matrix and random phase approximation (RPA) [132, 133],
that is accurate but very expensive computationally, or calculate is using plasmon mod-
els [131, 134, 135]. Moreover, the exchange and correlation parts of ΣGW are separated
(the screened potential W is rewritten as W = Vcoulomb + (W − Vcoulomb)), because the
exchange part can be calculated analytically.
GW approximation leads to really good results if we compare gap energies calculated
using this method with the experimental results, or, at least it gives better results than
LDA. The main problem of this method is that it is much more costly computationally
than DFT, even if approximations for the dielectric function are used.
2.8.2. LDA+U method
The origin of this method is to try to improve standard LDA functional for band systems
where coulomb repulsion on localized orbitals introduces an important source of corre-
lation, such as transition metal oxides, where we have delocalized electrons in s and p
bands (where LDA works pretty well) and electrons localized in metal d bands, where
the electron-electron repulsion U is important.
The LDA+U method is introduced as a functional that takes into account the LDA
functional for delocalized electrons and the electron correlation in a Hubbard-like way
for localized electrons. If we take the standard Hubbard hamiltonian (A.8), the underly-
ing idea of LDA+U is simple.
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Ĥ =∑
i
ε0nˆiσ −∑
i
t(cˆ†i+1σ cˆiσ + cˆ
†
iσ cˆi+1σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
delocalized, one electron
+ ∑
i
Unˆi↑nˆi↓︸ ︷︷ ︸
localized,correlation
E[ρ(r)] = ELDA[ρ(r)] + EU [{niασ,iβσ}]
(2.101)
Note that EU is a functional of the occupation numbers instead of density. This is
because this is the natural language in a Hubbard-like approach to localized electrons.
We also need to include a double counting term that takes out the electron correlation
already taken into account in LDA.
We are going to summarize here the basic formulas of the method. For a complete
description of the method see references [136, 137]. Consider a transition metal with
d orbitals where we have imposed spherical symmetry, then the simplest EU repulsive
term one can write is EU = 12U
e f f ∑m 6=m′ nmnm′ , where m, m′ are the magnetic numbers of
the d electrons, Ue f f is calculated as in (2.49), but using the screened coulomb potential
W (2.20) instead of the unscreened one. The double counting term Edc, that takes out the
interaction taken into account in LDA can be written as Edc = 12U
e f f N(N − 1)/2 (where
N = ∑i ni. So this simplified LDA+U functional can be written as:
E = ELDA + EU − Edc = ELDA + 1
2
Ue f f ∑
m 6=m′
nmnm′ − 12U
e f f N(N − 1)/2 (2.102)
The atomic energies are now (using Janak’s theorem [138]):
εLDA+Um =
∂E
∂nm
= εLDAm +U
e f f (
1
2
− nm) (2.103)
This means that the LDA eigenvalues are shifted by −Ue f f /2 if the level is filled
(nm = 1) and by +Ue f f /2 if the level is empty (nm = 0).
This method is closely related to our LCAO-OO approach. First of all, a more complete
description of the method includes not only Hartree-like corrections but also exchange-
like ones, as well as non-diagonal occupations nm,m′ (see [137] where the previous simpli-
fied model correspond to the particular case where nσm,m′ = n
σ
mδm,m′ , U = 〈m, m′|Vee|m, m′〉
and the other 〈m, m′′|Vee|m′, m′′′〉 terms are zero. Moreover, the matrix elements involved
in EU calculation in [137] are nothing but the ones in (2.49), and the form of the func-
tional can be derived using a mean-field approximation of the LCAO-OO Hamiltonian
(2.50) (approximating all the operators nˆiασ by its mean values niασ).
A point of caution with the LCAO-OO method analogy has to be taken. In this case
the electron-electron potential Vee is not the bare one but the screened one (so fiασ is
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not needed anymore to take into account correlation). This converts LDA+U in a post-
HF theory. This screened potential relates the LDA+U method with the GW one. The
relationship between this method and GW and HF ones is extensively studied in [139].
In section 3.6 the ideas of Cococcioni et al. [140] are used to extend this method from
metal transition oxides to organic molecules over metal surfaces.
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3.1. Introduction
All electronic circuits that relies on the use of semiconductors (almost all of them after
60s) needs to deal with a physical challenging system: metal/semiconductor interfaces.
Its technological importance led to an extensive research and all features are relatively
well understood for inorganic semiconductors (band bending, interface states, Bardeen
model, original IDIS model...). A small review of inorganic interfaces will be given in
section 3.2.
However, nowadays organic semiconductors have received a lot of attention both in
pure research and industry interests. As shown in section 1.3, electronic gadgets based
on organic semiconductors have already appeared in the market. On the other side, a lot
of research papers, reviews and books have been written about this topic [28, 29, 30, 31,
32].
The challenge of organic semiconductors is because of their different nature from
their inorganic counterparts (the former are molecular solids while the latter are co-
valent/partial ionic solids). Inorganic semiconductor theoretical tools does not work
properly for them.
To get a good performance in semiconductor electronic devices (both in organic and
inorganic) the so called electron injection barrier (see figure 3.2) must be as small as pos-
sible. This means that level alignment at the interface is very important. This alignment
appeared simple, but in fact is a complex problem. It has been found to be much more
complex than it was thought. The naive Schottky-Mott rule has been widely disproved
[29, 141, 142] since some effects that invalidate this rule appear at interfaces: chemical re-
actions, creation of interface states [142, 143, 144], metal-organic charge transfer leading
to an interface dipole, orientation of intrinsic molecular dipoles [145, 146], induced Pauli
exclusion (pillow) dipoles [147, 148, 149, 150], etc. These effects will be briefly introduced
in section 3.3.
In this chapter an small introduction of physics of metal/organic (3.3) and, for com-
pleteness, metal/inorganic (3.2) interfaces will be given. After that, we present in section
3.4 an extensive explanation of the IDIS model for metal organic interfaces [31, 38, 150,
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Figure 3.1.: (Color) a) Geometry (unit cell is highlighted) and density of states of silicon as an
example of a prototypical inorganic semiconductor. b) Geometry (upper and side
view, unit cell is highlighted) and density of states of PTCDA as an example of a
prototypical organic semiconductor.
151, 152]. Then, we will focus on two metal organic interfaces with very different screen-
ing: C60/Au(111) and C6H6/Au(111). We will show how the deficiencies of standard
DFT-LDA lead to quantitative disagreement with experimental evidence. A method for
correcting this will be highlighted at the end of the chapter.
3.2. Brief introduction to metal/inorganic semiconductor
interfaces
The series of physical changes that take place when a metal/inorganic semiconductor
(M/IS) interface is created has been one of the main topics of surface physics, due to its
great interest both scientific and industrial. The first studies of this interfaces come back
from late XIX century [153].
As stated before, the most important quantity at the interface is the barrier height
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Figure 3.2.: Schematic view of an (organic) light emitting diode. In order to get a good perfor-
mance, the electron and hole injection barriers have to be as small as possible. The
band alignment at interfaces is critical for this reason.
Φb. It is the minimum energy needed for an electron on the metal to penetrate in the
conduction band of the semiconductor (or for a hole to penetrate in the valence band,
see figures 3.2 and 3.3).
3.2.1. Schottky-Mott limit
Before the statement of the Schottky-Mott rule, it is necessary to say a few words about
the concept of work function. It is the energy necessary for an electron at the Fermi
Level to reach vacuum at rest. It has two contributions, the bulk contribution (due to the
periodic potential inside the solid) and the surface contribution (because of the presence
of dipole layer due to the asymmetric electron distribution at the surface [154], as shown
in figure 3.4).
The work function is well defined in metals, where Fermi Level lies within conduction
band, and is uniquely determined. However, semiconductor work function seems ill
defined because the Fermi Level can be located at any value within the gap, but it must be
remembered that the work function is a statistical concept and represents the weighted
average of the energies necessary to remove an electron from the valence and conduction
bands, respectively.
Now, consider a metal and a semiconductor with different work functions (usual case).
When they are connected electrically, both Fermi levels have to be the same. That implies
a charge transfer from the semiconductor to the metal. A net charge will appear between
both systems (equal but of opposite sign). This charge will be placed at the surface in
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Figure 3.3.: Different stages on the formation of a Schottky M/IS barrier. a) Isolated materials.
b) Connection of both systems. A potential Vi is established between both. c) As
both materials approach, band bending in the depletion region appears. d) When the
contact is established the barrier height is Φb = ΦM − χS, as stated in equation (3.1)
Figure 3.4.: (Color) Scheme of the charge distribution around a surface in a jellium model. The
uncompensated charges creates a dipole pointing to the surface that enlarge the work
function (i.e. make it more negative)
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Figure 3.5.: Schematic view of the filling of surface states on Bardeen limit.
the case of a metal (it is a good conductor) but in the case of the semiconductor, since
the charge carriers density is orders of magnitude lower, it will be in an extensive zone,
of the order of nanometers, called the depletion area. This is the origin of band bending.
Also an electric field appears at the region between metal and semiconductors whose
value is E = V/δ. When the distance between both materials goes to zero (i. e. the
contact is formed), that potential tends to zero in order to keep E finite, so the barrier
height is:
Φb = ΦM − χS (3.1)
(see figure 3.3). This equation is the naive Schottky-Mott rule [155]. It consider implic-
itly three important assumptions: that the surface contributions to ΦM and χS remain
unchanged when both materials are brought into contact, that there are no surface states
at the semiconductor and perfect contact between the metal and the semiconductor is
established. However, it implies a dipole at the surface, contrary of what sometimes is
stated. Since Schottky-Mott rule does not work in practice, it is clear that one or more of
the assumptions is wrong.
3.2.2. Bardeen limit
This model can be consider as the opposite limit of the Schottky-Mott model. It was
stated by Bardeen [156], based on the fact that the barrier height, Φb, is not too much
sensitive to the metal work function, ΦM.
Suppose that there is a continuous distribution of surface states within the gap at the
interface filled up to Φ0 (see figure 3.5), if the density of surface states is high enough
Φ0 ' EF , and the barrier height will be given by:
Φb = Eg −Φ0 (3.2)
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Figure 3.6.: a) Metal-semiconductor interface with an arbitrary bias. b) Flat band case
In this case the barrier height is insensitive of the metal work function.
3.2.3. Intermediate case
Real M/IS interfaces are between both Schottky-Mott and Bardeen limits. We are going
to consider here the Bardeen model when surface states DOS is not very high. Figure
3.6 show an schematic view of the interface under study (usually, between metal and
semiconductor an insulator layer is placed, instead of vacuum, but this does not change
the conclusions of the model).
There are three sources of charge in that system, Qm, the charge on the metal, that is
on the surface, Qd is the charge in the depletion region, that induces band bending; and
the third one, Qss, is the charge in the semiconductor surface due to surface (or interface)
states. Due to charge neutrality: Qm + Qd + Qss = 0.
Although a complete analysis of the problem will involve a lot of tedious algebra, it can
be greatly simplified assuming flat band situation (and the main physics is retained).1
In that case Qd = 0. We will also assume zero temperature on electrons (that is a good
approximation as long as the DOS does not change too much over an interval of kT/e).
In that case:
Qss = −eDs(Eg −Φb −Φ0) (3.3)
1Flat band can be achieved applying enough bias to the semiconductor so that the depletion region dis-
appear. An study of the barrier height without considering band flat situation can be found in [157]
(sections 1.4.3 and 1.4.4).
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where e is the electron charge, Ds is the surface DOS (per unit area, per unit energy),
assumed constant and Φb, Φ0, Eg are the quantities defined in figure 3.6b. There is not
electric field neither on the metal (it is a good conductor) nor in the semiconductor (we
are assuming flat band) so the electric field ε0E = Qss = −Qm (if we have an insulator
instead of vacuum between surfaces we should change ε0 by ε i = εrε0 the permittivity of
the insulator. The potential drop across the layer is:
V = Eδ = Qssδ
ε0
(3.4)
Is clear from figure 3.6b that:
ΦM = V + χS +Φb ⇒ Φb = ΦM − χS − Qssδε0 (3.5)
and using equation (3.3) we get
Φb = ΦM − χS + eDsδε0 (Eg −Φb −Φ0)⇒ Φb = S(ΦM − χS) + (1− S)(Eg −Φ0) (3.6)
where
S =
1
1+ eDsδ/ε0
(3.7)
is the screening parameter and measures the strength of the pinning at the interface, and
is a key parameter of the IDIS model of MO interfaces. Equation (3.6) was first derived
by Cowley and Sze [158]. It can be observed that Φb tends to the Schottky-Mott limit
when Ds → 0 (no interface states) and to the Bardeen limit when Ds → ∞ (high density
of surface states). Also note that Schottky-Mott and Bardeen limit corresponds to values
of S = 1 and S = 0 respectively.
We have to note that here, as in the Schottky-Mott rule, we have assumed that the
surface contributions to ΦM and χS remain unchanged when both materials are brought
into contact.
3.2.4. Origin of interface states
In all these models, the role of interface states is very important for the energy level
alignment, so here we will say a few words about them.
Induced density of interface states (IDIS)
Heine [159] was the first one to notice that intrinsic semiconductor surface states within
the gap resonate with metallic Bloch waves when M/IS is formed, leading to resonant
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gap surface states that is the source of the gap states that appears in Bardeen model
and intermediate case by Cowley and Sze. These states are metal conduction band
wavefunctions on the metallic side of the interface and penetrate into the semiconductor
with an attenuation length of the order of a few angstroms. Based on that assumption,
other groups tried to characterize this induced density of interface states [160, 161]
Although the ideas of Heine turn out to be correct, Tejedor and Flores [51] where the
ones that obtained quantitative values from theoretical calculations of semiconductors
from highly covalent (Si) to the highly ionic limit (ZnS), and Cohen and Louie [162, 163,
164] obtained DFT values for those interfaces.
However, as pointed out by Tejedor and Flores [51]; the states induced in the bottom
(top) of the gap are accompanied with a reduction of the DOS in the valence (conduc-
tion) bands. Since no new states can be created when the interface is formed, we can
conclude that the semiconductor (and not the metal) DOS is rearranged at interface for-
mation, so interface states come from valence and conduction semiconductor bands, as
the semiconductor virtual states are in resonance with the metal.
Unified defect model
This model was proposed by Spicer et. al [165]. They consider that interface states,
instead of coming from metal wavefunctions that decay into the semiconductor come
from defects in semiconductor surface. Defects, such as vacancies, steps or anti-site
defects (change of cation on anion sites, in III-V or II-VI semiconductors) lead to localized
states that can lie in the semiconductor band gap. This is validated by experiments, that
have shown that intimate metal-semiconductor interfaces are not perfect, and chemical
reactions and interdiffusion are common occurrences.
However, for high metallic coverages, the screening of these defects implies that the
density of defects needed for pinning the Fermi level should be very high. Nowadays, it
is considered that the unified defect model explains the Fermi level pinning in low metal-
lic coverage interfaces (∼ 1 ML, where very small DOS is induced in the semiconductor
due to metal interaction), and the IDIS model in higher coverages.
3.3. Brief introduction to metal/organic interfaces
As stated before, organic semiconductors are very different from inorganic ones. Due to
such small interactions between molecules (compared with the strong covalent interac-
tions in inorganic semiconductors), it was initially thought that Schottky-Mott rule was
valid for these semiconductors, since weak Van der Waals interaction between metal and
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Figure 3.7.: Change of the energy of the vacuum level relative to the Fermi level of the metal
substrate (εFvac, analogous to ΦM −V on inorganic semiconductors (see figure 3.6b) at
the deposition of TPD on five metals of various work functions ΦM. The two abscissas
correspond to the TPD film thickness and the work function of the metal substrate,
while the ordinate denotes εFvac. It can be seen clearly how the potential drop relies
in the first layer of organic molecules, and there is no depletion region, as in M/IS
interfaces. Reprinted from [166] Copyright (2001) from Elsevier.
molecules could be excepted, which is unable to induce DOS in the organic gap. How-
ever, it has been shown that this rule is disproved for most of metal/organic interfaces
[29, 141, 142]. On most of them, a dipole layer at the interface appears. Also, unlike
inorganic semiconductor interfaces, where the junction effect was extended over the de-
pletion area, in organic semiconductors, this effect is reduced mainly to the first organic
layer (see figure 3.7 and [166]).
It is worth commenting that this disapproval of the Schottky-Mott rule has been found
even for organic insulators (where the HOMO-LUMO gap is very wide). We can expect
here very small chemical interaction; however studies of a 9 eV gap long-chain alkane
n-C44H90 (TTC) on various interfaces have shown work function changes between −0.3
and −0.7 eV [167, 168].
Several effects have been proposed as the origin of this dipole, and some of them can
be acting at the same time. This is a brief summary of these effects.
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Abbreviation Name
TPD N,N’ -diphenil-N,N’-(3-methylphenyl)-1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’-diamine
Alq3 tris(8-hydroxiquinolino)aluminium
DP-NTCI N,N’-diphenyl-1,4,5,8-naphthyltetracarboxylimide
TTC Tetratetracontane
α-NPD N,N’-diphenyl-N,N’-bis(1-naphthyl)-1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’-diamine
PTCDA 3,4:9,10-Perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydryde
TTF Tetrathiofulvalene
TCNQ tetracyanoquinodimethane
PFO poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)
P3HT poly(3-hexylthiophene)
Table 3.1.: Abbreviations and actual names of the organic molecules mentioned in this thesis (the
chemical structure is in figure 3.8)
Figure 3.8.: Chemical structures of the compounds mentioned in table 3.1. a) TPD, b) Alq3, c)
DP-NTCI, d) TTC, e) α-NPD, f) PTCDA, g) TTF, h) TCNQ, i) PFO, j) P3HT
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Figure 3.9.: Possible origins of the formation of dipole on M/O interfaces. Chemical effects: a)
(b) dipole formation due to a net charge transfer from the molecule (metal) to the
metal (molecule); c) charge rearrangement due to bond formation. d) Formation of
an interface state. Physical effects: e) “Pillow” effect due to Pauli exclusion principle
between metal and organic electrons. f) Redistribution of the electron cloud due to
image effect. g) Permanent dipole.
3.3.1. Charge transfer and chemical reactions
Some molecules that form organic semiconductors are chemisorbed on metals (i. e strong
chemical interaction and bond formation is established between surface metallic atoms
and molecules). This effect is restricted to the first organic layer, so it is enough to study
a monolayer of molecules on metals.
Work function change has been reported for a lot of chemisorbed molecules on metals.
Two effects contribute to that: First of all charge transfer between metal and molecule,
that creates a dipole layer between both systems, leading to a work function change (the
work function is smaller, in absolute value, when charge transfer is from chemisorbed
molecule to metal and greater in the opposite case). The other effect is charge redistribu-
tion due to bond formation.
Charge transfer from the metal to the molecule has been reported on TCNQ/Au,
DP-NTCI/Al [143] and PTCDA/Mg,In,Sn [142]. And from the molecule to the metal,
TPD/Au [143] and α-NPD/Au [142] are good examples. An example of possible charge
rearrangement by bond formation is the case of Alq3/Al system, where a mid-gap state,
due to strong chemical interaction at the interface has been reported [144].
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Figure 3.10.: a) Image of overlap between metal and organic wave functions when both systems
are brought together. b) After orthogonalization, a charge rearrangement appears
that creates a net dipole Dpillow that lower the metal work function.
3.3.2. Image effect and surface charge rearrangement: “Pillow” dipole
These effects are present always in organic deposition on metals, but are more important
in physisorption with no charge transfer of non-polar molecules, due to it is the unique
effect that leads to work function change.
The image effect is closely related to the origin of Van der Waals forces. When we have
a non-polar molecule (or a noble gas atom), although it does not have an intrinsic dipole,
there are quantum fluctuations; so at a certain moment, a net dipole on the molecule can
appear. The metal react to this dipole creating a image dipole. The interaction of these
dipoles gives rise to Van der Waals forces.
However, this interaction with the net dipole with the screening charge can give rise
to a net displacement of the electron distribution in the adsorbate and create a potential
drop at the interface. This effect has been studied (at the DFT-LDA level) in a Xe/jellium
system [169, 170], showing that its contribution to the dipole at the interface is not negli-
gible.
Other source of dipole is the “pillow” dipole (sometimes called “cushion” dipole, push-
back dipole or exchange dipole). It is due to a pure quantum mechanical effect (as the
image effect dipole): the Pauli exclusion principle.
When a molecule is placed on a metallic surface, wave functions of both the metal and
the molecular atoms overlap. When we orthogonalize both wave functions, the electron
metal tails are pushed back into the metal. This charge rearrangement reduce the surface
dipole (as can be deduced from figure 3.4 and 3.10). This reduction of the surface dipole
means that work function will be reduced whenever a molecule is placed on a metal
surface, no matter if the molecule is an electron donor or acceptor, so in the case of
an electron acceptor the “pillow” dipole and the charge transfer dipole compete with
each other. This effect should be more important in cases where the surface contribution
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Figure 3.11.: Left: Relationship between ΦM and rs derived from the jellium model, including
the observed values of the work functions of typical metals. With decreasing rs the
surface contribution (ΦS) becomes dominant. Adapted from [30]. Right: Reported
work function changes for monolayer or saturation coverage of Xe on various metals.
For low rs metals (the surface contribution to the work function increase) the change
on ΦM becomes more important. Reprinted from [171] Copyright (1984) by the
American Physical Society.
to work function dipole is more important (i. e transition metals), as has been shown
experimentally [171].
3.3.3. Intrinsic molecular dipole
Some molecules have a net dipole (for example, Alq3, benzene-thiol). When they are
adsorbed on a metallic surface, sometimes they have a non negligible component on the
direction perpendicular to the surface. This dipole orientation gives rise to a potential
drop at the interface (see figure 3.9) [145, 146].
3.3.4. Effects on real devices
In the case of production of real devices, a few things has to be taken into account that
can change the energy level alignment [30]. A few words of these effects will be given.
The first one is the effect of air exposure of the interfaces. The oxygen present in the
atmosphere can penetrate into the interface and oxidize the metal surface, changing the
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work function of the metal and the vacuum level shifts [141]. This tend to reduce the
dipole at the interface, probably due to reduction of the interaction between the metal
and the organic molecule due to the surface oxidation or contamination [166].
Other effect is the order of deposition. In most of the experimental works on MO
interfaces, the organic layer is deposited over the metal surfaces, but in real devices is
necessary also to deposit metal atoms over organic surfaces. It has been shown that the
order of deposition can be important because metal atoms tend to penetrate and diffuse
on organic surfaces, forming diffuse interfaces, where reaction between organic material
and metal is enhanced [172, 173].
3.3.5. The integer charge transfer model
Finally, before a complete study of the IDIS model is presented, we are going to com-
ment briefly another model, designed for weakly interacting MO interfaces involving
luminescent polymers [174, 175, 176, 177, 178].
This materials have the characteristic that they are very soft (with a very strong
electron-phonon interaction), and creating an electron (or a hole) in the molecule will
induce a geometric relaxation that leads to the formation of polaronic states. An exam-
ple of these polymers are PFO and P3HT.
This model relies on the fact that energy level alignment is governed by these states. If
the work function lies between polaronic levels (EP+ < −|ΦM| < EP−) no charge transfer
and no dipole formation is shown, so vacuum level alignment is observed; but when the
work function reaches one of these levels (−|ΦM| > EP− or −|ΦM| < EP+) then a full
electron is transferred and the Fermi Level is completely pinned to these levels (although
the interaction of these molecules with the metal surface is weak). That means that the
organic DOS has sharp peaks at the polaronic states and is practically zero between
them.
As we will see later, this is complementary to the IDIS model, with a screening param-
eter S = 1 between EP+ and EP− and S = 0 at EP+, EP− levels.
3.4. IDIS model for metal/organic semiconductor interfaces
The IDIS model, originally created for metal/inorganic interfaces [51, 52], was extended
for metal/organic ones in the thesis of Hector Vázquez [38, 151, 152]. It has been ex-
tended to include pillow dipole and intrinsic molecular dipoles [150] in the Unified-IDIS
model. In this section we are going to carefully explain the ideas it is based on.
Before we extensively describe this model, we will say some words about our notation.
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Figure 3.12.: Left: HOMO and LUMO levels, as well as the polaronic states EP+ and EP−, of an
electroluminescent polymer. Right: Dependence of work function of polymer coated
substrate ΦEPL/SUB on the work function of bare substrate, ΦSUB, for four materials
studied in [174], namely P3HT, TFB, P10AF and PFO. Reprinted with permission
from [174] Copyright IOP publishing 2007.
First of all, we will use atomic units (h¯ = e = 1/4piε0 = 1) in all formulas. Second, we
are going to avoid the usage of terms like work functions of the interface and “clean”
work functions, that is common in literature and can be sometimes confusing. Instead,
here we use the following terms: initial Fermi level (that will be designated by ΦM), that
is the metal Fermi level before the contact is established, and coincides (apart from a
minus sign) with the “clean” metal work function, as long as the origin of energies is
placed at the vacuum level; and the final Fermi level of the interface (designated by EF)
that is the Fermi level of the interacting metal and organic system.
3.4.1. Interface states and the charge neutrality level
The main idea of this model is that the physical/chemical interaction between the first
layers of the organic material and the last layers of the metal, induces a non-negligible
DOS at the semiconducting gap. This DOS can appear because of the formation of hy-
brid metal/organic states at the gap due to strong chemical interaction between both
materials at the interface (connecting with the ideas at [147, 179]); or due to the broaden-
ing of HOMO and LUMO levels due to interaction with the metal. Zangwill [180] and
Newns [181] provide a way to estimate this broadening [38], although in this thesis it
has been computed from first principles. This induced DOS allow us to define the main
parameter of this model, the Charge Neutrality Level (CNL).
The CNL can be seen as a kind of effective Fermi level of the organic molecule. It can
be calculated as the integral of the DOS projected on the interacting organic molecule
up to charge neutrality conditions. As explained above, due to the interaction with the
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CNL
F
M
Figure 3.13.: Metal/organic interface before charge transfer. HOMO and LUMO peaks have been
broadened due to interaction between with the metallic surface. The molecular DOS
is filled up to CNL.
metal substrate, the peak-like DOS of the molecule is transformed in a continuum DOS,
allowing us to integrate it (as shown in figure 3.13).
N =
∫ CNL
−∞
ρinteracting(E)dE (3.8)
The CNL can be seen as some kind of effective electronegativity of the molecule in
the sense that the relative position of the metal work function (ΦM) with respect to the
organic CNL determines the direction of charge transfer (neglecting the effect of pillow
dipole and intrinsic molecular dipole). If CNL > ΦM then the electrons will flow from
the organic layer to the metal, on the contrary, when CNL < ΦM electron transfer from
the metal to the molecule will take place.
It needs to be taken into account that although intuitively the CNL should be at the
middle of the HOMO and LUMO levels [147, 182], this is not true. Usually the DOS is
higher around the HOMO than around the LUMO [120, 121, 151, 183]. This is obvious
for the C60 since the HOMO is five times degenerated while the LUMO is three times,
(without including spin). This pushes the CNL upwards in the gap, but is also true
(although less intuitive) for molecules like benzene, PTCDA and TTF (where the HOMO
degeneration is not greater than the LUMO one).
3.4.2. Level alignment and screening parameter
Now that we have the induced interface states characterized, and the position of CNL
and ΦM; let us allow charge transfer between the metal and organic material. As said
before, the direction of charge transfer depends on the relative position of CNL with
respect to ΦM. These charge transfer creates a dipole as shown in figure 3.14. This dipole
induces a potential drop at the interface, as can be seen using pure classical electrostatic
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Figure 3.14.: (Color) Metal/organic interface when charge transfer is allowed. It creates a dipole
at the interface that tends to align the metal work-function with the charge neutrality
level.
arguments2. The effect of this dipole is to move the final Fermi level and tends to pin it
to the CNL (figure 3.14). This pinning of the Fermi level to the CNL has been observed
experimentally in PTCDA [142] and is also strong in C60 [184] and DP-NTCI [185]. The
potential drop that changes the interface Fermi level from ΦM to EF can be related with
the electrostatic dipole through the formula:
∆ =
4piD
A
(3.9)
where D is the electrostatic dipole, ∆ the potential drop at the interface and A is the
surface area that belongs to each molecule (i. e. A =total area covered/total number of
molecules).
This pinning of the Fermi level is governed by the screening parameter, S, that has
appeared in the study of M/IS interfaces between the Schottky-Mott and Bardeen limits
(equation (3.7)), and its meaning is just the same. If we consider that the CNL is always
fixed with respect to the vacuum, and the level movement due to the dipole is only on
metallic levels, the screening parameter can be written as:
S =
CNL− EF
CNL−ΦM (3.10)
or equivalently:
(CNL− EF) = S(CNL−ΦM) (3.11)
So the S parameter can be seen as the value that controls the reduction of the (CNL−
ΦM) distance to (CNL− EF). So the lower the S parameter is, the greater the pinning
of the final Fermi level to the CNL. This implies a higher screening. Note that, as we
consider CNL a fixed level, we can also consider S as:
S =
δEF
δΦM
(3.12)
2See for example J. D. Jackson Classical Electrodynamics (3rd Ed.) Section 1.6
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That is, S control the changes in EF when we change the metal work function.
Now we can write the potential due to charge transfer (from now on it will be called
IDIS potential ∆IDIS) as a function of IDIS parameters:
∆IDIS = EF −ΦM = (1− S)(CNL−ΦM) (3.13)
3.4.3. Pillow dipole
In previous section, charge transfer as the unique source of interface dipole has been
considered. However there are more sources, although smaller than the charge transfer
dipole, and not important for self-consistently results of the calculations, have to be
considered as a second order effect. They are the pillow dipole and the surface dipole.
The first one was explained in section 3.3.2. As said there this effect raises the metal
work function. It can be taken into account in our model if we define an effective metal
work-function:
Φ˜M = ΦM +∆
P
0
(
∆P0 =
4piDpillow
A
)
(3.14)
And the equivalence of (3.11) is:
(CNL− EF) = S(CNL− Φ˜M) = S(CNL−ΦM)− S∆P0 (3.15)
And the total potential at the interface:
∆total = EF −ΦM = EF − Φ˜M +∆P0 = (1− S)(CNL− Φ˜M) +∆P0 (3.16)
This can be seen in two different ways. From one side, you can argue that the net
potential is the sum of the pillow potential (the second term) and the potential due to
the charge transfer (the first term), that can be considered as some kind of pseudo-IDIS
potential for the effective work function Φ˜M. On the other hand it can be seen as:
∆total = (1− S)(CNL−ΦM −∆P0) +∆P0 = (1− S)(CNL−ΦM) + S∆P0 = ∆IDIS +∆P
(3.17)
In this case, the total potential is the sum of the IDIS potential due to charge transfer
neglecting the pillow effect plus a screened pillow potential ∆P = S∆P0.
In fireball, the “pillow” dipole is not explicitly included. When we calculate Hartree
potential, we use a density of the form (2.25). As we said in section 2.4.2, this is an ap-
proximation, and, since the Hartree potential is calculated using fireball (non-orthogonal)
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Figure 3.15.: Metal (left) and organic (right) orbitals separated by a distance d. The probe elec-
tronic density λ is considered a point charge, eliminating the integration over r, and
we expand the distance |r− r′|, placing the origin of integration in r′ at the midpoint
between orbitals µ and µ′, as discussed in the text.
orbitals, the effect of orthogonalization of both organic and metal orbitals are not cor-
rectly taken into account. One can ask if we can trust in charge selfconsistency if this
effect is not taken into account, but as we will see later in this thesis this dipole is a small
second order correction, so we don’t need no be worried about this fact. On the other
hand, this allow us to separate contributions of the pure charge transfer and “pillow”
part from the interface potential.
In order to calculate numerically the pillow dipole, we are going to follow the ideas of
Vázquez and coworkers [150]. Consider the “probe orbital” φλ, that is located far away
from a couple of metal φµ and organic φµ′ orbitals. We consider that in both subsystems
(metallic and organic) orbitals are orthogonal, but there is an overlap between orbitals
of both subsystems. We want to know how the intersite coulomb interaction Jλ,µ (see
equation (2.49)) changes when metal and organic orbitals overlap. First of all the value
of Jλ,µ when no overlap is taken into account is:
Jλ,µ =
∫
d3rd3r′φ2λ(r)
1
|r− r′|φ
2
µ(r
′) (3.18)
where orbitals are considered to be real, as fireball orbitals are real.
Now we are going to orthogonalize the orbitals. Following the Löwdin scheme ϕµ =
(S−1/2)µ,iφi. Since Sµ,µ′ is small we can expand it up to second order in S:
ϕµ ' φµ − 12∑
µ′
Sµ,µ′φµ′ +
3
8 ∑
µ′,ν
Sµ,µ′Sµ′,νφν (3.19)
where µ, ν runs over metallic orbitals and µ′ over organic ones. We can introduce this
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expansion in (3.18) and, after that, expand |r− r′| around |r− r0| (see figure 3.15). Taking
into account that potential created in λ is Jλ,µnµσ we conclude that the overlaps between
orbitals give rise to a dipole Dpillow. The value of this dipole is:
Dµµ′σ = (nµσ + nµ′σ)Sµ,µ′
∫
d3r′∆r′φµ(r′)φµ′(r′) + (nµ′σ − nµσ)S2µ,µ′
d
4
(3.20)
where Dµµ′σ can be seen as a “bond” dipole between the metal orbital φµ(r) and the
organic orbital φµ′(r) (see figure 3.15), d is the distance between both atoms and ∆r′ =
r′ − r0 connects the integration variable r′ with the midpoint between organic and metal
atom r0 (reference [150] has the detailed mathematical calculations).
This result would be correct if no effect of selfconsistency was included in the occupa-
tions {nµσ}. However, this is not true, because, as stated in section 2.4.2, the occupations
in fireball are obtained by projecting the wavefunction in the orthonormal Löwdin or-
bitals nµ = ∑occ.n |〈ψn|ϕµ〉|2. This makes that the second term in (3.20) is already included
in our calculations. So we only need to consider the following off-diagonal contribution.
Dµµ′σ = (nµσ + nµ′σ)Sµ,µ′
∫
d3r′∆r′φµ(r′)φµ′(r′) (3.21)
Finally the total dipole is calculated as Dpillow = ∑µ,µ′,σ Dµµ′σ. The interface potential
is ∆P0 = 4piD
pillow/A.
3.4.4. Intrinsic molecular dipole
This case can be treated just like the previous case, considering that this dipole create
a potential drop ∆M0 that can be added to ΦM (it should be subtracted from the organic
part, but this is indifferent, due to we care only on relative alignment of levels of both
interfaces). Like the previous case it can be seen in two different ways:
∆total = EF −ΦM = EF − Φ˜M +∆M0 = (1− S)(CNL− Φ˜M) +∆M0
∆total = (1− S)(CNL−ΦM) + S∆M0 = ∆IDIS +∆M
(3.22)
3.4.5. Surface dipole
The “surface dipole” is the other source of dipole at the interface that is not considered
by our fireball code. It is a part of the IDIS dipole that needs to be added explicitly.
The form of the input density in (2.25), the form of the output charges (2.26), together
with the fact that we are using Harris functional, neglects off-diagonal dipole terms (as
said in 2.4.2). They are of the form.
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Do f f−diag = ∑
iα,jβ
Diα,jβ = ∑
iα,jβ
niα,jβ
∫
d3rφ∗iα(r)φjβ(r)r (3.23)
where niασ,jβσ = 〈cˆ†iασ cˆjβσ〉 as defined in section 2.5.1. Due to surface symmetry, only
Do f f−diagz 6= 0. Although the effect of this dipole is small (the change in ∆IDIS is less than
0.1 eV) it is important due to it varies linearly with charge transfer (due to it is part of the
IDIS dipole) and need to be taken into account when calculating U (see section 4.2.2). In
our calculations we only have taken into account the most important contribution i = j
(i. e. the intraatomic dipole).
3.5. Mind the gap: C60/Au(111) and benzene/Au(111) interfaces
In this section we are going to apply the ideas of the IDIS model to analyze the elec-
tronic structure of two interfaces: C60/Au(111) and benzene/Au(111). They were chosen
because significant difference of screening should appear between them. We start study-
ing these interfaces within the LDA approximation. At the end of this section, we will
show how calculations change when a realistic gap, obtained from experimental values
is used. The results have been published in Applied Physics A [183] and Journal of Vacuum
Science and Technology B [186]. Other authors have studied these systems theoretically. In
the case of C60, a complete study of geometry, energy and dipole formation at the in-
terface has been made by Wang and coworkers [187] (they also studied the C60/Cu(111)
interface in [188]). Sau and coworkers [189] have focused on the calculation of the trans-
port energy gap using Janak theorem and a simple energy functional for non-integer
number of electrons. Later in this thesis, we have also taken care of the transport gap:
our results will be presented in chapter 5. Regarding the benzene/Au(111) interface,
Bagus and coworkers [149] have used the constrained space orbital variation method,
while Morikawa and coworkers [190] have followed a DFT-GGA approach.
3.5.1. Geometry
The relaxed geometry of these interfaces has been calculated with the fireball code
(section 2.4). For the C60/Au(111) interface, we use the experimental 2
√
3× 2√3R30◦
structure that a monolayer of C60 takes when deposited on the Au(111) surface [191]
(see figure 3.16). For the sake of simplicity, we have used, for benzene/Au(111), a 5× 5
periodicity, with 4 molecules per unit cell (figure 3.17); in this geometry, the adsorbate
hexagonal lattice is the same and the distance between molecules is similar to the one
found experimentally in the
√
52×√52 structure [192] (7.3 Å versus experimental value
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Figure 3.16.: (Color) C60/Au(111)-2
√
3× 2√3 structure used in our calculations (unit cell is high-
lighted). Upper and side view. For clarity reason, in the side view we only represent
the first molecular row.
of 6.95 Å), so that the main difference is that our coverage is slightly smaller (∼ 10%)
than the experimental monolayer. Regarding the Au surface, we have used in both cases
a film of six layers. Since vdW interaction is very important in the benzene/Au inter-
face, we cannot trust in molecule/metal distances provided by LDA calculations, so it
has been deduced indirectly from the available experimental information. In particu-
lar, Koch et al. [193] have found for pentacene/Cu(111) a molecule surface distance of
2.34 Å; on the other hand, Duhm et al. [194] have found that for PTCDA/Au(111) the
molecule/metal distance is 0.61 Å larger than the one for PTCDA/Cu(111). Since the
benzene/Au distance should be similar to the pentacene/Au distance, these results sug-
gest that a reasonable benzene/Au(111) distance is 2.95 Å, extrapolations for C60 gives a
MO distance of 2.25 Å.
In order to calculate the electronic structure we have used Au double basis set of
numerical atomic orbitals (NAOs) for Au sp3d5s∗d∗5, with the following cutoff radii (in
a.u.): s = 6, s∗ = 6, p = 7 and d = 5, d∗ = 5; optimized s = 4.5, p = 4.5 (C); and s = 4.1
(H) [88]. These basis gives the following bond distances: C-C nearest neighbors distance
in benzene of 1.40 Å (to be compared with the experimental value of 1.392 Å [195]) and
C-C distance of 1.40 and 1.47 of C60 (to be compared with 1.39 and 1.44 obtained in
DFT in a plane wave basis [187] and experimental values 1.40, 1.45 Å[196]), and a bulk
gold lattice parameter of 4.16 Å (versus an experimental value of 4.07 Å [197]). Some
deficiencies appear because we are not using a converged basis set; mainly, the molecular
and metal levels are not correctly aligned at the experimental value (the experimental Au
work function is 5.1 eV, and the C60 and benzene midgaps are 5.4 and 4.05 eV below the
vacuum level respectively. Moreover, our HOMO-LUMO gap is 2.2 eV in C60 and 6.2
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Figure 3.17.: (Color) Model structure used for the benzene/Au(111)-interface (unit cell is high-
lighted). Upper and side view.
eV in benzene (instead of the plane wave converged values of 1.6 eV [189] and 4.7 eV
[190] respectively). In order to have these levels correctly aligned and the correct LDA
gap, we use the scissor operator (shown in section 2.7.5) that allow us to shift by ε the
molecular levels, an close the gap 2∆ where ∆ is a (negative) quantity that closes the gap
to the converged LDA gap. This way, direct comparison with plane wave DFT results
is possible [187] It has been considered that the C60 mid gap coincides initially with the
metal work function [191], while in benzene the mid gap is around 0.4 eV above ΦM
[149, 198]; in both cases, the initial HOMO-level is located with respect to the metal
work function by correcting its experimental position at the interface by the measured
interface potential). This has been achieved using the scissor operator.
3.5.2. Interface potential with LDA gap calculations
IDIS potential
Figure 3.18 shows our calculated DOS for the C60/Au(111) interface, projected onto the
atomic orbitals of C60. It has been calculated using the one electron Green function of
our hamiltonian, together with equation (A.24). In order to avoid numerical instabilities
we have chosen a finite η of 0.01 eV in order to calculate the Green function (see (A.21)).
In this figure we show the HOMO and LUMO levels, yielding an energy gap of 1.8 eV;
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Figure 3.18.: DOS and integrated DOS (per spin) projected onto the C60 molecule for the
C60/Au(111) interface. Vacuum level is the origin of energy.
the initial Fermi level, ΦM, which is located at the midgap; the final interface Fermi level,
which is 0.50 eV above ΦM, because of the induced interface potential ∆IDIS = 0.50 eV;
and the CNL, which is calculated using (3.8). This CNL for C60 is found to be located
0.3 eV below the LUMO-level.
As the IDIS-potential, ∆IDIS, is related to the screening parameter, S, by the equation
(3.10) we deduce that S = 0.08, which represents a case with a rather large screening
(consistent with the experimental results [184]).
In figure 3.19, we present our results for benzene/Au(111); the molecule DOS is an
average upon the four molecules of the unit cell. The energy gap is 4.5 eV, and the initial
Fermi level, ΦM, is located 0.4 eV below the midgap [149, 198]. In our calculations, the
CNL is located 0.4 eV below the LUMO level, and the interface Fermi level is 2.0 eV above
ΦM. Notice that the HOMO level is much more broadened by the metal than the LUMO.
From equation (3.10), we obtain the following screening parameter for benzene/Au(111),
S = 0.10, which represents an interface with smaller screening than C60/Au(111) but still
important.
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Figure 3.19.: Averaged DOS and integrated DOS (per spin) projected onto the benzene molecules
for the benzene/Au(111) interface. Vacuum level is the origin of energy.
Total dipole
The Pauli repulsion, not included in the previous calculations, is going to be described by
the “pillow” potential, ∆P0, as mentioned in section 3.4.3. We have obtained the following
values for these interfaces:
∆P0(C60/Au(111)) = 3.3 eV and ∆
P
0(benzene/Au(111)) = 1.0 eV.
Using these values and the results given above we get the following total potentials:
∆T(C60/Au(111)) = S∆P0 +∆
IDIS = 0.26 eV+ 0.50 eV = 0.76 eV.
∆T(benzene/Au(111)) = S∆P0 +∆
IDIS = 0.1 eV+ 2.0 eV = 2.1 eV. which should be com-
pared with the experimental evidence. In the case of the C60/Au(111), ∆T(C60/Au(111)
experimental)=0.6 eV [191] in very good agreement with our theoretical analysis; for ben-
zene/Au(111), ∆T(benzene/Au(111) experimental)=1.1 eV [149]. So our calculations give
an overestimated value of the interface dipole.
We should comment that it is very satisfactory that the case C60/Au(111) presents
such good agreement: for this interface the LDA gap approximation is not such bad.
The benzene/Au(111) is different: first of all, the molecule/metal distance we have used
in our calculations was an educated guess. We have explored how the total potential
changes with the benzene/metal distance. For instance, for 3.25 Å (the distance we
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obtain with an accurate ab-initio calculation, see 5.3), our results yield, S = 0.29, the
CNL at the same position (a very robust level), and ∆P = 0.4 eV, so that ∆T = 1.50
eV(IDIS)+0.12 eV(pillow)= 1.62 eV, closer to the experimental evidence [149], but still
too large. The main point here is the great underestimation of the actual gap, that
accurate calculations indicate that it is between 7.0-7.7 eV [121, 122] (that means, an
underestimation of more than 3 eV), that reduces the potential ∆t around 50 %.
3.5.3. C60/Au(111) interface with a larger gap
As it has been previously addressed, the HOMO-LUMO gap obtained in LDA is a poor
approximation to the actual one, since it is systematically underestimated.
A deep look at the literature confirm us this fact. Direct measurement of the transport
gap in C60 by scanning tunnel spectroscopy (STS) made by Lu et. al [199] (see figure 3.20)
show us that the actual gap is 2.7± 0.3 eV, in agreement with theoretical calculations
[189]. We have repeated the calculations of the DOS and IDIS potential for a gap Eg = 2.5
eV (using the scissor operator to tune it). The C60-metal distance is taken to be 2.5 Å [187]
and the work function is located 0.15 eV above the midgap.
Figure 3.21 shows our calculated DOS for the C60/Au(111) interface, projected onto the
atomic orbitals of the organic molecule. In this figure we show the HOMO and LUMO
levels, the initial (ΦM) and the final Fermi levels (EF). The IDIS potential (the difference
between ΦM and EF) is ∆IDIS = 0.61 eV; and the organic Charge Neutrality Level (CNL)
is located 0.45 eV from the LUMO-level so that, CNL− EF = 0.04 eV.
The screening parameter S can be obtained changing fictitiously the initial Fermi level
and calculating the corresponding change in the interface Fermi energy using (3.12),
which is found to be 0.07, very similar to the case obtained using equation (3.10). Re-
garding the “pillow” potential. It yields ∆P0 = 1.9 eV, so we get ∆
P = S∆P0 = 0.14 eV and
∆T = 0.75 eV. Note that these values are a different from the values obtained for the LDA
gap.
3.5.4. Discussion
Despite of our results are in reasonable agreement with experiments (at least for C60),
some details of the calculation can be improved. There is a list of some of them.
1. First of all, in previous subsection we showed that the correct value of the gap
is critical to have a realistic interface potential. If we compare results for a C60
molecule with a gap of 1.8 and 2.5 (only 0.7 eV increment) we see that the IDIS
potential changes from 0.50 to 0.61 (despite the C60/metal distance is larger), and
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Figure 3.20.: dI/dV spectra of a single C60 molecule on Au(111) at T = 7 K. Spectra 1–9 were
taken at indicated spots on the inset image and are shifted vertically for clarity.
Tunneling parameters were V = 2.0 V , I = 1.0 nA before taking the spectra. The
dashed spectrum was obtained from the bare Au(111) surface. (Image scale is ∼
20× 20 Å). Reprinted from [199] Copyright (2004) by the American Physical Society.
the LUMO-CNL distance also increases from 0.25 to 0.45 eV. As we will see in
section 5.3, for the benzene case, the difference is dramatic. The potential reduces
from 1.50 eV to 0.85 eV, and the LUMO-CNL distance is increased from 0.40 to 1.25
eV, showing that a LDA calculation in this case does not give correct quantitative
results.
2. We have used an extended gold basis set in order to obtain a realistic pillow dipole.
However, it is in the frontier of the valid basis for the fireball method, the form of
the output charge (2.26) relies on the assumption that the overlap is small enough
to use the approximation (ϕLöwdiniα = φ
f ireball
iα ) in the Hartree potential. This is the
reason why the basis is not suitable for geometry calculations, due to forces are
more sensitive to this fact. However, electronic structure calculations with more
simple sp3d5 basis of cut-off radii (in a. u.) s = 4.5, p = 4.9, d = 4.3, show
us that the difference in the total dipole is around 10 % , within the error bar
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Figure 3.21.: DOS and integrated DOS (per spin) projected onto the C60 molecule for the
C60/Au(111) interface. EF is the origin of energy. The origin for the integrated
DOS is arbitrary.
of our calculations and we can be sure that fireball approximations work well
for a basis set of this size. However, the screening parameter is greater, due to
a smaller interaction between the metal and the molecule (because metal orbitals
have smaller cutoff radius).
3. Calculation of the screening parameter S using (3.10) although gives good results,
can be calculated more accurately using the definition in (3.12), as done in 3.5.3
4. Reliable distances have been obtained extrapolating other experimental or theoret-
ical results. A fully ab-initio calculation of the distance should be desirable.
The most important of this list is the first one. All along this thesis we will try to
correct the deficiencies explained here.
3.6. The gap problem
Although in the previous section we have addressed the importance of a reliable gap
for the C60/Au(111) interface, we still don’t have a systematic way to obtain realistic
values for it without using techniques really expensive computationally. In this section
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we are going to point out the main ideas we have followed in order to correct it. In next
chapter we will apply these ideas in the framework of the IDIS model in order to obtain
in practice a realistic gap.
We can see the underestimation of the LDA gap using two complementary points of
view. The first one is more physical, and has been introduced in the thesis in section
2.7.2, the other one is based on mathematical properties of the energy functional in DFT.
As explained in section 2.7.4, in LDA, selfinteraction correction, due to interaction of an
extra electron with the others, is not taken into account and the ionization potential and
electron affinity are under and overestimated respectively. This allow us to write the
gap in terms of the charging energy U0 that arises from Coulomb repulsion between two
electrons in the molecule.
Etg = E
LDA
g +U
0 (3.24)
In this case we have not only selfinteraction correction, but also image potential: our
molecules are deposited over a metal, so the charging energy of the molecule is reduced
(because of the interaction of the image charge, that weakens the interaction of the “real”
charge). This can be taken into account by substituting U0 by an effective image charge
U < U0.
Mathematically, the underestimation of the LDA gap is related with the derivative
discontinuities in non-integer DFT. The exact value of the ground state energy should be
piecewise linear with respect to the number of electrons [200], however, in standard local
approximations it is not the case. So the derivative discontinuity ∆xc defined as:
Etg = E
KS,LDA
g +
{(
∂Exc
∂N
)
N=N+0+
−
(
∂Exc
∂N
)
N=N−0+
}
= EKS,LDAg +∆xc (3.25)
is zero in LDA [201]. Sau et al., within the spirit of the LDA+U method, suggested the
following correction to the LDA functional.
E[N + δn] ' ELDA[N + δn] + U±
2
|δn|(1− |δn|) (3.26)
where δn is the fractional charge of the system (0 < δn < 1) and U+ for δn > 0 and U−
for δn < 0 (that are closely related to the charging energy U). The quadratic term corrects
the piecewise linearity of LDA, and allow us to obtain for integer values E[N + 0, 1] '
ELDA[N+ 0, 1]. If we apply Janak’s Theorem to this functional for the HOMO and LUMO
levels of a molecule we get:
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(
∂E
∂(δn)
)
δn<0
' εLDAHOMO −
UHOMO
2(
∂E
∂(δn)
)
δn>0
' εLDALUMO +
ULUMO
2
(3.27)
We can relate UHOMO,LUMO (equivalent to U−,+ respectively) with the charging energy
U as U = 1/2(UHOMO +ULUMO). Note that these results are equivalent to the equation
(2.103) obtained at section 2.8.2, but for the molecular levels instead of the atomic ones.
Taking the second derivative ∂
2E
∂(δn)2 when δn → 0, and realizing that it is actually zero
(since the total energy is piecewise linear with respect to the occupancy) we get:
Ui =
∂εLDAi
∂(δn)
(3.28)
for i =HOMO, LUMO and δn < 0,> 0 respectively.
If we find an easy way to calculate the change on the molecular spectra due to the
molecule charging, we will get U using this equation and we will be able to correct the
LDA gap. As we will see in the next chapter this is straightforward in our model.
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4.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter we have shown that the IDIS model is a simple yet accurate
model for predict and study energy level alignment at metal-organic interfaces, that
are found in new organic electronic devices like OLEDs. However there are other sys-
tems where metal-organic interaction takes place, but are not an infinite metal-organic
interface. This is the case of molecular electronics devices (were an organic molecule is
attached to two metallic electrodes) [3, 8, 45, 202, 203], or individual molecules deposited
over surfaces at extremely low coverage [199]. It should be desirable to extend our model
to that kind of systems.
This extension is only valid if the physical interactions governing these systems have
the same physical origin than in MO interfaces. This means that the induced interface
states can occur locally, that is, there can be non extended states inside the organic gap.
This is true if we consider them as states coming mainly from hybridization of metallic
and organic states (an effect that can take place at the molecular limit). We will show
that the lack of extended surface states does not affect our model.
When going from monolayer to molecular limit, a word of caution should be said. At
molecular limit, the change on work function (the potential drop at the surface, consider-
ing it as a macroscopic quantity) is different than the potential that the molecule suffers
due to MO interaction. Figure 4.1 shows schematically the difference between both. In
the case of the IDIS model, the IDIS potential is the potential that a molecule suffers. The
“macroscopic” work function is just the value given by formula (3.9) where the dipole
is the electrostatic one due to charge transfer. The difference between both is clearly
seen at extremely low coverage. The change of the macroscopic work function of the
surface is negligible (we only have a few molecules over the metal surface); however, the
molecule does suffer a potential drop due to the local dipole that appears between the
metal and the molecule. In order to distinguish both quantities, from now on, we are
going to consider ∆ the change in macroscopic work function and V the local potential
drop at the molecule. At high coverages, as the cases studied in previous chapter, both
quantities are almost the same (∆ ' V)
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Figure 4.1.: Left: Scheme of the difference between the rise in metal work function and the po-
tential that the molecule suffers. The former is the measurement of the potential far
away from the surface (when it is essentially flat, and makes sense talk about work
function rise, while the latter is the potential that the molecule sees, that is not flat
and can be very different from the former. At high coverages, potential curves tend to
flatten very quickly and both quantities are essentially the same. Right: Dependence
on the average potential over a plane for different coverages. At high coverages, the
potential does not depend on distance to the surface, and the origin of V is the inter-
face dipole layer. For lower coverages, V > ∆ and there is a distance dependence of
the potential. At the limit of low coverages ∆ = 0 (since there is no dipole layer over
the whole surface).
In the next section we are going to focus on a C60 molecule over Au(111) surface (where
experimental results are available) and show that the IDIS model remains valid even if
only one molecule is involved. In section 5.2 we will see that this case can be seen as a
limit of the IDIS model for low coverages.
4.2. C60 molecule over a Au(111) surface
The adsorption of a C60 molecule over a Au(111) surface has been simulated with a 8× 8
Au cluster with no periodicity and 4 layers. The cluster size has been checked to be
high enough to avoid border effects. All C60 atoms and surface atoms (apart from the
boundary gold atoms, and the last layer) have been allowed to relax. The adsorption
distance has found to be 2.4 Å (a complete discussion about the role of van der Waals
interaction in this interface will be given in section 5.2.1). In this case, we have used both
for the geometric relaxation and for the electronic structure calculations an Au sp3d5 basis
with the following cut-off radii (in a.u.): s = 4.5, p = 4.9, d = 4.3, that gives a lattice
parameter of 4.12 Å (compared with experimental value of 4.07 Å [197]). The reason for
this choice is to improve the accuracy/speed ratio of our calculations (not so important
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here, but critical for comparison with other results in section 5.2.3). We have checked that
our results are independent of basis choice changing the Au, C basis (see section 5.3.5).
The C basis set is the same as in previous calculations in section 3.5. Regarding the gap,
we have calculated an accurate value taking into account selfinteraction correction and
image potential, using the ideas presented in 3.6, obtaining Etg = 3.1 eV. This will be
carefully explained in next section. Geometry has been shown in figure 4.2 and DOS on
figure 4.3.
Figure 4.2.: (Color) Geometry of the 8× 8 cluster without periodicity used for simulating a single
molecule adsorbed over a gold surface (upper and side view).
In this case, although the same formulas as in 3.5.2, (A.20) and (A.21), are used in
order to calculate the DOS, a η = 0.1 eV for Au orbitals is introduced in order to correctly
mimic the continuous DOS of the surface; and a η = 0.001 for C orbitals in order to get
the peak-like DOS of the molecules. That is:
G−1jj (E) = Hjj − E + iηj
ηj = 0.1 if j ∈ Auηj = 0.001 if j ∈ C (4.1)
by this way, we obtain a more realistic DOS, and we avoid artifacts that appear when we
take a η too high.
We are tempted to interpret the DOS in terms of the IDIS model, placing the CNL, ΦM
and IDIS potential (V IDIS, remember the difference between V and ∆), and calculating
the screening parameter, obtaining S = 0.53. However, is this interpretation valid?
We can check the validity of the IDIS model calculating S using not only equation
(3.10) but also (3.12). If the movement of the Fermi level with respect to the work func-
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Figure 4.3.: (Color) DOS projected on the C60 orbitals for the case of an isolated C60 over a Au(111)
surface. Molecular levels of the isolated (but deformed) molecule are indicated by
red lines. Right inset: enlarged image for the area around the Fermi level, showing
HOMO, LUMO and CNL of the molecule, ΦM and the Fermi level (EF) of the system.
tion behaves linear, and the value of S coincides with the one calculated previously,
the suitability of the IDIS model to describe this kind of metal/organic contact will be
strongly validated.
Figure 4.4 show perfect linearity, and the slope value is S = 0.53 too. So, IDIS model
for low coverages can be considered valid. In section 5.2 we will see a few more facts
that strength the validity of the IDIS model at the molecular limit).
4.2.1. IDIS based calculation of charging energy
In section 3.6 we presented the formula:
Ui =
∂εLDAi
∂(δn)
(4.2)
obtained by Sau and coworkers [189] based on a LDA+U correction of the linearity of
energy functional in DFT for non-integer numbers. It allows to calculate the charging
energy if we calculate the movement of the HOMO and LUMO levels when we add or
subtract some charge δn to the molecule. How can we do it when the molecule is not
isolated but placed over a surface?
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Figure 4.4.: Values of CNL-EF V IDIS and δn versus the initial Fermi level for the C60 molecule
over Au surface. Linear behavior support our assumption that the IDIS model is valid
at the molecular limit.
The answer is very simple if we think on the IDIS model. In this model naturally occurs
an addition or subtraction of charge δn to the molecule (due to the charge transfer). On
the other hand, there is also a natural movement of the HOMO and LUMO levels (the
potential drop due to the IDIS dipole), so in our case we can define:
U =
δV IDIS
δn
(4.3)
So using only IDIS parameters we can deal with the underestimation of the LDA gap
and give a good approximation to the actual one without any expensive methods like
GW (that for long molecules such as PTCDA/Au(111) with 208 atoms or low coverage
interfaces, such as C60/Au(111) 5
√
3× 5√3R30◦, with 360 atoms) would be completely
prohibitive.
Some words of caution need to be addressed here. First of all, in actual geometries
there is no charge transfer from/to the HOMO/LUMO, but to the interface states that
are around the CNL. That means that we are neither calculating UHOMO, nor ULUMO but
a mixture of both. However, these charging energies should be very similar. Calcula-
tions of Koopmans’ correction, using (2.96) show that this correction (that is actually the
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charging energy U0) for free molecule in C60 and benzene is more or less the same for
all levels (other molecules, such as PTCDA were calculated in [38, 31]). That means that
although we are taking interface states, that are mainly a mixture of HOMO and LUMO
levels, we will obtain good results.
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Figure 4.5.: Value of selfinteraction correction using Koopmans’ theorem, see equation (2.96), to
the DFT level of isolated C60 as a function to the molecular level. It can be seen that
all values are around ±1.4 eV.
4.2.2. Practical implementation
The formula 4.3 can be written in a more practical way. If we consider that the density
of states is more or less constant between the Fermi level and the charge neutrality
level, that is what actually happens (see figure 4.3) we can take the average DOS D˜, and
consider that δn = D˜(CNL− EF). With this and (3.11) and (3.13) we obtain:
S =
1
1+UD˜
(4.4)
In this equation, UD˜ plays the same role that the term 4pie2dD˜/A does in the elementary
theory of Schottky barriers (d is the effective distance between the positive and negative
charge transferred between the metal and the molecule, and A the area per molecule).
So, with the screening parameter and the average DOS at the Fermi Level we can obtain
easily the charging energy. This formula is better for practical use in systems with small
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S and large broadening of the HOMO/LUMO levels because we can calculate S and D˜
more exactly than V IDIS. Note that S and D˜ should change with the size of the gap: the
larger the gap, the smaller the DOS at the Fermi Level (HOMO and LUMO broadened
levels are farther to the Fermi level), and the larger the value of S (the screening is lower
because the insulator character is higher). In our calculations, we have opened the gap
with the scissor operator (equation (2.97)) and recalculated S, D˜ and U until we get a
selfconsistent U.
Up to now we didn’t care about the metal “U” since it should be zero. However, the
surface has been simulated using a cluster (so it is not longer a true metal but a very
narrow gap semiconductor; so a small spurious “Umetal” will appear. In the 8× 8 cluster,
Umetal ∼ 0.2 eV. This has to be taken into account. For example “V IDISmetal ”= Umetalδn is
around 0.04 eV, so in order to calculate S or U this small spurious contribution has to be
neglected (otherwise S will be 0.49, too small and U = 1.8 too high).
We have considered this by calculating (CNL− EF) for different initial Fermi levels,
let’s say ΦM and ΦM + ∆. By virtue of equation (3.12) the screening parameter should
be:
S =
(CNL− EF)ΦM+∆− (CNL− EF)ΦM
(ΦM +∆)−ΦM =
(CNL− EF)ΦM+∆− (CNL− EF)ΦM
∆
(4.5)
but as Umetal 6= 0 there is an spurious “IDIS potential” in the metal V IDISmetal = δnUmetal that
has to be subtracted. The corrected screening parameter S is then calculated via:
S =
(CNL− EF)ΦM+∆− (CNL− EF)ΦM
∆−V IDISmetal
(4.6)
Last but not least, the surface potential (mentioned in section 3.4.5) tends to reduce the
gap, and this effect is not taken into account in our fireball code. So we need to calculate
it using formula (3.23) and see how it changes with charge transfer. The actual value of
U is U = U f ireball − |Uo f f−diag| where Uo f f−diag is:
Uo f f−diag =
δVo f f−diag
δn
(4.7)
When all this considerations are taken into account, we get for the isolated C60 molecule
over a gold “surface” (actually a cluster, as stated before) a value of 1.5 eV.
The discussion of the calculation of U for a finite coverage will be given in section 5.2.
4.2.3. Calculation of pillow and surface potential at low coverages
In previous sections we have seen that the interaction of a C60 molecule with a gold
surface can be understood in terms of the IDIS model, obtaining an IDIS potential
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V IDIS = (1− S)(CNL− ΦM). However, to obtain a good picture of the interface not
only the IDIS potential but also the pillow and the surface ones need to be calculated.
There is no problem in calculate Dpillow and Do f f−diag but, what is the potential drop in-
duced in the molecule due to these dipoles? In order to calculate that, we will guide us
by the behavior of the IDIS potential. The difference on the pillow and surface potential
(∆P,o f f−diag) for high coverages and molecular limit can be calculated by taking into ac-
count that 1/S−1D is the induced potential drop at the interface by one electron transferred
from the molecule to the surface (see equation (3.7)). So the difference between potential
drops for high coverages and the molecular limit, is, in a first approximation:
VP,o f f−diagmol
∆
P,o f f−diag
ML
=
(1/Smol − 1)DML
(1/SML − 1)Dmol (4.8)
(D is the DOS at the Fermi Level). Applying this to the pillow potential we have obtained
VP0 0.07 eV for the isolated molecule. The surface potential acts on the opposite way
(tends to reduce ΦM − EF) and is 0.03 eV for the molecule. Although these values are
very small, Vo f f−diagmol play a significant role in calculating the actual gap of the system
(see previous subsection).
4.2.4. C60/Au(111) gap calculation: Summary and conclusions
We are going to a brief review of the contents of this section and how we have applied it
to our system.
1. First of all we take the isolated molecule over the surface and calculate S correcting
the effect of Umetal , and D˜ as D˜ = δn/(CNL− EF).
2. With S and D˜ we obtain U using (4.4).
3. We use the scissor operator to open the gap from ELDAg to Etg = ELDAg + U. After
that we recalculate S, D˜ and U
4. We repeat steps 2 and 3 several times until we get an selfconsistent gap (i. e. we
have a gap Etg = ELDAg +U1 and with formula (4.4) we obtain U2 = U1
5. We calculate the surface-potential Vo f f−diag and Uo f f−diag via equations (3.23), (4.7)
and (4.8). The final U is U = U f ireball − |Uo f f−diag|.
If we compare our predicted gap (3.1) with other theoretical and experimental results,
we get good agreement. Lu et. al. [199] found an experimental value of 2.7 eV using STS
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(see figure 3.20); and Sau et. al. [189] calculated a gap of 2.5 eV obtained using a similar
approach as the one exposed here combined with a GW-like self-energy.
The advantage of this method is the much lower computational cost, as compared
with standard approaches based on GW or other beyond-HF techniques. It has some
details (the spurious V IDISmetal , the fact that we are not calculating U
o f f−diag) but we obtain
reasonably good gaps (slightly overestimated). We need to say that, as we will see in
section 5.6, the use of an hybrid potential reduces the obtained gap due to exchange hole
delocalization.
4.3. Application of the IDIS model at the molecular level. C60
between two tips
In this section we are going to apply our IDIS model to the a C60 molecule between two
gold tips. This work has been published in Organic Electronics, with help and advice
from César González [204].
Some work has also been addressed to understand the quantum dot formed by an
isolated C60-molecule located between two metallic tips [205, 206, 207], but in these
references many-body corrections have been neglected. In our case we combine a DFT
calculation at the LDA level of the geometry during the approach the two tips to the
C60 molecule, with an electronic structure analysis in terms of the IDIS model. Also,
an study of the charging energy of the molecule U and its changes during the tips-C60
approach have been done, applying the ideas presented in section 4.2.1.
4.3.1. Mechanical study
In our DFT simulations , the Au-tips consist of pyramidal-shape clusters of 46 Au atoms
in a (111) geometry, with 3, 6, 10 and 27 atoms in the first, second, third and last layer
respectively [17] (see figure 4.6). The basis set used is the same as in previous calculations
of section 4.2. The contact formation is analyzed by approaching each Au-tip in steps
of 0.1 Å; after each step the atoms are relaxed to their corresponding minimum energy
positions, except the atoms in the last Au-layer of both tips, which are fixed. We have also
calculated electrical conductance of the system at each step of the deformation process
using the Keldish-Green’s function formalism explained in section 2.6, for a molecule
between two electrodes, together with the first-principles hamiltonian obtained after the
relaxation.
Figure 4.6 shows the calculated geometry of the tip/C60/tip contact as a function of the
distance, d, measured between the fixed Au-layers of both tips. Initially (figure 4.6A), C60
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Figure 4.6.: (Color). Geometry of the tip/C60/tip system for different values of the distance d
between the fixed Au-layers. The arrow in case B suggests how the molecule rotates.
Reprinted from [204]
is attracted by the tips, its diameter increasing along the tip-tip direction (see figure 4.7
b). The buckyball suffers, however, a slight rotation (figure 4.6B) in the attractive region
between distances d = 23.7 and 26.4 Å (defined as the distance between both fixed Au
layers), where the molecule jumps between different minima in such a way that the force
cannot be calculated as the derivative of the energy (in figure 4.7a this is represented by
a dashed line for the force which is only a guide to the eye, calculated smoothing the
energy curve). When the force is ∼ 0, the C60 returns to its original orientation, and after
that, the molecule starts to be compressed (figure 4.6C), shortening its diameter along
the tip-tip direction. Eventually, the tips starts to break (Figure 4.6D). Notice also that the
maximum attractive energy for one interface is 2.2 eV, and that the maximum attractive
force is (probably) in the order of 3.8 nN; as expected, this force is around twice the one
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calculated for a tip/nanotube contact of the same diameter [17]. Van der Waals forces
are found to be small (see discussion in [120] and 5.2.1).
The conductance at the Fermi level of the tip/C60/tip contact (Figure 4.7 b) shows a
maximum of 1.8G0 in the compressive region, while it is ∼ 0.8G0 for the equilibrium
position. For long distances, d > 25.7 Å, 3 channels contribute equally to the conduc-
tance, as corresponds to the three orbitals of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) level while, due to the symmetry breaking of LUMO level, only two channels
contribute at short distances. At intermediate distances only one channel dominates the
conductance due to the rotation of the molecule.
We should comment here that the conductance has been calculated with the corrected
hamiltonian (with the scissor operator) so the molecular gap is the realistic one: calcu-
lations without this correction lead to a maximum value of 2G0 (the difference ratio is
larger when the distance between tips increase).
4.3.2. Electronic analysis: Unified IDIS model and self-interaction correction
Figure 4.8 shows the density of states projected on the C60 orbitals for the cases A, B
and C of figure 4.6. For each case, the HOMO and LUMO levels, the molecule CNL, the
initial (ΦM) and final (EF) Fermi levels are shown. As in the case of a single C60 molecule
adsorbed on a gold surface, the tip/C60/tip contact reacts creating a mean potential, Vt,
between the tips and the molecule that tries to align the organic CNL and the metal
work-function. In case A, since the “pillow” dipole is negligible, that potential is created
only by the charge transfer between the two materials that is, Vt = V IDIS.
In figure 4.8 a, CNL − ΦM = 1.1 eV and V IDIS = 0.34 eV, so that S = 0.7. As in
other cases, we have checked that the screening parameter is the same using equations
(3.10) and (3.12). We have calculated the transport energy gap by means of the method
exposed in section 4.2.1, using equation (4.4). In this case U = 2.0 eV, so the transport
energy gap has been fitted to 3.6 eV by means of the scissor operator presented on 2.7.5.
Moreover, using this scissor operator, the Au work function has been placed 0.3 eV above
the midgap.
Note that this gap differs from the gap of 3.1 eV found for a molecule over a metal
surface. This means that the gap of the molecule depends on the geometric details of the
structure; the gap over a metal surface is different than the gap between two metal tips.
In cases b and c the distance (CNL−ΦM) = 0.82 (b), 0.75 (c) eV has been reduced to
(CNL− EF) = 0.21 (b) and 0.18 (c) eV, so the IDIS potential is 0.61 (b) and 0.57 (c) eV
and the screening parameter S = 0.26 (b) and 0.24 (c), indicating that in these two cases,
for small tip-C60 distances the interface screening is much more effective than in case A,
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Figure 4.7.: (Color) (a) Energy, forces and (b) conductance at the Fermi level and the diameter of
C60 along the contact direction, for the system shown in figure 4.6 as a function of
the distance d.
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saturating around the energy minimum. Moreover our selfconsistent calculations yield
the following values of U: 1.6 (b) and 1.3 (c) eV, and the following transport energy
gaps: 3.2 eV (b) and 2.9 eV (c), as can be approximately appreciated from the strongly
broadened HOMO and LUMO levels of those figures.
Regarding the pillow potential, in these cases it is not so small, so the total potential
has pillow contribution too. The corresponding values of VP0 for cases b and c are 0.45
and 0.96 eV respectively, that are screened to SVP0 = V
P = 0.12 eV (b), 0.23 eV (c). Note
that in this last case, the pillow potential is able to change the charge transfer direction
(in section 5.2.6 we suggest that this mechanism can be present also in C60/Au(111)
monolayer).
Finally, a word of caution about Uo f f−diag should be addressed here. We are now
dealing with a tip instead of with a complete surface so the change in U due to the
off-diagonal surface potential will be smaller. Since we know that in the whole surface
case the change in U is not bigger than 10 %, we can expect here that Uo f f−diag < 0.1 eV
and and we did not include it.
4.3.3. Conclusions
We have applied the IDIS model, that was originally applied to metal/semiconductor
interfaces (organic and inorganic) to a complete different field: molecular electronics. We
have show that the IDIS model help to interpret the electronic structure of the system,
and allow us to calculate a realistic gap where both the self interaction correction and
the image potential are taken into account. Note that here, a semi-classical calculation
of the image potential1 is not an easy task. Also is important to note that, the gap of
the molecule depends on the tip-molecule distance. Moreover, the Au geometry also
influences the gap size. This will be explicitly pointed out in next section but these
results suggest the same: note that we obtain the same U for a C60/tip distance of ∼ 2 Å
than for a C60/surface distance of ∼ 2.4 Å, that suggest that the surface image potential
is stronger for the same C60/Au distance.
In conclusion, our method allow us to correct the gap in molecular electronic systems
(very important, for example, to calculate a realistic conductance of the device) without
too much computational cost (our system has 152 atoms; a number of atoms that makes
other methods, like GW, prohibitively expensive).
1as for example in [154], section 5.8.2
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Figure 4.9.: Relaxed geometries, and adsorption energies, for a C60 molecule in-between a Au-
tip and a Au(111)-surface: configurations (a-c). In these three cases the distance
between the Au-tip upper layer and the Au(111) lower layer is 26.16 Å. Reprinted
with permission from [208]. Copyright IOP publishing 2010.
4.4. Barrier formation for a tip/C60/Au(111) configuration
In this section we will study another nanogap organic molecular junction formed by a
C60 molecule in-between a Au-tip and a Au(111)-surface. As in the previous case, we first
calculate the atomic geometry of the tip/C60/Au(111) nanocontact as a function of the
tip-surface distance, but for different molecule adsorption sites. The electronic structure,
barrier height formation and charging energy are analyzed using the IDIS model. Our
results are shown to be in good agreement with the experimental evidence. This work
has been published in Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter in colaboration with Dr. José
Ignacio Martínez [208].
4.4.1. Geometry calculations
The Au tip is the same as considered in section 4.3 and the surface is simulated using the
8× 8 cluster mentioned before. As in previous sections, all atoms are free to relax apart
from the cluster boundaries and the first tip layer.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the calculated geometries of the tip/C60/Au(111) contact
for different tip/metal distances. Figure 4.9 shows three cases ((a), (b) and (c)) for a long
tip/metal distance (26.2 Å), with the molecule adsorbed on the tip, on the Au surface,
or located in the mid-point between the tip and the metal. In our calculations, the
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Figure 4.10.: Relaxed geometries, and absorption energies, for a C60 molecule in-between a Au tip
and a Au(111) surface: configurations (d-f). In configurations (d,e) the distance be-
tween the Au-tip upper layer and the Au(111) lower layer is 25.36 Å while it is 24.56
Å for case (f). Reprinted with permission from [208]. Copyright IOP publishing
2010.
adsorption on the tip is the most favorable one with an adsorption energy of around 1.3
eV, while on the surface the molecule is only bound by 0.3 eV, and in case (c) by 1.0 eV.
These values for the adsorption energies cannot be expected to be very accurate, because
of the minimal basis used in the calculations; moreover, for an accurate calculation of
the adsorption energies, one should include van der Waals energy that have not been
analyzed in this paper [17, 120]. However, Van der Waals forces will not change the
geometries very much as will be shown on 5.2.1.
Figure 4.10 shows cases (d-f): two of them ((d) and (e)) correspond to an intermediate
tip/metal distance (25.4 Å) and the last one (f) to the shortest distance (24.6 Å). For the
intermediate distance, the molecule has been assumed to be adsorbed either on the tip
or the surface, the adsorption on the tip being again energetically more favorable, while
for the shortest distance only one case is possible with the molecule “touching” simulta-
neously the tip and the surface. After obtaining the desired geometries, we analyze the
barrier height formation and the charging energy for the cases a-f. As in the tip/C60/tip
configuration, the work function is placed 0.3 eV above the gas-phase C60 midgap (both
for the tip and for the surface).
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Figure 4.11.: (Color) DOS (per spin) projected on the C60 orbitals for the geometry (b) of figure 4.9
(left inset). Molecular levels of the isolated (but deformed) molecule are indicated
by green shaded region. Right inset: enlarged image for the area around the Fermi
level, showing HOMO, LUMO and CNL of the molecule, ΦM of non-interacting
gold electrodes, and Fermi level (EF) of the system.
4.4.2. Barrier Formation and Charging Energy
Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show the DOS projected on the C60 orbitals for the cases (b),
(d) and (f) of figures 4.9 and 4.10, for the molecule adsorbed either on the surface or
on the tip (DOS of cases (a) and (e) are similar to (d) and (b)). At this stage we have
neglected the “pillow” potential. In a further step (to be discussed below), we have
analyzed how this “pillow” potential changes the interface Fermi level and the junction
barrier height.
The right insets of figures 4.11-4.13 show for each case the DOS around the energy gap,
the initial Fermi level, ΦM (which is taken to be the same for the tip and the surface), the
LUMO and HOMO levels, as well as the CNL, and the Fermi energy EF (dashed lines)
as obtained from our DFT-calculations (with the corrected gap Etg = ELDAg + U).
As in previous cases, we are going to deal with this system using the IDIS model, that
has been proved to be valid at the molecular limit. Table 4.1 shows our results for S and
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Figure 4.12.: As figure 4.11 for the geometry (d) of figure 4.10 (left inset).
(CNL− EF), for the different structures of figures 4.9 and 4.10. In our calculations, the
strongest screening (S = 0.26) appears for case (f), when the molecule is encapsulated
between the tip and the surface. This is expected: in this case the interaction is the
highest one. S increases for larger tip-metal distances (smaller screening) and, for the
same tip-metal distance, the smallest screening appears with the molecule on the surface
(case (b) versus case (a)), or in between the tip and the metal (case (c) versus cases (a)
and (b)). The values of CNL−EF follow a similar trend, with CNL−EF smaller for larger
screening (S smaller); in all these calculations, CNL−ΦM is around 0.8 eV, except for
case (c) where CNL−ΦM = 0.95 eV a little larger, probably because of a slight molecule
stretching. Notice also that in all the DOS the LUMO level is about 0.6 eV above the
CNL.
We should stress that, in these calculations, the transport energy gap (the HOMO-
LUMO energy difference) has been fitted selfconsistently with theory presented in 4.2.1.
4.4.3. Pillow potential
Up to this point, we have neglected the “pillow” potential. For a symmetric case, with
similar interfaces on both sides of the molecule (like the case of C60 between two sym-
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Figure 4.13.: As figure 4.11 for the geometry (f) of figure 4.10 (left inset).
Quantity / Case (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
S 0.36 0.43 0.56 0.30 0.33 0.26
CNL− EF (eV) 0.28 0.32 0.54 0.25 0.26 0.21
U (eV) 1.66 1.47 1.67 1.61 1.46 1.39
Table 4.1.: Screening parameter, S (dimensionless), difference between the charge neutrality level
and the Fermi energy, CNL − EF (in eV), and U (in eV) for all the configurations
analyzed in this study (cases a-f).
metrical tips), the analysis of the “pillow” effect is simple, tending to move upwards by
the same amount the initial Fermi levels of both tips.
In a non-symmetric junction, the “pillow” potentials of both interfaces, say Vpillow−tip0
and Vpillow−sur f0 , tend to shift differently the tip and metal Fermi levels. In a DFT-
calculation, we have to move the Fermi levels accordingly and recalculate how the barrier
height has changed. Our results can be interpreted in terms of Vpillow−tip0 and V
pillow−sur f
0 ,
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Quantity / Case (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
α 0.51 0.27 0.95 0.43 0.51 0.36
eVpillow0 (eV) 0.83 0.43 0.05 0.61 0.49 0.94
SeVpillow0 (eV) 0.30 0.18 0.03 0.18 0.16 0.25
CNL− EF (eV) -0.01 0.14 0.51 0.07 0.09 -0.04
Table 4.2.: α parameter (dimensionless), eVpillow0 (in eV), SeV
pillow
0 and CNL − EF (in eV) for all
the configurations analyzed in this study (cases a-f).
introducing an “average” pillow potential, Vpillow0 , which we define by:
Vpillow0 = (αV
pillow−tip
0 + (1− α)Vpillow−sur f0 ). (4.9)
Using this effective pillow potential, we can use the standard equation (3.17) to calcu-
late how the pillow effect changes the barrier height, or equivalently, CNL−EF. We stress
that the parameter α can only be obtained by means of a first-principles calculation.
In Table 4.2 we include the values of SeVpillow0 for the different geometries of figures 4.9
and 4.10. CNL−EF are reduced to the values indicated in table 4.2 Notice that in our case
(b), the LUMO level is located around 0.75 eV above the corrected EF; in Lu et al. [199]
(the experimental realization of this case) LUMO−EF is about 0.95± 0.2 eV in reasonable
agreement with our results.
4.4.4. Conclusions
We have presented here DFT calculations of a tip/C60/Au(111) system that simulates
the STM/STS measurement of a buckyball molecule on a Au surface. This system can
also be considered as a particular representation of a quantum dot, whereby an organic
molecule is encapsulated between two electrodes. We have calculated the absorption
geometries and energies of the system, finding that the C60 molecule prefers to attach
to the tip rather than to the surface. We have also analyzed in detail the metal/organic
barrier formation, the molecule charging energy and the DOS of the molecule at the in-
terface. In particular, using the IDIS model, we have calculated the screening parameter,
S, the induced potential V IDIS, the “pillow” potential and the charging energy, U, as a
function of the distance between the C60 molecule and the tip and/or surface, and of
the absorption site. This charging energy allow us to correctly calculate the molecule
transport energy gap and its DOS. Note that for the same distance, the gap is smaller
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when molecule is attached to the surface than when it is attached to the tip. Our results
are shown to be in good agreement with the experimental evidence.
4.5. Conclusions
In the first part of this chapter we have shown that the IDIS model for metal/organic
interfaces is valid not only at the monolayer limit but also at the molecular limit.
Moreover, the IDIS model allow us to correct accurately the underestimation of the
LDA gap. We consider that the actual transport energy gap is Etg = ELDAg +U, where U
is the charging energy of our system. We can obtain the charging energy as the change
on the molecular levels position due to the change in the molecular charge. In the IDIS
model, this change on molecular levels position is because of the IDIS potential V IDIS
and the charge change is the charge transfer, so in a first approximation U = δV IDIS/δn.
Finally we show some examples of the use of the IDIS model at the molecular level.
The first one, a C60 molecule over a Au(111) surface, illustrates the validity of the IDIS
model at this limit and the usefulness to obtain reliable values of the charging energy.
In the second one we study two Au tips approaching to a C60 molecule, calculating
the relaxed geometry and the change on the IDIS parameters when the C60/tips dis-
tance changes. We see, as expected, that the IDIS and pillow potentials increase when
we decrease the distance. Also the gap decrease when we decrease the distance, due
to the image potential is stronger for shorter distances. In the last one, we present a
tip/C60/surface, and calculate the IDIS parameters for different tip/surface distances
and for different adsorption sites (the C60 adsorbed on the tip or on the surface). We
see that the molecule prefers to be attached at the tip, and that the screening and the
molecular gap are higher when it is attached to it.
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benzene, TTF, TCNQ and pentacene over
Au(111)
5.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have extended the IDIS model to the molecular limit: We
have showed how, applying the ideas exposed in section 3.6 to the IDIS model we can
correct the underestimation of the LDA gap and get a realistic value for an organic
molecule over a metal surface, where both the selfinteraction correction and the image
potential contribute to the size of the gap. We have also employed all these ideas for
two systems of technological and scientific interest: a C60 molecule between two gold
tips (as an example of the application of this method to molecular electronics) and a
tip/C60/surface (as a typical STM-like configuration).
Now we want to extend these ideas and correct the molecular gap in MO interfaces
in order to obtain realistic values for the electron and hole injection barriers. Moreover,
the correction of the LDA hamiltonian will allow us to obtain realistic STM images (in
section 5.4, an STM image of TTF over gold will be presented).
In the following section we will revisit the C60/Au(111) interface for various coverages,
and show the variation of the IDIS parameters when going from the monolayer to the
molecular limit, strongly supporting the validity of this model for all coverages. Then,
these findings will be applied to other interfaces: benzene, TTF, TCNQ and pentacene
over Au(111).
5.2. C60/Au(111) interface at various coverages
The C60/Au(111) interface has been studied both at the monolayer limit (with a LDA
gap) in section 3.5.2 and at the molecular limit in 4.2. Now we are going to recalculate
the monolayer with the gap obtained in 4.2. We will study not only the 2
√
3× 2√3R30◦
monolayer, but also lower coverages. This will allow us to see how the IDIS parameters
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(screening parameter and IDIS potential) behaves when we change the interface coverage,
and compare the molecular case with the limit of low coverages. These results have been
submitted to Physica Status Solidi A.
5.2.1. Geometry
Regarding the C60/Au geometry we are going to consider the effect of vdW interactions
that were neglected in the systems of chapter 4. Definitely it plays an important role in
adsorption energy calculations: the C60 molecule is very big, and the interaction energy
from the carbon atoms located far away the gold surface is not accurately obtained in
standard LDA. However, the forces that govern the C60/Au distance are not supposed
to be too much affected by the inclusion of Van der Waals forces (the Au-C covalent
distance is 2.1 Å, and the adsorption distance is 2.4 Å). In order to measure the effect
of the vdW forces we have calculated the relaxed geometries and the C60/Au distance
using both the standard LDA approach and the weak chemical interaction (WCI) energy
described in section 2.7.1.
Figure 5.1 shows our results for the adsorption energy of a C60 ML on Au(111): the
black line represents our DFT-LDA energy, while the blue line corresponds to the WCI
result. These two curves can be considered as two limiting cases for the short-range C60-
Au interaction (basically the interaction of Au and the six nearest C atoms of C60): the
WCI corresponds to weakly interacting systems, and the LDA to covalently bonded sys-
tems. In order to obtain the total adsorption energy we must add the long-range van der
Waals interactions to this short-range energy. The C60-Au vdW interaction (calculated via
(2.83)) is the result of many distant C-Au atom-atom interactions (the damping function
fD(R) eliminates the contributions for C-Au atom pairs at closer distances). The purple
and red curves in figure 5.1 show the energies calculated adding the van der Waals en-
ergy to both short-range curves. The C6 coefficients for the C-Au pair of atoms have been
calculated using London theory as a guide to extrapolate the coefficient as calculated for
the C-C interaction on graphitic materials [112]. This approximation for the C6 coefficient
has already been used successfully in other systems [17] where a value C6 = 36 eV·Å6 is
obtained. The damping factor is chosen as fD(R) = 1/(1+ exp(−d(R/RvdW)− 1)) and
RvdW(Au-C) = 4.1 Å and RvdW(C-C) = 3.8 Å following the ideas of [119]. The minimum
energy for the LDA+vdW result (purple curve) is located at a distance z (between the
upper Au-layer and lower C-atoms of C60) of ∼ 2.3 Å, and at ∼ 2.6 Å for the WCI+vdW
one (red curve). The adsorption energy is 2.2 eV and 1.9 eV, respectively; for comparison,
the experimental value is 1.87 eV [191]. This good agreement is probably fortuitous be-
cause of the minimal basis set used in our calculations; in particular, our LDA-adsorption
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Figure 5.1.: (Color) Adsorption energy for a C60 monolayer on Au(111) as a function of the dis-
tance between both subsystems, for several approximations. Black line: standard
LDA-fireball. Blue line: WCI-fireball calculation. Green line: van der Waals cor-
rection. Purple line: LDA Fireball + van der Waals correction (good approximation
at small distances). Red line: WCI + van der Waals correction (good approximation
at large distances).
energy is around 0.8 eV smaller than the one calculated using a LDA plane-wave con-
verged basis [187], while a LDA-approach yields adsorption energies typically a few
tenths of eVs larger than a GGA-calculation. Moreover, taking RvdW(Au-C) = 3.3 Å and
RvdW(Au-C) = 2.9 Å [113] in the long range Van der Waals damping factor yields z ∼ 2.2
Å (LDA+vdW) and ∼ 2.4 Å (WCI+vdW), with adsorption energies of 2.9 eV and 2.5 eV,
respectively. Notice that the adsorption energies change significantly when changing the
value of RvdW , while the equilibrium distance is much less affected. This suggests that
the actual C60 - Au(111) equilibrium distance should be in between the z values obtained
in the LDA+vdW and WCI+vdW calculations. We conclude that 2.4 Å (the initial LDA
guess) is a good guess to the distance between C60 and Au(111).
The C60-C60 interaction is a constant that we calculate from reference [118], including
the damping factor fD(R) (with RvdW(C-C)=2.9 Å [113] or 3.8 Å [119], and d = 20).
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5.2.2. The 2
√
3× 2√3R30◦ monolayer
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Figure 5.2.: DOS projected on the C60 orbitals for the case of the 2
√
3× 2√3R30◦ C60/Au(111)
monolayer. Molecular levels of the isolated (but deformed) molecule are indicated by
red lines. Right inset: enlarged image for the area around the Fermi level, showing
HOMO, LUMO and CNL of the molecule, ΦM and the Fermi level (EF) of the system.
Left inset: Experimental angle-resolved valence-band photoemission spectra from (a)
Au(111), (b) annealed 1 ML of C60 on Au(111) and (c) 3 ML of C60 on Au(111), from
[191]. Features 1 and 2 stand for HOMO and HOMO−1, respectively, for the 3 ML
film.
Figure 5.2 shows the molecular local DOS for the 2
√
3× 2√3R30◦ geometry (the full
monolayer case) and the location of ΦM, EF , CNL and the HOMO and LUMO levels. The
basis set is the same as section 4.2 and the gap is also 3.1 eV, since C60-C60 interaction (the
difference between both cases) does not change the gap size. Notice that the few peaks
below the HOMO level are in good agreement with the ones observed in angle-resolved
valence-band photoemission spectroscopy for a monolayer of C60 on Au(111) [191].
It is important to notice that the quantity (CNL−ΦM) is the same for the molecular
and monolayer limit (0.8 eV). However (CNL− EF) is different, because S changes (S =
0.19). It is significantly smaller than in the case of the single molecule on the surface. This
is related to the interaction between C60 molecules, that enhances screening. Another
point of view is that, as CNL and ΦM are “fixed” parameters, and as CNL−EF increases,
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charge transfer increases (since charge transfer δn = D˜(CNL− EF)), that means that for
molecular case, where we don’t have depolarizing effect (whose origin is parallel dipole-
dipole interaction), dipoles are higher, that implies greater charge transfer, and bigger
CNL−EF distance, so S is greater, by virtue of equation (3.10). Then, IDIS potential
also decreases. Moreover, if we compare this S with the one obtained in section 3.5.3 we
realize that it is bigger. It can be explained by three differences between both calculations.
The first one is that the gap is higher in this case (3.1 compared with 2.5), the second one
is the use of a different basis (in 3.5.3 the gold basis was an extended sp3d5s∗d∗5 one),
and finally, the way of calculating DOS is different: instead of use a global η = 0.01, we
use different η for the molecule and the surface (equation (4.1)) and the CNL position
slightly changes.
5.2.3. IDIS parameters for various coverages
In C60/Au(111) we have calculated not only the IDIS parameters for a monolayer, but also
for other lower coverages. In this section we are going to study the m
√
3× m√3R30◦
interfaces for m = 3, 4, 5 (for the sake of comparison we include m = 2 case, studied
above). We want to see how the IDIS parameters change when we change the cover-
age. We can expect that S will increase monotonically, and the IDIS potential decreases,
linking the monolayer and molecular cases.
In figure 5.4 we show the DOS projected on C60 around Fermi level for this coverages.
As we expect, the value of CNL−EF increases monotonically with decreasing coverage.
The same occurs with S (increases as coverage decreases, that means, the screening is
lower) that has values of 0.19, 0.23, 0.29 and 0.31 for m = 2, 3, 4, 5. In figure 5.5 we can
see the tendency of S with C60-C60 distance (i. e. with coverage). It is worth to mention
that, the CNL position is practically the same, 0.8 eV, above the initial metal Fermi level
(−5.2 eV), in all coverages, with an error bar of ±0.02 eV.
From figure 5.5 we can expect a S = 0.39 for the limit of extremely low coverage (that
means, an isolated molecule). Direct calculations gave us S = 0.53, not too far. Moreover,
a look insight in our prediction model (explained in section 5.2.4) show that a better
extrapolation gives S = 0.50, much similar to the computed S = 0.53, that enhances the
idea that the molecular MO interaction can be seen as a limit for low coverages of the
IDIS model.
As we did on the molecular limit, we have calculated S using equation (3.12) to check
that the change of CNL−EF with respect to CNL−ΦM is linear and compares well with
calculations using (3.10). Figure 5.6 show perfect linearity, and the slope values are the
same as obtained in the other way. Moreover, in all cases CNL= EF at approximately
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Figure 5.3.: (Color) Geometry of different coverages used in this work.
−ΦM = 4.4 eV (that is, shifting the initial Fermi level 0.8 eV with respect to the gold
one). This agrees very good with the CNL−ΦM distance of 0.8 eV that appears in figure
5.4. This shows the validity of the IDIS models for all coverages, including the molecular
limit.
5.2.4. Charging energy for high coverages
When we want to calculate the charging energy in a periodic system we need to be
cautious. In the case of a layer of molecules, the formula (4.3) does not give the actual
charging energy of the molecule, but an effective one (Ue f f ) that cannot be used to correct
the gap. The physical meaning of Ue f f is how the HOMO and LUMO levels change due
to charge transfer from the Au to the C60 monolayer. The difference is that, while the
actual U of a molecule on a periodic system should be calculated by transferring charge
from (to) the metal to (from) one molecule, what we have when we use (4.3) is that
the transfer of charge is from (to) the metal to (from) the whole layer. That means that
other effects, like dipole-dipole interaction between different molecules, are included
(although they shouldn’t). Somehow, in a OO (Hubbard) language Ue f f = U + ∑i Ji
where Ji is the coulomb interaction between different molecules. An scheme is shown in
figure 5.7. The value of Ue f f for different m
√
3×m√3R30◦ structures with m = 2, 3, 4
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Figure 5.4.: DOS projected on the C60 near Fermi level (EF) for the m
√
3× m√3R30◦ coverages
(m = 2, 3, 4, 5) discussed in the text. HOMO, LUMO, Fermi Level, CNL and ΦM are
shown. Molecular levels of the isolated (but deformed) molecule are indicated by red
lines.
and 5 is Ue f f = 4.8, 3.3, 2.7 and 2.35 eV, (Uo f f−diag is not taken into account). After the
introduction of this effect they are reduced to Ue f f = 4.4, 3.0, 2.4 and 2.1 eV.
We can also calculate Ue f f as a function of C60-C60 distance. We expect Ue f f = U +
C/d3 (due to Ji is mainly a dipole-dipole interaction), or Ue f f = U + A/d3 + B/d4 if we
want to include more multipole terms. In figure 5.8 we represent this dependence of
Ue f f .
We have made some internal checks to our model. First of all, we have plotted Ue f f VS
C60-C60 distance, and adjust it to a Ue f f = U + A/d3 + B/d4 curve, obtaining good agree-
ment (we have seen that this term is more critical if the molecule-metal and molecule-
molecule distance is smaller, as should be expected). Comparing the value of charging
energy calculated for an isolated molecule over the surface in section 4.2.2 (U = 1.5 eV)
and the value obtained by Ue f f versus distance fitting (U = 1.6 eV) we check that the cal-
culation of Ue f f is consistent with our assumptions. In practice, for the other molecules
studied in the thesis, we obtain U at the molecular level, since a complete study of Ue f f
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Figure 5.5.: Screening parameter versus distance between centers of nearest C60 for different cov-
erages. The dashed line corresponds to a theoretical fitting (see section 5.2.4 and
figure 5.8). S for a 6× 6 interface has also been calculated to obtain a better fitting.
at different coverages in order to fit the value of U demands too much time.
From this behavior of Ue f f we can predict also the value of the screening parameter
for different coverages. As stated before, we can calculate it from (4.3) so:
Ue f f =
δV IDIS
δn
⇒ S = 1
1+Ue f f D˜
(5.1)
and, as shown in figure 5.8, Ue f f ' U + A/d3 + B/d4. Using U = 1.6, A = 1.1× 104
Å3, B = −8.1× 104 Å4, obtained by least square fitting, we obtain the curve predicted
by this model, shown in figure 5.5, also with actual values. We can see that the fitting is
quite good.
However, the molecular limit is underestimated. Direct calculation gives S = 0.53
while curve prediction is S = 0.39. Both results can reconcile if we realize that D˜ is more
than 30 % lower in the isolated molecule (probably because we only use Γ point for these
calculations). If we take this into account we obtain a value of S = 0.50, much closer to
the direct calculation.
To sum up, the IDIS model is valid at all big and small coverages limits. Moreover,
our calculation of the behavior Ue f f and its relationship with U agrees with some simple
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Figure 5.6.: Values of (CNL−EF), V IDIS and δn versus the initial Fermi level, for the different
interfaces analyzed. The values of CNL−EF and V IDIS have an error bar of ±0.03 eV;
for δn the error bar is ±0.003.
physical arguments.
5.2.5. Extrapolation to the C60/Ag(111) and C60/Cu(111) interfaces
We can extrapolate the results of this work to C60/Ag(111) and C60/Cu(111) interfaces.
Taking into account that ΦM(Ag)= 4.46 eV and ΦM(Cu)= 4.9 eV, figure 5.6 suggests that
∆IDIS(Ag)= 0.03 eV and ∆IDIS(Cu)= 0.23 eV, far from the experimental values −0.13 eV
for Ag [187] and 0.10 eV for Cu [209]. Moreover, if we include the pillow potential, the
calculated potentials deviate even more from experiments.
In order to get a good extrapolation, once again, we have to mind the gap. In Ag and
Cu, the metal, molecule distance is smaller (0.1 Å smaller for Ag [187] and 0.5 Å for Cu
[188]) We can estimate the gap semiclassically taking into account that the image plane
position increases for Ag and Cu (see [154]). This give us a gap around 2.5 eV for Ag
and 1.9 eV for Cu.
The change in the gap implies a change in S. If we assume that S change with the
energy gap as S = 1/[1 + (a/Eg)2], we get that for Ag S = 0.13 and for Cu S = 0.08.
Regarding the pillow potential, with values calculated along this thesis we can assume
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U Ji
Figure 5.7.: (Color) Scheme of the difference between U, the change in molecular levels due to
the charge transfer from one molecule (the one in the left side), and Ue f f . The latter
includes change in molecular levels due to the interaction with the dipole formed in
adjacent molecules created by the charge transfer to those molecules.
an exponential dependence e−αd where d is the metal/molecule distance and α ' 3.4
Å−1. This gives an estimation of ∆P0 = 0.60 eV for Ag and ∆
P
0 = 2.15 eV for Cu.
All these values yield the following results:
Ag/C60
For this interface, (CNL−ΦM) = −0.14 eV and ∆IDIS = −0.12 eV (0.15 eV smaller than
estimation based on figure 5.6), so that this potential brings the Fermi level to: 0.02 eV
above the CNL. On the other hand: ∆P = 0.07 eV. Combining these two dipoles we
find that EF is 0.09 eV above the CNL, and that the total dipole is −0.12 eV+ 0.07 eV =
−0.05 eV, in good agreement with other independent DFT-calculation [187].
Notice the change in the dipole sign, which is mainly the result of having the initial
metal work-function 0.14 eV above the CNL. This is due to the small metal workfunction
of Ag (4.46 eV) and to the reduction of C60 energy gap.
Cu/C60
In this case, (CNL − ΦM) = +0.13 eV and (1 − S)(CNL − ΦM) = 0.11 eV. Moreover,
∆P = 0.16 eV; then, the total potential is +0.27 eV (closer to the experimental evidence,
0.08 eV [209], than the previous value: 0.23 + 0.16 = 0.39 eV) and the interface Fermi
level is 0.04 eV above the CNL (see figure 5.9). Notice that in this case, the combination
of the metal work-function (4.9 eV) and the molecule energy gap (1.9 eV) yields a metal
workfunction very close to the organic CNL. In this case the pillow contribution is larger
than the IDIS one.
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Figure 5.8.: Corrected Ue f f values versus distance between centers of nearest C60 for different
coverages. The values have been adjusted to a A/d3 + B/d4 curve suggested by the
multipole electrostatic interaction between molecules; a fitting including only a d−3
term has also been shown. A 6× 6 geometry has been added in order to get a better
fitting of the curve.
5.2.6. Conclusions
In this section we have studied the C60/Au(111) metal/organic interface formation for
different coverages: m
√
3× m√3R30◦ where m = 2 (experimental monolayer), 3, 4, 5,
that corresponds to coverages θ = 1, 4/9, 1/4 and 4/25. We have taken care of the
dependence of the IDIS parameters with coverage, including the molecular case, seen as
the low coverage limit.
As excepted we obtain that the IDIS potential monotonically decreases, and the screen-
ing parameter increases when the coverage decreases. Regarding the molecular gap, we
have used Eg = 3.1 eV, calculated in section 4.2. We point out that for finite cover-
age S and U are related through: S = 1/(1 + Ue f f D˜) where Ue f f accounts not only
for molecule charging energy but also for C60-C60 dipolar interaction Ue f f = U + ∑i Ji.
Where Ji ∝ 1/d3+multipolar terms. The values obtained for Ue f f (4.4, 3.0, 2.4 and 2.1
eV for m
√
3× m√3R30◦, m = 2, 3, 4, 5) can be used to calculate Ji and thus obtain an
effective many-body Hamiltonian for the adlayers [102].
Finally, we have extrapolated our results to a C60 monolayer over Ag(111) and Cu(111)
surfaces. The prediction for the IDIS potential given by figure 5.6 are in disagreement
with experimental evidence. The reason for this is the different C60/surface distances for
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Figure 5.9.: (Color) Schematic view of the different parameters in the C60/Ag(111) and
C60/Cu(111) interfaces.
these metals, that change the size of the gap (and the value of S). When we consider this,
we obtain results in better agreement with experiments.
We make a final comment about the atomic orbital basis set used in our calculations.
The point to stress is that our basis set is not a converged one; this is reflected in two
deficiencies of our calculations: one is about the initial alignment of the metal/organic
levels (that was pointed out in section 3.5, early in this thesis); the second one is related
to our calculated energy gap which is a little too large (2.1 eV instead of 1.6 eV). Both
have been corrected using the scissor operator. We have still explored the corrections
introduced in our calculations by a more extended basis set, by using for C a basis set of
sp3d5 atomic orbitals with cutoff radii: 4.0 (s), 4.5 (p), 5.4 (d) (in atomic units). Obviously,
using this basis set, the molecular levels are significantly shifted, but the scissor operator
allow us to fit the molecular energy gap and its energy position to the experimental
values. These corrections finally make our new calculation of the interface potential and
the value of U reasonably insensitive to the details of the new basis set (larger V IDIS
when larger cutoff radii are employed); however, our pillow potentials are increased in
the new basis set by about 20 %, so that SeVP0 takes now the values: 0.08 eV for the
molecule, 0.10 eV for the m = 2 adlayer case, and 0.08 eV for m = 3, 4 and 5. Results
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with the extended sp3d5s∗d∗5 basis set for Au used in section 3.5 suggest that the pillow
potential can increase up to 0.2 for the monolayer case, and 0.16 for the isolated molecule.
Notice that for the full monolayer case (m = 2), this potential can reverse the sign of
(CNL − EF), changing the direction in which charge is flowing between C60 and Au.
This, however does not affect to our main conclusions: here we have consider the point
of view suggested by equation (3.17), and the IDIS potential sign does not depend on
the final charge transfer direction when the pillow potential is taken into account. If we
would have considered the point of view of equation (3.16), the term (1− S)(CNL− Φ˜M)
had changed its sign with charge transfer direction, but at the end we will have get the
same result for Vt (since in this case, the total potential remains positive due to the large
positive value of the bare pillow part).
5.3. Benzene/Au(111) revisited: realistic gap and benzene/Au
distance
We have improved the previous calculations of the benzene/Au(111) interface, correct-
ing the main deficiencies discussed in section 3.5.4. First of all, using the WCI+vdW
technique we have obtained a realistic first principles benzene/Au distance. Then, the ab
initio gap has been calculated at the molecular limit. After that, the gap is applied to the
full monolayer, and the IDIS potential and the screening parameter are calculated. We
have used the sp3d5 basis for Au (as in previous section) and the C, H basis are the same
as in first benzene/Au calculations. This interface can be considered as a typical inter-
face with small screening (opposite to the C60/Au(111) case). These results have been
published in Journal of Chemical Physics [121], in colaboration with Dr. Yannick Dappe
and Dr. José Ignacio Martínez.
5.3.1. Interaction energy and Van der Waals forces
We have calculated both the standard LDA and WCI energy VS distance curves. Due to
the Au-C covalent distance is 2.1 Å and the LDA adsorption one is around 3.0 Å we can
expect that the LDA does not work properly at this distance. So we are going to add to
the WCI (that has no exchange-correlation interaction between metal and molecule) the
Van der Waals interaction.
We have used the standard equation (2.83) for the van der Waals, with C6 = 36 eV·Å6
for the Au-C interaction and no Au-H interaction has been included (the C6 coefficient
is much lower than the Au-C one). The factor fD(R) eliminates the van der Waals
contribution for short distances [112, 113]. We are going to use two different damp-
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Figure 5.10.: (Color) Energy versus distance for the benzene/Au(111) interaction. Black line: stan-
dard LDA-fireball calculation. Thin blue line: WCI-fireball calculation. Thin
green and red lines: two different parameterizations of the Van der Waals interac-
tion (vdW1 [112] and vdW2 [113]). Thick green and red lines: total benzene-Au
interaction (WCI+vdW1, WCI+vdW2). Reprinted from [121] Copyright 2011 Amer-
ican Institute of Physics.
ing factors in order to check the reliability of our results. The first one has the form
fD(R) = 1− exp(−α(R/Rc)8) Following references [17, 112], we take α = 7.5× 10−4,
and Rc = 2.3 Å. The second one has the form fD(R) = 1/(1 + exp(−d(R/RVdW)− 1))
[113] where d = 20 and RVdW is the sum of Van der Waals radii of the elements under
consideration, that is around 3.3 Å [113]. The last one was also employed in C60/Au(111).
The results of these calculations for a benzene monolayer on Au(111) are presented in
figure 5.10. We have plotted the benzene/Au(111) interaction energy versus the benzene-
surface distance for standard LDA (black curve, FB-LDA) and WCI calculations (blue
curve, WCI). The fireball LDA calculation gives a binding energy of around 0.20 eV,
too small. In a second step, we have added to the WCI energy the Van der Waals in-
teraction (the thin green and red curves) with Ortmann et. al. [112] and Grimme [113]
parameterizations for the damping factor fD(R), obtaining the thick green and red lines:
the binding energy of the system for both parameterizations. In this way, we obtain
an equilibrium distance of around 3.25 Å. The binding energy per molecule for this
distance, which depends on the damping factor fD(R) used, is 0.30 eV using the parame-
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terization by Ortmann et. al. [112] and 0.60 eV for the parameterization by Grimme [113].
The second energy is in good agreement with the experimental evidence [210], and the
Au/benzene distance is similar to the one found in other calculations [190]. We should
point out that, although different parameterizations gives different energy adsorptions,
the critical factor for the study of the interface dipole is the benzene/Au distance, which
is independent of the choice of fD(R). Now, considering this equilibrium geometry, we
analyze in the next sections the charging energy, the interface dipole potentials and the
charge transfer at this interface.
5.3.2. Molecular limit: U and δU
In order to obtain the gap value of benzene over Au(111), we have calculated the adsorp-
tion of a benzene molecule over the 8× 8 cluster with 4 layers. The benzene-Au distance
is the same as in the monolayer case (see figure 5.11).
Figure 5.11.: (Color) Geometry of the 8× 8 cluster without periodicity used to simulate a single
molecule adsorbed over a gold surface (upper and side view).
In this case, we get U = 4.8 eV. Instead of calculating the transport gap as Etg = ELDAg +
U, we make here a different approach. First of all, we have calculated in our basis set the
transport gap of the gas phase molecule using Etg = E[N + 1] + E[N − 1]− 2E[N], that
gives a value of 13.2 eV, larger than the experimental 10.3 eV [211, 212]. The different both
values obtained is due to the minimal basis set used. The LDA gap is also overestimated
(6.1 as compared to converged plane wave calculations, that yield 4.7 eV [190]). So in the
gas phase molecule we get with fireball U0 = Et − ELDAg = 7.1 eV instead of the value
of U0 = 5.6 eV (taking the experimental gap and the plane wave LDA gap). So, instead
of adding our U = 4.8 eV to our gap of 6.1 eV (that would give Et = 10.9 larger than the
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gas phase molecule gap), we have considered the reduction δU of the gap between the
gas phase molecule and the molecule over the surface. In this case we obtain δU = 2.3
eV so we get a gap of Et = 8.0 eV. After insertion of Uo f f−diag, it is finally reduced to
Et = 7.7 eV. This reduction δU is the effect of the image potential on the molecular gap.
It is important to mention that this also happened in C60 molecule. Accurate values
of the transport gap of the gas phase molecule and the LDA gap are 4.9 and 1.6 eV
respectively [189], so U = 3.3 eV for the gas phase molecule. However, results of Etg for
the gas phase molecule and the LDA gap with our basis set give a value of 5.4 and 2.1
eV respectively, so U = 3.3 eV for the gas phase molecule (the same as the more accurate
one). That is the reason why the calculation of δU was not necessary in C60.
We have checked that the benzene gap calculation is independent of the basis set. For
this reason, we have used a sp3d5 basis set for C. For this basis, the LDA and the transport
gap are 4.8 and 11.0 eV respectively so U0 = 6.2 eV (closer to the accurate U0 than the
previous basis set). The reduction of the gap δU is 1.8 eV if we don’t include Uo f f−diag
and 2.6 if we do so. The final gap for this basis is 7.8 eV, 0.1 eV larger, and within the
error of our calculations (that are estimated to be around 10 %).
Finally, a full study of electronic structure of a single benzene molecule over a gold
surface has been done (see figure 5.12). The total induced potential has been found to
be V IDIS = 0.32, associated with a charge transfer of ∼ 0.07 electrons from the molecule
to the surface and its corresponding dipole of 1.19 D. This induced interface potential
is the one on the molecule due to the charge transfer. As in C60, it is smaller than the
monolayer limit (see next section), and also the screening (that is S = 0.91 in this case,
a case of rather low screening). We have also checked that the screening parameter
calculated as (3.10) and as (3.12) coincide, showing also that for a benzene molecule the
Fermi level, and the IDIS potential, change linearly when we change the initial metal
Fermi level, using the scissor operator. However, due to the low DOS within the gap, the
calculation of CNL is not accurate enough for obtaining a reliable screening parameter
value (let alone U) so in this case we have considered the LUMO level (a level that is
well defined in this case, not as in C60: figure 5.12 VS figure 4.3) as the reference level,
and we have studied variation of LUMO−EF as a function of the fictitious changes on
the initial metal Fermi level (shown in figure 5.14).
5.3.3. Benzene monolayer interface dipole
Density of states and IDIS potential
Figure 5.13 shows our calculated DOS for the monolayer relaxed geometry obtained in
previous section. The final Fermi level position in this case is located 0.85 eV above the
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Figure 5.12.: (Color) DOS for a single benzene molecule on Au(111); the initial molecular levels
are shown by the blue lines (with a broadening of η = 0.1 eV). The right inset
shows an energy window around the HOMO and LUMO levels indicating the initial
work-function, ΦM, and the CNL. The left inset shows an energy diagram of the
benzene/Au interface. Reprinted from [121] Copyright 2011 American Institute of
Physics
initial one. For this particular case we find, S = 0.79. Figure 5.14 shows also linearity in
LUMO−EF and IDIS potential versus workfunction (as in molecular case) with slopes S
and (1− S) respectively. The gap is 7.7 eV as calculated in previous section.
Figure 5.14 shows also that for a monolayer the interface Fermi level, the interface
dipole potential V IDIS and the charge transfer, change linearly with the initial Fermi
level. Regarding the charge transfer from the benzene monolayer to the metal surface, it
is now ∼ 0.06 electrons per molecule (a dipole D of 0.99 D per molecule). This charge
transfer is smaller than in the case of a single benzene molecule on Au(111), reflecting
the depolarizing effect due to the other benzene molecules. This charge transfer can be
used to obtain an average interface dipole potential of ∆ =0.81 eV, using the relation (3.9).
Notice that ∆ is quite close the value V IDIS = 0.85 eV, that corresponds to the potential
on each benzene molecule. The relation (3.9) has been used to extrapolate the results of
cluster calculations to e.g. the monolayer case, assuming that the dipole per molecule
D is the same in both cases (i.e. neglecting the depolarizing effect for the monolayer).
Using the D values obtained in our cluster calculation we obtain ∆ = 0.97 eV for our
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Figure 5.13.: (Color) As figure 5.12 for a benzene monolayer on Au(111). Reprinted from [121]
Copyright 2011 American Institute of Physics.
5× 5 monolayer, and ∆ = 1.05 eV for the √52×√52 experimental monolayer, values
that are very different from the induced interface potential V IDIS = 0.32 eV obtained
for the cluster calculation. Finally, assuming that the dipole per molecule is the same
in the 5 × 5 and √52 × √52 structures, yields a dipole potential ∆ = 0.88 eV for the√
52 × √52 case. This reinforces the ideas of section 4.1 that at the monolayer limit
V ' ∆. The higher difference has been found when using the cluster dipole for calculate
the monolayer ∆; showing the importance of the depolarizing effect (that is a physical
phenomena completely unrelated with the difference between V and ∆).
Pillow and “surface metal” dipole corrections
The pillow potential ∆P = S∆P0 has found to be 0.04 eV (very small due to the long
absorption distance, that makes this effect a minor correction).
In an opposite way, EF − ΦM is reduced by 0.1 eV due to the off-diagonal surface
potential, so the net effect of those potentials is a reduction of the total potential of 0.06
eV (appreciable, but very small). However, as we have seen, the contribution of this effect
to the gap size calculation is not such small (it reduces the gap around 0.3 eV, and the
gap without taking into account this effect is 8.0 eV, definitely too large). This effect is
higher in a more complete sp3d5 C basis (the gap is reduced by 0.8 eV).
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Figure 5.14.: (Color) (LUMO − EF) (upper panel), V IDIS (center panel) and transfer of charge
(lower panel) as a function of the initial metal Fermi level. The fictitious change in
the initial metal Fermi level tries to simulate how the interface properties depend on
the different metals: this issue is shown in the figure by superimposing the initial
metal Fermi levels of Al, Ag, Cu and Au for comparison. Reprinted from [121]
Copyright 2011 American Institute of Physics.
5.3.4. Extrapolation to Benzene/Ag, Cu interfaces.
We are going to use these results to estimate the energy level alignment in benzene/Ag
(Bz/Ag) and benzene/Cu (Bz/Cu) interfaces. If we use figure 5.14 in order to estimate
the IDIS potential we obtain the following interface potentials: 0.85 eV for Bz/Au(111);
0.69 eV for Bz/Ag(111) and 0.78 eV for Bz/Cu(111). Morikawa and coworkers [190] have
calculated 1.14 eV for Bz/Au(111); 0.76 eV for Bz/Ag(111) and 1.06 eV for Bz/Cu(111).
The experimental values [149] are the following: Bz/Au(111)= 1.10 eV; Bz/Ag(111)=
0.70 eV and Bz/Cu(111)= 1.05 eV. Morikawa et al.’s results are in excellent agreement
with the experiments but the equilibrium Bz/metal distances (3.1 Å (Au); 3.3 Å (Ag) and
2.9 Å (Cu)) were basically fitted to reproduce these potentials. Our interface potentials
show the same trend than the experimental data, with a minimum value for the Ag case
and a maximum one for Au, although our absolute values seem to be a little too small: as
commented above this can be due to the “pillow” potentials that are underestimated in
our calculations, and also to the different molecule-metal distances for Ag and Cu (and
its effect on gap size, see section 5.2.5). Comparing the experimental evidence and our
theoretical results suggest that: VP(Au)=0.25 eV; VP(Ag)=0.01 eV and VP(Cu)=0.27 eV,
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in agreement with the Bz/metal distances found by Morikawa et al.: larger for Ag and
smaller for Cu. The benzene/metal distance, and the size of the gap (should be larger in
the benzene/Ag than in benzene/Au because of its larger distance to the image plane)
can also play a role (as they played in C60/noble metals interface).
5.3.5. Conclusions
We have presented fully abinitio corrected DFT calculations for benzene on Au(111) in
two limits: an isolated molecule and a full monolayer. An first principles gap of 7.7 eV
has been used, calculated in section 5.3.2. A correct value of this energy gap is impor-
tant in order to analyze the interface potential induced between benzene and Au(111).
In particular, this effect partially explains the big differences found between the results
presented now and the ones presented in section 3.5, where we assumed the transport
energy gap to be much smaller, around 4.8 eV. Moreover, we assumed the metal/benzene
distance to be smaller too, 2.95 Å, an effect that tends to decrease S and enhances the
amount of charge transfer between the molecule and the metal. In this case, the ben-
zene/Au distance has been computed properly taking into account vdW interactions.
Using these energy gap and distance, we have calculated the case of a benzene-monolayer
and have found that the final Fermi level is 0.85 eV above its initial postion. This value
compares well with the experimental one of 1.1 eV, as given by Bagus and coworkers
[149], although part of the discrepancy might come from some overestimation of the
energy gap. To check this point, we have also calculated the monolayer case taking an
energy gap of 7.0 eV for the benzene molecule. This value still can be considered com-
patible with our previous calculation for Eg, taking into account the error bar of 10 %
appearing in the calculations due to numerical uncertainties, related to the small induced
DOS at the gap. This value is also suggested by extrapolating the data in [122] and by
semiclassical image potential calculations. Figure 5.15 shows for this case our calculated
DOS projected onto the molecule and the interface barrier; the point to realize is that
with this transport energy gap, the interface potential has slightly increased to 0.9 eV.
It is also important to discuss the issue of the convergence of our calculations with
the basis set. We have studied this convergence by analyzing how our results depend
on a more extended basis set; in particular, we have used sp3d5s∗d∗5 numerical atomic
orbitals (NAOs) for Au, sp3d5 for C and ss∗ for H. These Au and C basis have been used
in sections 3.5 and 5.2.2 respectively. If we fit the molecule energy gap and position, our
new calculation is reasonably insensitive to the details of the new basis set.
As in the C60/Au interface, an exception is the calculation of the “pillow” potential:
using this more extended basis increases this potential to 0.15 eV (similar to the value
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Figure 5.15.: (Color) DOS for a benzene monolayer on Au(111), with a molecule transport energy
gap of 7.0 eV; the initial molecular levels are shown by the blue lines . The right
inset shows an energy window around the HOMO and LUMO levels, indicating the
initial work-function, ΦM, and the CNL. The left inset shows an energy diagram of
the Au/benzene interface. Reprinted from [121] Copyright 2011 American Institute
of Physics.
obtained in section 3.5 with the same basis set). We conclude that the small difference
between our calculated interface potential (for a full monolayer), 0.85 eV, and the experi-
mental one, 1.1 eV, is probably due to this underestimation of the “pillow” potential and
the confinement of orbitals.
Finally, we compare our results with other theoretical approaches and with the exper-
imental evidence, looking at the interface barrier for benzene on Au, Ag and Cu(111). In
our calculations, we simulate the Ag and Cu cases by changing the metal work-function
while keeping the Au electronic structure for the metal. From the calculations shown
in figure 5.13 (above panel), we obtain the following interface potentials: 0.85 eV for
Bz/Au(111); 0.69 eV for Bz/Ag(111) and 0.78 eV for Bz/Cu(111). Morikawa and cowork-
ers [190] have calculated 1.14 eV for Bz/Au(111); 0.76 eV for Bz/Ag(111) and 1.06 eV
for Bz/Cu(111). The experimental values [149] are the following: Bz/Au(111)→1.10 eV;
Bz/Ag(111)→0.70 eV and Bz/Cu(111)→1.05 eV. Morikawa et al.’s results are in excellent
agreement with the experiments but the equilibrium Bz/metal distances (3.1 Å (Au);
3.3 Å (Ag) and 2.9 Å (Cu)) were basically fitted to reproduce these potentials. Our inter-
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face potentials show the same trend than the experimental data, with a minimum value
for the Ag case and a maximum one for Au, although our absolute values seem to be a
little too small: as commented above this can be due to the “pillow” potentials that are
underestimated in our calculations, and also to the different molecule-metal distances
for Ag and Cu (and its effect on gap size, see section 5.2.5). Comparing the experimental
evidence and our theoretical results suggest that: VP(Au)=0.25 eV; VP(Ag)=0.01 eV and
VP(Cu)=0.27 eV, in agreement with the Bz/metal distances found by Morikawa et al.:
larger for Ag and smaller for Cu. Besides, the gap in Ag(111) case should be bigger than
in Au since the charging energy effects should be larger due to the larger distance to the
image plane.
Independently, Bagus and coworkers [149] using a wave-function-based ab initio method
and a cluster model have obtained 0.87 eV for Bz/Au(111); 0.77 eV for Bz/Ag(111) and
1.08 eV for Bz/Cu(111), in good agreement with our results. It is worth commenting
that, based on a Constrained Space Orbital Variation (CSOV) analysis of these calcula-
tions, these authors conclude that the observed interface dipole is largely due to the
exchange (or Pauli) repulsion between electrons in the metal and in the organic [149], an
observation that seems to be in contradiction with the findings of our work, that indicate
that the main mechanism behind the interface dipole formation is the charge transfer
between the metal and the organic. A deeper analysis shows, however, that there is no
contradiction between these two points of view. Firstly, notice that in a DFT calculation
the different wavefunctions are orthogonalized to each other, including in this way the
effect of the Pauli repulsion in the interface barrier formation, an effect that automatically
leads to a significant charge transfer at the interface; consequently, our DFT Fireball cal-
culation includes the "exchange repulsion" effect discussed by Bagus et al., except for the
small contribution analyzed above in the "pillow effect" section. Secondly, notice that in
the frozen-orbital step in the COSV analysis, the (Pauli exclusion principle) requirement
of orthogonalization of the wavefunctions in the metal and in the molecule already leads
to a “major net motion of charge from the adsorbate toward the substrate” [213], which
will appear in our analysis as a charge transfer between the two media.
To sum up, we have corrected the DFT calculation of the interface properties of the
benzene/Au(111) interface presented in 3.5, introducing a self-consistent analysis of the
molecule charging energy and its transport energy gap. From our calculations we have
also analyzed other noble metals by changing fictitiously the initial Fermi level while
keeping the Au electronic properties. This allows to mimic other metals with different
workfunction, because the value of the initial Fermi level coincides in absolute value with
the metal workfunction when the vacuum level is the origin of energies. Our results have
been favorably compared with other theoretical and experimental data, lending strong
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support to our interpretation of the formation of bz/noble metal interfaces as due to the
charge transfer between the metal and the molecule, as described in the IDIS-model.
5.4. TTF/Au(111) interface
Another interesting MO interface is the tetrathiofulvalene (TTF) over Au(111). TTF is a
prototypical electron donor, and a potential material for molecular electronics [214, 215].
As in previous sections, we calculate the interface barrier evolution when going from the
isolated molecule to the full monolayer case, and calculate the molecule energy gap as a
function of its charging energy.
As in benzene, Van der Waals forces are important; not only for energy calculations but
also to obtain a reliable TTF/Au distance (very important, as we saw in 3.5.4). Moreover,
a reliable description of the TTF geometry at the interface cannot be accurately achieved
neither using conventional DFT-calculations nor other techniques involving semiempir-
ically van der Waals forces. For this reason, we have analyzed the TTF geometry by
combining experimental STM-images [216] with a detailed calculation of the tunneling
currents using the formalism explained in section 2.6; in this approach we obtain the
TTF geometry by fitting the theoretical calculations to the experimental image. Once we
obtain the molecule geometry we analyze the molecule DOS, the charge transfer, the in-
terface dipole and other properties related to the TTF/Au interface. This work has been
done in close collaboration with Dr. José Ignacio Martínez and Dr. César González. It
has been submitted to Organic Electronics.
5.4.1. Calculation details
Figure 5.16 shows the systems and geometries we are interested in: an isolated TTF
molecule deposited on a 7 × 7 Au(111) cluster (figure 5.16A); and two different TTF
coverages on a Au(111) surface. We have considered the 6× 6 [214] (figure 5.16B) and
the herringbone (HB) 6× 3 geometries [215] (figure 5.16C); this approach will allow us
to analyze how the interface properties depend on the layer coverage.
The basis set used in our calculations consist on the sp3d5 Au basis used in previous
calculations; sp3d5 C basis used in C60 and benzene to check basis convergence; s H basis
used in benzene/Au, and sp3d5 for S with cut-off radii s = 4.2, p = 4.7, d = 5.5 (in a. u.).
For the TTF molecule this calculational approach yields C-C nearest neighbors distances
of 1.40 and 1.47 Å —to be compared with 1.39 and 1.44 obtained in DFT in a plane wave
basis [214], and experimental values of 1.40, 1.45 Å [196]— (no available data for the C-H
and S-C experimental bond lengths), and a LDA gap of 3.3 eV, to be compared with 2.6 eV
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Figure 5.16.: (Color) TTF coverages on the Au(111) surface: (A) cluster model; (B) dilute structure
(a = b = 17.56 Å, âb = 60◦); (C) herringbone structure (a = 17.56 Å and b = 8.78 Å
âb = 60◦); and (D) side view of a TTF molecule on the Au(111) surface. For (B) and
(C), the solid lines denote the surface unit cells used in the calculations.
for converged basis set LDA or GGA calculations [214]. It is also worth mentioning that
a calculation of the affinity/ionization gap for TTF yields a value of 6.3 eV carried out
by the real-space octopus code [217] (by using an accurate hybrid GGA-PBE0 exchange-
correlation functional [218]); using fireball Eg = E[N + 1] + E[N − 1]− 2E[N] is found
to be 8.19 eV.
In order to accurately determine the equilibrium distance of TTF adsorbed on a gold
surface, we have used here the WCI + vdW method used for C60 and benzene on Au(111)
and explained in section 2.7.1. The C6 parameter in vdW equation (2.83) has been taken
C6 = 36 eV·Å6 in for Au-C, C6 = 0 for Au-H (as in previous calculations) and C6 = 57
eV·Å6 for Au-S. We have used both Ortmann et al. [112] and Grimme [113] parametriza-
tion for fD(R). In both cases, the TTF/Au distance obtained is 3.10± 0.05 Å. Using only
LDA we obtain a distance of 3.2 Å (larger than the vdW one).
5.4.2. STM images and TTF geometry
As mentioned above, we have determined the TTF molecule geometry by analyzing
the STM-image and looking for the configuration yielding the best agreement with the
available experimental evidence [216]. In our calculations we have assumed to have a
W-(100) tip formed by 5 atoms, one of them in the apex, joined to a W crystal. Tunneling
currents and STM images are calculated using the ideas of section 2.6 and reference
[219].
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Figure 5.17.: (Color) (A) Theoretical STM images of TTF on Au(111) surface for three different con-
figurations (explained in the text); and (B) comparison between experimental [216]
and theoretical STM images. A side view of the optimized TTF on Au (111) surface
is also shown.
Figure 5.17 shows our calculated STM-images for three different TTF geometries calcu-
lated with different approximations: configurations I, II and III have been obtained using
different codes; I: vasp(LDA) [220, 221]; II: dacapo(GGA) [222] and III: vasp(GGA) [216],
respectively. W-tip height from TTF monolayer and surface voltage, Vs, take the typical
values of 4.5 Å and -1 V (below the EF), respectively, in order to mimic experimental
STM signal [216]. It is worth to stress that the variation of the W-tip height between 4
and 4.5 Å does not reveal any significant change in the STM signal. These images do
not seem to agree with the experimental image shown on the top-right part of the figure.
Then we have explored more than 200 different geometries and figure 5.17 (bottom-right)
shows the one found yielding the best agreement with the experimental image (see top-
right image). In this geometry, the molecule is rather flat, being located 3.05 Å from
the surface. A side view of the theoretically STM-engineered structure is also shown in
figure 5.17.
In order to calculate the TTF/Au for various coverages, we deposit the TTF geome-
try from our previous STM engineering and vdW considerations over different Au(111)
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surfaces. In the isolated molecule case, a 7× 7 cluster arrangement (see figure 5.16A)
with no periodicity has been used. It has been checked that this cluster size is enough to
avoid border effects. The dilute geometry (see figure 5.16B) was taken as a low coverage
case with 6× 6 periodicity. The geometry used in our calculations for the herringbone
monolayer case (see figure 5.16C) has been constructed in base to a very recent STM
experiment by HuiJuan and coworkers [215], and it has been modeled as a 6× 3 peri-
odicity lattice with two TTF molecules (as obtained in our STM calculations) per unit
cell. After that, we have relaxed our system with no significant variations on the final
structure with respect to the starting one. All the calculations were performed for slabs
of 4 and 6 Au layers where the last 2 and 3 layers were fixed; in particular we found that
4 Au-layers are enough to obtain converged results for the electronic structure. We have
used 8 special k-points for the Brillouin zone sampling. The TTF/Au(111) geometries
were first relaxed at the LDA level keeping the 2(3) lower Au layers fixed, while the first
2(3) layers were allowed to relax, respectively for the cases with 4 (6) slabs considered.
5.4.3. Interface Properties
Once we have obtained the interface geometry, we calculate the interface electronic prop-
erties of: (a) the single molecule; and (b) the other TTF-layers, as well as the correspond-
ing charging energy effects.
TTF molecule on Au(111)
Figure 5.18 shows the electron density of states (DOS) projected on the TTF orbitals
for the case of a single molecule adsorbed on Au(111) (figure 5.16, right panel). In the
same figure we also show the molecule energy levels of the isolated (but deformed)
molecule; the energy window around the energy gap is enlarged in the inset. The metal
workfunction, ΦM, the interface Fermi energy, EF, the HOMO and LUMO levels, as well
as the CNL, are shown.
We have calculated the screening parameter S by changing in our calculations ΦM
fictitiously (see figure 5.19), just like in sections 4.2 and 5.3.2, obtaining S = 0.70. We
have calculated also a charge transfer of 0.43 electrons, a surface dipole of 6.3 debyes, and
a charging energy U = 3.2 eV (if we include the off-diagonal surface dipole we obtain
U = 2.95 eV). Regarding the pillow potential, we obtain a value of VP0 = 0.03 eV for the
isolated molecule that is reduced to 0.02 eV when it is screened to SVP0 .
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Figure 5.18.: (Color) DOS profile for a single TTF molecule on Au(111) (cluster model); the initial
molecular levels are shown by the red shaded region (with a broadening of η=0.05
eV). The metal work-function, and the Fermi, HOMO and LUMO levels are also
indicated on the figure. The left inset shows an energy diagram for the system.
Monolayer (HB) and fraction of monolayer cases
Figure 5.21 shows the molecule local DOS for the HB-geometry (the monolayer case). As
in previous cases we obtain a higher IDIS potential (i. e. an smaller screening parameter)
than in the molecular case. In the case of the HB structure S = 0.47. This case is also
analyzed in figure 5.19. For the 6× 6 geometry (see figure 5.20) we find an interface
behavior similar to the single molecule case, indicating that for this second adlayer the
molecule-molecule interaction is very small. Notice also that in our results we find that
the TTF-CNL is located around 0.1 eV from the LUMO level of the interacting molecule,
namely, 0.8 eV from vacuum, which corresponds (as expected) to a case having a strong
donor character.
In figures 5.20 and 5.21 we have also shown the IDIS potential, V IDIS, induced in the
molecule by the charge transfer; in our calculations, this charge transfer per molecule is
0.37 and 0.31 electrons for the 6× 6-geometry and the HB-structure, respectively, with
the corresponding surface dipoles: 5.4 (6× 6) and 4.5 (HB) debyes, and V IDIS = 1.61
(6× 6) and 2.63 (HB) eV. From our calculations we obtain the following value of Ue f f for
the HB-case: Ue f f =6.7 eV. Regarding the pillow potential, we obtain VP0 = 0.1 eV for the
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Figure 5.19.: (color) (LUMO-EF) and transfer of charge (upper panel), and V IDIS (lower panel)
as a function of the “fictitious” metal work-function. The fictitious change in the
metal work-function tries to simulate how the interface properties depend on the
different metals: this issue is shown in the figure by superimposing the clean metal
work-functions of Al, Ag, Cu and Au for comparison.
HB monolayer and 0.03 for the 6× 6 structure, that are screened to 0.05 and 0.02 eV via
VP0 . These “pillow” potentials tend to increase slightly the interface dipoles calculated
above.
5.4.4. Conclusions
Other theoretical calculations for the TTF/Au(111) interface have already been reported
by Fernández-Torrente et al. [216] and Hofmann et al. [214]. In Refs. [216] and [214],
6× 4 and 6× 5 unit cells have been considered, respectively. In both studies a DFT-GGA
code has been used, although it has been agreed that probably “the actual equilibrium
distance between the organic adsorbate and the metal surface lies in between the two
extreme cases provided by GGA and LDA formalisms” [214].
In our approach we took advantage of looking for the best TTF geometry, by compar-
ing the STM images reported by reference [216] with the theoretical ones calculated for
more than 200 geometries. The geometry obtained in this way is shown in figure 5.17;
the calculated STM-image for the best candidate fits considerably well with the exper-
imental one and improves a lot the images calculated for the geometries provided by
conventional LDA or GGA calculations. That new geometry is rather flat, parallel to the
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Figure 5.20.: (Color) As in figure 5.18 for the dilute geometry (see figure 5.16).
Figure 5.21.: (Color) As in figure 5.18 for the herringbone geometry (see figure 5.16)
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Au-surface, and located at 3.05 Å from it.
This adsorption distance has been calculated using the WCI+VdW method explained
in 2.7.1. This calculation yields a minimum energy for a distance of 3.05 Å between the
molecule and Au. The adsorption energy seems to depend, however, on the approxi-
mations introduced in the damping factor for the van der Waals energy as in benzene
and C60, with difference around 100 % for Grimme’s and Ortmann’s parametrization for
fD(R).
TTF has a strong donor character, which is shown in the present study by the position
of the CNL for all the considered system models, located at 0.8 below the vacuum, and
by the electron charge transfer from TTF to Au, which for the isolated molecule is 0.43
electrons, and 0.37 and 0.31 electrons for the 6× 6 and HB structures, respectively. Our
calculations yield induced dipoles per molecule of 6.3 (isolated cluster), 5.4 (6× 6 geom-
etry) and 4.5 (HB structure) debyes. It is interesting to remark that these values do not
differ significantly from those found by Fernández-Torrente et al. [216]: 5 debyes for a
6× 4 unit cell, and Hofmann et al.: 4.5 debyes for a 5× 3√3 unit cell, showing that the
charge transfer mechanism is not altered too much by the molecule geometries.
Regarding the organic energy gap and charging energy, we have obtained U = 2.9 eV,
and Eg = 4.4 eV; notice that the TTF “exact” transport energy gap is 6.3 eV, indicating
that image potential effects has reduced this gap by around δU = 1.9 eV. This value
corresponds to an effective distance of 3.8 Å between the TTF induced charge and its im-
age (notice that the molecule size is around 7 Å). DFT-GGA calculations [216] yield and
energy gap of 2.2 eV, one half of the one obtained self consistently within our formalism;
although the HOMO and LUMO level positions (as determined by the transport energy
gap) change dramatically the barrier heights for electrons or holes, our calculations indi-
cate, in this particular interface, that the amount of charge transferred from TTF to Au
does not seem to vary to much for having either Eg = 4.4 or 2.2 eV. This case is very
different from benzene, where the LDA gap overestimated the gap in more than 70 %.
We have obtained, as usual, that our results are rather insensitive to a basis set change.
However, as in previous cases, the pillow dipole is substantially increased using a more
extended basis. In particular, the “pillow” dipole, SVp0 , of 0.05 eV found (for the HB
structure) with the minimal basis set is increased to 0.30 eV for the extended basis; for
the isolated molecule and the 6× 6 structure the new value of SVp0 is set in 0.12 eV. We
conclude that in the calculations presented in figures 5.18, 5.20 and 5.21, because of the
minimum basis set used in the calculations, Fermi level should be shifted towards the
CNL by 0.10, 0.10 and 0.25, respectively.
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5.5. TCNQ/Au(111) interface. Molecular dipole
In previous section we have studied the adsorption of TTF over Au, an electron donor
molecule. Now we are going to focus in a prototype electron acceptor, that has attracted
a lot of atteintion: tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ). A strong tendency to bond to
transition metal atoms, mainly due to its strong electrophilic character [223], makes the
TCNQ a perfect candidate to be used in the formation of charge transfer compounds, as a
p-dopant in organic semiconductors [224], and in novel nanoelectronic metal/organic de-
vices. Additionally, an unpaired electron added to TCNQ via metal/organic interaction
reveals an interesting magnetic behavior with promising applications in the synthesis of
organic magnetic materials [225, 226]. Recently, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
and spectroscopy (STS) experiments [227] have demonstrated isolated TCNQ molecules
absorbed on Au(111) surface to form highly ordered molecular assemblies due to strong
tendency of the TCNQ molecules to form N···H intermolecular bonds. This work has
been done in close colaboration with Dr. José Ignacio Martínez. Part of this work has
been published in Physica Status Solidi B [228]
5.5.1. Calculation detalis and geometry
The adsorption geomety has been calculated using the fireball code with the standard
sp3d5 Au and s H basis set, the C sp3d5 basis set used in TTF/Au(111) calculations. For
N an sp3d5 with the following cutoff radii has been chosen: s = 3.6, p = 4.1 and d = 5.2
(a. u.).
As for TTF, we analyze an isolated molecule over the Au(111) surface, a dilute periodic
geometry and a monolayer similar to the self-assembled geometry observed experimen-
tally [227] (see figure 5.22). As starting geometries for the dynamical relaxations we have
taken TCNQ molecules perfectly flat, for different parallel positions lying on the Au(111)
surface. Case A represents a dilute geometry, using a 3/2(7× 7) periodic unit cell with
49 metal atoms per layer, and containing one TCNQ molecule per unit cell. The final
optimized structure reveals the TCNQ lying bent on the Au surface with the center of
the molecule on a surface “hollow” site, the higher atoms located at around 3 Å, and the
lower ones (the edge nitrogens) at around 2.4 Å above the gold surface. Case B repre-
sents the experimental self-assembled geometry [227], where the TCNQ molecules form
a close-packed monolayer. In this case, the final geometrical distortions of the molecule
are slightly different than in the dilute geometry, with a rather flat profile of the central
part of the molecules on the metal (located at 2.9 Å above the gold), and with the edge
N atoms in closer positions with respect to the surface, showing a covalent-like bonding.
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Figure 5.22.: (Color) TCNQ/Au(111) systems analyzed: (A) dilute structure (a = b = 20.49 Å,
âb = 60.0◦); (B) self-assembled structure [227] (a = 16.21 Å, b = 15.70 Å, âb = 93.0◦);
(C) single molecule on Au(111) (cluster model); for all the three geometries a side
view of a TCNQ molecule on the Au(111) surfaces is shown. For A and B the dashed
lines denote the surface unit cells used in the calculations. Reprinted from Physica
Status Solidi B [228] Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH
The unit cell for this case has (5× 5)-like periodicity, with 34 metal atoms per layer in
the Au substrate, and containing two TCNQ molecules per unit cell. The center of one of
the molecules is located on a surface “bridge” site and the other on a “top” site, which
make the molecules slightly non-equivalent electronically. Since the N atoms form bonds
with the surface, we can neglect van der Waals forces: the driving adsorption force is the
chemical force on the Au-N bond.
Although the distance between neighboring TCNQ molecules in case A is large (> 10
Å), some depolarization effects may appear due to long-range electrostatic interactions.
(In 5
√
3× 5√3R30◦ C60/Au(111) layer this interaction was important, although the dis-
tance between molecules was more than 15 Å). In order to eliminate this effect, we also
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analyze a single molecule adsorption simulating the interface via a 3/2(9× 9) cluster
with 81 metal atoms per layer (large enough to avoid border effects), with no periodicity
and the same final adsorption geometry than case A (see fig. 5.22C). This configuration
allow us to properly calculate U, as in the other interfaces. In all cases, the Au(111) sur-
face is simulated with 4 layers. We have checked that 6 layers yield results very similar
to the 4 layers case.
Regarding the LDA gap, for TCNQ with this basis set it has a value of 1.65 eV, to be
compared with 2.14 eV for converged LDA basis set or GGA calculations. The transport
gap between ionization and affinity levels of the gas-phase TCNQ molecule is around
5.3 eV (see below). As in TTF/Au, we have calculated the exact value of the transport
gap calculating ionization and affinity levels using the octopus simulation package [217]
and the GGA-PBE0 hybrid functional [218]. From this calculation we obtain that U for
the gas-phase TCNQ is U = 3.7 eV.
5.5.2. Theoretical STM images
Theoretical STM calculations have been performed for the TCNQ/Au(111) self-assembled
structure (Fig. 5.22B) in order to make a detailed comparison with the experimental ev-
idence [227]. The STM images are obtained using the Green-Keldish function approach
mentioned in section 2.6, as in the TTF/Au interface. We have assumed to have a W(100)
tip formed by 5 atoms, one of them in the apex, joined to a W-crystal.
Figure 5.23B shows our calculated STM images for the TCNQ/Au(111) self-assembled
structure (Fig. 5.23B). W-tip height from TCNQ monolayer and surface voltage, Vs, take
the typical values of 4.5 Å and 0.5 V (above the Fermi level), in order to mimic exper-
imental STM signal [227]. It is worth to stress that the variation of the W-tip height
between 4 and 5 Å does not reveal any significant change in the STM image. Experi-
mentally it is observed that TCNQ molecules absorbed on Au(111) surface form highly
ordered molecular assemblies [227]. As shown in Figure 5.23, our theoretical STM image
for the relaxed structure of Fig. 5.22B is in very good agreement with the experimen-
tal STM image for the self-assembled structure. The theoretical STM images also show
some N···H intermolecular bonding between adjacent molecules; this bonding has been
proposed to be responsible for the self-assembling of the TCNQ molecules [227]. Also,
due to the slight non-equivalence between TCNQ molecules in the same unit cell of our
calculations, small differences can be appreciated for alternating TCNQ molecules. Note
that, although at first glance experimental STM images suggest that the organic molecule
lies flat on the gold surface, our results with a bent geometry reproduce quite well the
experimental STM image. Finally we also mention that theoretical STM images for a flat
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the surface, showing a covalent-like bonding. The unit cell
for this case has (5 5)-like periodicity, with 34metal atoms
per layer in the Au substrate, and containing two TCNQ
molecules per unit cell. The center of one of the molecules is
located on a surface ‘‘bridge’’ site and the other on a ‘‘top’’
site, which make the molecules slightly non-equivalent
electronically.
Although the distance between neighboring TCNQ
molecules in case A is large (>10 A˚), some depolarization
effects may appear due to long-range electrostatic inter-
actions. In order to eliminate this effect, which could slightly
affect the energy barrier,we also analyze theTCNQ/Au(111)
system simulating the interface via a (9 9) cluster with
81metal atomsper layer (largeenough to avoidborder effects),
with no periodicity and the same final adsorption geometry
than case A (see Fig. 1C). This configuration corresponds to
the case of an isolated molecule, which has been analyzed
to properly calculate U, the charging energy defining the
transport energy gap of Eq. (1). In all cases, the Au(111)
surface is simulatedwith four layers.We have checked that six
layers yield results very similar to the four layers case.
Figure 2B shows our calculated STM images for the
TCNQ/Au(111) self-assembled structure (Fig. 1B). W-tip
height from TCNQ monolayer and surface voltage, Vs, take
the typical values of 4.5 A˚ and 0.5V (above the EF), in order
to mimic experimental STM signal [11]. It is worth to stress
that the variation of theW-tip height between 4 and 5 A˚ does
not reveal any significant change in the STM image.
Experimentally it is observed that TCNQ molecules
absorbed on Au(111) surface form highly ordered molecular
assemblies [11]. As shown in Fig. 2, our theoretical STM
image for the relaxed structure of Fig. 1B is in very good
agreement with the experimental STM image for the self-
assembled structure. The theoretical STM images also show
some N   H intermolecular bonding between adjacent
molecules; this bonding has been proposed to be responsible
for the self-assembling of the TCNQ molecules [11]. Also,
due to the slight non-equivalence between TCNQmolecules
in the same unit cell of our calculations, small differences can
be appreciated for alternating TCNQ molecules. Note that,
although at first glance experimental STM images suggest
that the organic molecule lies flat on the gold surface, our
results with a bent geometry reproduce quite well the
experimental STM image. Finally we also mention that
theoretical STM images for a flat adsorption geometry (not
shown) do not agree so well with experimental evidence.
4 Electronic structure and interface potential We
analyze in this section the interface barrier formation. Upon
adsorption of TCNQ, the relative position of the Fermi level
with respect to the molecular levels changes due to the total
potential induced on the molecule V tot ¼ V IDIS þ VM0
[17, 18, 29]. As discussed previously, VIDIS is created
between the metal and the molecule due to the metal/
molecule charge transfer [29], and VM0 is the potential
resulting from the molecular dipole and corresponding
charge rearrangement [17, 18]. Note that, within the unified
IDIS model [17, 18], this interface potential tends to shift the
initialFM toward the CNL. TheCNL is defined as the energy
level at which the integrated density of states (DOS) gives a
neutral molecule. Following the IDIS model, we can obtain
a general expression for the total potential as follows
[3, 18, 29]:
eV tot ¼ eðV IDIS þ VM0 Þ
¼ ð1SÞðCNLFMÞ þ SeVM0
¼ ð1SÞðCNLFMeVM0 Þ þ eðVM0 Þ: (6)
Therefore, the final Fermi level can be given by
CNLEF ¼ SðCNLFMeVM0 Þ: (7)
In these equations, S is the interface screening parameter
[3, 18, 29]. Notice that from the previous expressions one can
define an ‘‘effective’’ work-function as:
FeffM ¼ FM þ eVM0 ; (8)
so that when CNL ¼ FeffM ) eV tot ¼ eVM0 . The validity of
these equations may be checked by the results depicted in
Fig. 3, where we show Vtot, (LUMOEF) and dn as a
function of a fictitious metal work-function, mimicked by
using the Oshift operator mentioned above. From the lower
panel of Fig. 3 VM0 can be easily obtained as the total
potential just for zero charge transfer. Although all our
calculations have been performed with Au(111), the
fictitious change in the metal work-function tries to simulate
how the interface properties depend on the different metals.
We have visualized this in Fig. 3 by indicating the work-
functions of Al, Ag, and Cu. This calculation also allows us
to obtain:
U ¼ e@V IDIS=@dn ¼ e@V tot=@dn;
S ¼ @ðLUMOEFÞ=@FM:

(9)
Regarding Fig. 3, one can notice that the charge transfer
dn for the TCNQ/Au(111)monolayer structure is0, in good
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Figure 2 (onlinecolorat:www.pss-b.com)(A)ExperimentalSTM
image of the self-organized TCNQ on Au(111) structure [11]
(constant tip-height,Vs¼ 0.3V). Experimental image from Pascual
andcoworkers [11];and(B) theoreticalSTMimagefor thegeometry
of Fig. 1B (constant tip-height, Vs¼ 0.5V).
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Figure 5.23.: (Color) A Experimental STM image of the self-organized TCNQ on Au(111) struc-
ture [227] (constant tip-height, Vs = 0.3 V). Experimental image from Fernandez-
Torrente and coworkers [227]; and B theoretical STM i age for the geometry of
figure 5.22B (constant tip-height, Vs = 0.5 V). Reprinted from Physica Status Solidi
B [228] Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH
adsorption geometry (not shown) do not agree so well with experimental evidence.
5.5.3. Electronic Structure and Interface Potential
We analyze in this section the interface barrier formation. Upon adsorption of TCNQ, the
relative position of the Fermi level with respect to the molecular levels changes due to
the total potential induced on the molecule Vtot = V IDIS +VM0 . Note that now we have a
new term that adds to the standard IDIS potential. It is the “intrinsic” molecular dipole.
It was introduced in section 3.4, but it is the first case where it appears in practice in
our thesis. The fact that a symmetric molecule like TCNQ can have an “intrinsic” dipole
can be shocking; but as we said previously, the molecule is substantially deformed upon
adsorption. The N atoms are closer to the Au surface, and they are negatively charged.
On the contrary, the aromatic C ring, that is above the N atoms is positively charged,
giving rise to a nonzero dipole along the z direction (that comes purely from charge
reorganization in the TCNQ, not from charge transfer with surfrace), that certainly affects
the interface potential. The value of VM0 can be easily obtained as the total potential just
for zero charge transfer. From figure 5.24, VM0 = 1.37 eV. Note that in this case δn = 0
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Figure 5.24.: (Color) (LUMO−EF), transfer of charge δn and total potential, Vt = V IDIS +VM0 , as
a function of the initial Fermi level. The initial Fermi levels of Al, Ag, Cu and Au
are shown for comparison. Reprinted from Physica Status Solidi B [228] Copyright
2011 Wiley-VCH.
impiles V IDIS = 0 but Vtot = VM0 6= 0 as opposed to the other interfaces of this work
where zero charge transfer implied zero potential (if we neglect the pillow potential).
The value of VM0 for the single molecule case and the dilute geometry is 0.20 and 0.53 eV,
respectively (see fig. 5.24).
Note that also, in figure 5.24, when ΦM = −5.2 eV (the initial Fermi level of gold),
δn = 0. This is in good agreement with the experimental evidence [227], where TCNQ
is detected to be neutral on the Au(111) surface. Also, a very good linear scaling is
observed for all the cases as varies.
Figure 5.25C shows the DOS projected onto the molecular orbitals for the case of a
single TCNQ on Au(111) (levels of a non-interacting molecule are also shown for com-
parison). For this case we obtain S = 0.16. Notice the visible level broadening associated
with the TCNQ/metal interaction. Regarding the charging energy calculation for this
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Figure 5.25.: (Color) DOS projected on the TCNQ orbitals for the geometries of figure 5.22 (case
A: dilute geometry; case B: monolayer self-assembled structure; and case C: single
molecule on the surface). CNL, HOMO, LUMO and final Fermi (EF) levels of the
system are also shown. Molecular levels of the isolated TCNQ molecule are indi-
cated by a red-shaded profile (y-scaled ×1/3). Right inset: enlarged image for the
area around EF. Left inset: interface levels scheme for each case, showing Vtot. The
vacuum level defines the energy zero. Reprinted from Physica Status Solidi B [228]
Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH.
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molecular case, we obtain that δU = 2.2 eV and the transport gap is Etg = 3.1 eV (the
effect of the “metal surface” dipole has been taken into account). The potential induced
in the molecule is Vtot = 0.97 eV. Figure 5.25A shows our calculated DOS for the geom-
etry of fig. 5.22A; these results are similar to those presented for the single molecule,
except for the Fermi level position, which in this case is located 1.09 eV above the initial
metal Fermi level. This reflects a larger surface screening due to the interaction between
different molecules: for this particular case we find a value for the screening parameter
of S = 0.14. The results for the monolayer geometry (figure 5.22B) are shown in figure
5.25B. The DOS profile for this case is similar to the ones found in previous cases, but in
this case the Fermi level coincides with CNL. As previously mentioned, we find a large
interface potential of 1.37 eV, and a really small screening parameter of S = 0.05. This
small value of S reflects the large screening associated with this compact geometry; more
tightly packed geometries increase the molecule-molecule interaction, an effect that also
increases Vtot and the interface surface screening. Notice that in the left insets of Figs.
5.25A and 5.25B we have also shown the Hemholtz dipole potential layer ∆ using the
equaiton (3.9), with values of 0.31 and 0.61 eV for the dilute and monolayer structures,
respectively (∆ = 0 for the molecule over Au surface).
Regarding the pillow and “metal-surface” dipole, we find that both effects tend to
cancel each other; nevertheless, the “metal-surface” dipole still slightly affects the value
of U reducing it 0.2 eV, which reduces the transport energy gap by the same amount to
the final value of 3.1 eV.
5.5.4. Conclusions
In summary, we have analyzed the organic-molecule/metal interface TCNQ/Au(111) us-
ing the formalism developed in this thesis. We find that the N atoms of the molecule
bond to the surface, resulting in a bent geometry for the adsorbed TCNQ molecules, and
practically no charge transfer between the metal and the molecules. Our theoretical STM
images for the monolayer case are in very good agreement with the experimental STM
images for the self-assembled geometry. Finally, we have analyzed the interface barrier
formation and energy level alignment in terms of the IDIS model, showing the impor-
tance in this case of the “intrinsic” molecular dipole appearing on the TCNQ molecules
on the Au(111) surface due to its bent geometry, that in this case leads the main contri-
bution to the interface dipole.
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Figure 5.26.: (Color) Pentacene on the Au(111) surface: (A) 2×√39 structure; (B) 6×√7 struc-
ture; (C) cluster model; and (D) side view of a pentacene molecule on the Au(111)
surface (ZC = 3.2 Å). For A and B the dashed lines denote the surface unit cells
used in the calculations. Reprinted from [123] Copyright 2011 American Institute of
Physics.
5.6. Pentacene/Au(111) interface. Hybrid method in practice
Finally we are going to consider the pentacene/Au interaction. Pentacene is one of the
most widely used organic semiconductors both in research and industry, because of
its high field-effect mobility. In this case, the molecular gap has been calculated using
the standard scissor technique used in the previous interfaces and the hybrid HF-LDA
functional explained in section 2.7.3. As mentioned there, the β parameter, that controls
the amount of exact and LDA exchange is chosen in order to obtain Eg = ELDAg + U;
where U has been calculated using formula (4.3), as in previous interfaces. This work
has been done in close collaboration with Dr. Barbara Pieczyrak, and has been published
in Journal of Chemical Physics [123]. This interface has also been analyzed theoretically by
Toyoda et al. [229]; but at the DFT-GGA (+ semiempirical vdW) level of theory. We have
reconsider the interface in order to accurately describe the barrier height formation, with
a realistic organic transport energy gap.
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5.6.1. Geometry
As in the other cases, we are going to analyze the pentacene/Au(111) barrier height
for a single molecule and a full monolayer (see Fig. 5.26); in our calculations, we have
assumed to have one of four predominant experimental unit cells: 2 × √39 structure
(Fig. 5.26A); we use this one because at lower coverages pentacene molecules tend to
have larger spacings between the rows of molecules such as in the chosen type [230]. For
the sake of comparison with the work of Toyoda et al., we also have taken into account
the 6×√7 geometry they used in their research [229] (Fig. 5.26B).
The basis set used in our calculations is the same as in the benzene/Au interface. This
yields a range of values between 1.36 and 1.47 Å for the C–C nearest neighbors distance
in pentacene, to be compared with the experimental values of 1.35-1.45 Å [231] (in GGA-
DFT these distances are 1.38-1.46 Å) [232].
Figure 5.27.: (Color) Energy vs distance for the pentacene/Au(111) interaction. Black line: stan-
dard LDA-FIREBALL (FB-LDA) calculation. Red line: weak chemical interaction
(WCI) calculated as discussed in the text. Thin green line: Grimme parametrization
of the van der Waals interaction. Thick green line: total pentacene-Au interactions
(WCI + vdW). Reprinted from [123] Copyright 2011 American Institute of Physics.
In order to accurately determine the equilibrium distance of pentacene adsorbed on
a gold surface, we have used here the WCI + vdW method used for C60 and benzene
on Au(111) and explained in section 2.7.1. The C6 parameter in vdW equation (2.83) has
been taken C6 = 36 eV·Å6 in for Au-C, C6 = 0 for Au-H (as in previous calculations) and
C6 = 57 eV·Å6 for Au-S.
Regarding fD(R) we have used Grimme [113] parametrization obtaining a pentacene/Au
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distance of 3.2 Å, to be compared with LDA distance (3.1 Å), the WCI (without vdW)
distance (3.3 Å) and the distance obtained by Toyoda et al. (3.2 Å).
5.6.2. Density of states, interface dipole and charging energy
Hybrid potential results
First of all we are going to present calculations for pentacene/Au(111) using the hybrid
potential. Figure 5.28 shows our calculated DOS projected on the molecular orbitals for
the three cases we have considered: a single molecule (C); the 6×√7–adlayer (B); and
the 2×√39–monolayer (A) (see Fig. 5.26).
In these figures we also represent the molecular levels of the isolated molecule (in
green). The energy gap has been calculated selfconsistently using the standard method
explained in section 4.2. This time, however, is the parameter β the one that has been
fitted in order to have a selfconsistent gap. The transport gap obtained is Et = 3.1 eV, for
a value of β = 0.31. The metal surface dipole effect in the gap (a reduction of 0.2 eV) has
already been included.
Notice that this energy gap is a little larger than the peak-to-peak gap obtained from
the calculated DOS; in particular, Et = 2.65, 2.8 and 2.9 eV for cases A, B, and C, re-
spectively. The usual levels, HOMO, LUMO, CNL and EF, are shown. The CNL is
located around ∼ 0.2 eV from the LUMO peak (fluctuations around this value are prob-
ably related to the precision of our calculations). The IDIS potential takes the values:
V IDIS = 1.15 eV (A); 1.09 eV (B); and 0.79 eV (C). As in other interfaces, it decreases from
the compact monolayer to the single molecule interfaces.
Figure 5.29 shows, for the cases A, B and C, V IDIS and the charge transfer, δn, as a
function of a “fictitious” metal work-function which is introduced by means of the shift
operator discussed above. As the cases when we use the scissor operator, V IDIS and δn
depend linearly on ΦM, and V IDIS ∼= 0 when δn = 0. This shows that our IDIS model
is valid when using a hybrid functional to correct the gap, and confirms that the general
behavior predicted by the IDIS model does not depend on the method used to obtain an
accurate value of the gap.
From Fig. 5.29 we find: S = 0.52 (A); 0.57 (B) and 0.69 (C), indicating that in the com-
pact structure screening effects are the largest, and in the single molecule the smallest,
like in the other interfaces studied previously
Regarding the “pillow” dipole, we find it negligible in the minimal basis set used
in our calculations. We have found, however, that using the more extended basis set
(sp3d5s∗d∗5 for Au, sp3d5 for C and ss∗ for H; used in previous interfaces) yields a bare
pillow dipole potential, VP0 , of 0.5 eV for the 2×
√
39 monolayer. Screening effects reduce
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Figure 5.28.: (Color) DOS (obtained with the hybrid potential) projected on the pentacene orbitals
for the geometries of Figure 5.26 (case A: 2×√39 structure; case B: 6×√7 structure;
and case C: cluster model). CNL of the molecule, metal work-function and Fermi
level of the system are also shown. Molecular levels of the isolated molecule, calcu-
lated with the same hybrid potential, are indicated in green. Right inset: enlarged
image for the area around the HOMO and LUMO levels. Left inset: interface levels
scheme. All values are given in eV. Reprinted from [123] Copyright 2011 American
Institute of Physics.
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Figure 5.29.: (Color) V IDIS and δn – charge transfer from the molecule to the metal (obtained
with the hybrid potential) as a function of the initial Fermi Level. This change in
the initial Fermi level. Reprinted from [123] Copyright 2011 American Institute of
Physics.
this potential to VP = SVP0 = 0.25 eV. Regarding the metal surface dipole correction, we
find that in the tight-packed 2×√39 monolayer, (EF − ΦM) is reduced by 0.15 eV, this
effect compensating to a large extent the potential, VP, created by the “pillow” effect.
For the single molecule case, we find that this compensation is even better; this metal
surface dipole correction reduces, however, U and the transport energy gap by 0.2 eV, as
stated before.
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Figure 5.30.: (Color) DOS (obtained with the scissor operator) projected on the pentacene orbitals
for the geometries of Figure 5.26 (case A: 2×√39 structure; case B: 6×√7 structure;
and case C: cluster model). CNL of the molecule, metal work-function and Fermi
level of the system are also shown. Molecular levels of the isolated molecule are
indicated in green. Right inset: enlarged image for the area around the HOMO
and LUMO levels. Left inset: interface levels scheme. All values are given in eV.
Reprinted from [123] Copyright 2011 American Institute of Physics.
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LDA with a scissor operator
We have also calculated the pentacene/Au(111) interface using the scissor operator to
correct the transport gap, in order to compare both approaches and see the difference
that this simpler approximation introduces in the bands alignment and in the molecule
energy gap. Figure 5.30 shows the DOS projected on the molecular orbitals for the same
cases shown in Fig. 5.28; notice that the calculated DOS using the scissor operator is very
similar to the one obtained with the hybrid potential. There are, however, some relevant
differences, because although V IDIS is the same in both cases for all geometries, we find
an important change in the molecule energy gap: while for the hybrid potential case we
find for the isolated molecule Et = 3.1 eV, using the scissor operator yields Et = 3.4 eV, so
that the peak-to-peak energy gap is: Et = 3.05 (A), 3.2 (B) and 3.15 eV (C). The important
point to realize about these results is that the calculated energy gap for the molecule,
using the hybrid potential, is 0.3 eV smaller than the one calculated using the scissor
operator.
We believe this difference is due to the delocalization of the intra-molecular exchange
hole over the metal: for the isolated molecule, one can think of the self-interaction correc-
tion (or the charging energy, U0) as being created by the exchange hole that eliminates
the interaction of the molecular charge with itself (see section 2.7.2); the metal-organic
interaction delocalizes that hole and reduces, in our Hartree-Fock calculation, the self-
interaction correction. We have found that, due to this pentacene/Au interaction, around
8 % of the molecular exchange hole is delocalized into the metal.
Figure 5.31 shows V IDIS and δn as a function of the fictitious metal work-function. The
behavior is very similar, but the slopes (i e. the screening parameter) are different. The
values for the screening parameter are S = 0.52, 0.57, 0.69 for the geometries A, B, C,
respectively.
Regarding the “pillow” dipole and the metal-surface dipole corrections, we find that
our results are very similar to the ones calculated using the hybrid potential approach.
5.6.3. Discussion and conclusions
We have applied the hybrid-DFT calculation for pentacene on Au(111) considering the
following cases: a single molecule, a 6 × √7–adlayer and a 2 × √39–monolayer. The
hybrid potential is introduced to fix the transport energy gap, Et, instead of the scissor
operator used in previous interfaces. The accurate value of Et and U, has been obtained
as in previous cases using equation (4.3). We have also analyzed the pentacene/Au
interface using the “scissor” operator. It is interesting to stress that the results of both
approaches, the hybrid potential and the “scissor” operator, are similar, showing that
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Figure 5.31.: (Color) V IDIS and δn – charge transfer from the molecule to the metal (obtained
with the scissor operator) as a function of the initial Fermi Level. Reprinted from
[123] Copyright 2011 American Institute of Physics.
the interface barrier height is basically controlled by the charge transfer between the
two materials; the only significant difference is found for transport energy gap, Et, that
is around 0.35 eV smaller in the case of the hybrid potential. We interpret that result
as due to the delocalization in the metal of the exchange-hole associated with the self-
interaction correction. [31] The values found for Et in the 2×√39 structure are 2.65 eV
(hybrid potential) and 3.05 eV (scissor operator); theses quantities can be compared with
the experimental data of Amy et al. [233], who have measured Et = 2.88 eV for a
pentacene thickness of 20 Å, in good agreement with our hybrid-DFT calculations (one
can expect Et to be slightly smaller than 2.88 eV for a pentacene monolayer). [233]
Regarding the metal work-function change due to the pentacene deposition, we have
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found in our calculations that the 6×√7 and the 2×√39 structures yield very similar
results. In both cases, the interface electrostatic dipole ∆ = 4pi dδnA (equation (3.9)), where
d is the effective distance between the charges of the molecule, coincides practically with
V IDIS: 1.09 eV and 1.15 eV for the B and A structures, respectively. The experimental
evidence [230, 234, 235] indicates that this interface dipole is 0.95 eV, in good agreement
with our results. Toyoda and coworkers [229] have calculated an interface dipole of
1.19 eV for a 6×√7 pentacene/Au(111) structure and a pentacene–Au distance of 3.2
Å; the interface dipole and the metal/organic distance are both in good agreement with
our calculations.
As in previous cases, apart from the pillow dipole, our results does not depend signifi-
cantly on the basis set, provided that the initial molecular levels are correctly aligned and
the transport energy gap is set to the accurate value. This is also checked independently
by the good agreement found with the calculations of Toyoda et al. [229]. In the case of
the “pillow’ dipole; that we find to depend largely on the atomic basis set; as discussed
in other interfaces: for an extended basis set VP0 for a full monolayer is 0.25 eV, a value
that is largely compensated by the surface dipole correction. This suggests that our cal-
culated change of the metal work-function for the 6×√7 and the 2×√39 structures has
an error bar of 0.1 eV
In conclusion, both our hybrid HF and LDA + scissors results show a good agreement
with the experimental data for the transport energy gap and the metal work-function
change for a monolayer coverage, and with an independent theoretical calculation. This
lends strong support to our interpretation of this metal/organic level alignment as due
to the charge transfer between the metal and pentacene, as described in the IDIS-model.
5.7. Conclusions
In this chapter we have employed the ideas presented in previous chapter to obtain a real-
istic gap and calculate the interface properties of a variety of MO interfaces: C60/Au(111),
benzene/Au(111), TTF/Au(111), TCNQ/Au(111) and pentacene/Au(111). We see that
obtaining an accurate gap size is usually critical in order to obtain realistic interface
dipoles (the paradigmatic case is benzene), although in some cases is not that impor-
tant (TTF). However, the electron and hole injection barriers depends explicitly on the
HOMO/LUMO position so a correction to the Kohn-Sham levels is completely necessary.
We have employed two different methods to address the gap correction: in both we
rely on the calculation of the charging energy (U) for an isolated molecule over a metal
surface. The formula (5.1) is not suitable to obtain the charging energy in the case of
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high coverages, since electrostatic dipole-dipole terms are included. After that we open
the gap both using a scissor operator or a hybrid HF functional (where the β parameter
is chosen to reproduce the gap Etg = EKSg +U).
We have also included in the calculations the effect of Van der Waals interactions,
in order to calculate a reliable molecule/metal distance. We have seen that they are
necessary to get a realistic distance in most of the interfaces (apart from the C60 case).
Although our WCI+vdW approach does not give reliable energies, the distances are in
good agreement with independent calculations for benzene and pentacene [190, 229].
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6. Universal behavior in annealed Al
nanowires
6.1. Introduction
In the chapter 4 we have seen some examples of molecular electronics. The study of a C60
molecule between two tips and a tip/C60/surface configuration is a first approach at the
nanophysics made in this thesis, however this is not the only one. As stated in chapter 1,
not only molecular devices are important in nanotechnology, but also wires of molecular
size. This chapter will present some of their mechanical and electric properties.
In this chapter we have focused on the effect of annealing in Al nanowires. These
nanowires have been extensively studied by our group [19, 46, 87] and by other groups
using ab-initio methods [236, 237, 238, 239, 240], classical potentials [241] and semiem-
pirical potentials [242], including the effect of dopants [87, 243]. It has been shown that
when they are stretched up to breakage a dimer appears at the last stages of this stretch-
ing process. This dimer is responsible of a conductance plateau around 1G0, with three
channels contributing to it [19, 87, 237]. The wire breaking occurs when the dimer bond
breaks.
In this chapter we are going to present the effect of annealing in Al nanowires. An-
nealing is a technique broadly used experimentally and industrially, in order to get
thermodynamically stable crystal structures (instead of metastable ones). Theoretically
it is used for the same reasons: it explores better the phase space and allows to obtain
absolute minima, instead of local ones.
6.2. Simulation details
The mechanical and electrical properties of the wires have been calculated using the
fireball code. The initial configuration of the wire corresponds to the FCC stacking of
4 (111) planes with three atoms per layer and it is oriented in the (111) direction as the
surface layers simulating the two electrodes. It has been followed a supercell approach
with 4× 4 periodicity in the direction parallel to the surface. There is also periodicity on
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the z direction (perpendicular to the surface) joining artificially the last two layers (top
and bottom) of the system. This implies that the electrodes have effectively four layers.
The last electrode layers (upper an lower ones) have been fixed during the molecular
dynamics study. The Al basis is an sp3 basis with cutoff radii (in atomic units) s = 5.4,
p = 6.2, with this basis we obtain a lattice parameter of 4.09 Å (to be compared with
experimental 4.0495 Å [244]).
The temperature in fireball is simulated by giving each non-fixed atom a random ini-
tial velocity v such that 〈v2〉 = 3kBT/2M as given by equipartition theorem. The anneal-
ing processes is simulated using this protocol. First, we give our system a temperature
T; then we allow the atoms to move using free molecular dynamics (MD) for a few MD
steps (typically 50 fs, that correspond to 50 MD steps), then we cool the system slowly,
going from temperature T to zero in the same amount of time as the previous step. After
that, we apply a quenching MD technique, as explained in section 2.4.4. To sum up, we
give random velocities to the atoms in our system in order to obtain a temperature T;
after a free MD period we slowly freeze the atoms. The resulting configuration is relaxed
using standard MD techniques.
In order to simulate the stretching process we have moved the upper fix layer in steps
of 0.2 Å. After each step, the energy minimum is calculated using the annealing processes
mentioned above.
For the electron transport calculation we have applied the formalism presented in
section 2.6, dividing the system in two subsystems. In these conductance calculations
we have included periodicity only in the xy plane and, we have included two more
layers both in the upper and in the lower surface in order to obtain converged results.
The division of the system has been done as symmetrical and physically meaningful as
possible. We have checked, on the other hand, that the way of dividing the system is not
critical, as long as clearly unphysical divisions are avoided.
6.3. Results
6.3.1. At zero temperature
First of all we have stretched the wire at zero temperature (i. e. usual dynamical quench-
ing to minimize energy). Energy and conductance versus deformation is shown in figure
6.1. Also, geometries in the most relevant points (labeled in figure 6.1) are shown in fig-
ure 6.2. Note that in the conductance figure, not only total conductance but also channel
decomposition (see section 2.6) is shown.
The energy versus distance curve show us that the wire stretches elastically at the
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Figure 6.1.: (Color) Energy (left) and conductance (right) as a function of the elongation of the
wire during the stretching process. Several points (A-F) has been highlighted, and
correspond to geometric rearrangements (see figure 6.2). In the conductance figure,
total conductance and channel decomposition is shown.
first stages, where a linear relationship between the energy and the deformation holds.
At some point, the geometrical structure of the wire rearranges (see figure 6.2) and the
energy suddenly decreases due to this rearrangement; after that the wire continue to de-
form elastically until new rearrangement occurs. At the very last stages, a dimer appears,
and the wire finally break when the dimer is broken. If we look at the conductance, as
observed in previous works [34, 46, 19], there is a direct link between geometrical re-
arrangement and its correspondent energy decrease, and change in wire conductance
(figure 6.1). Each geometrical rearrangement can be related with a decrease of the con-
ductance because some channels are closed (in the right side of figure 6.1, conductance
channels are shown). When the dimmer appears, there is a conductance plateau that
slowly increases from around 0.5 G0 to 1 G0, in good agreement with previous calcula-
tions using a previous version of fireball [19]. If we look at the eigen-channel contri-
bution, the most important just before breakage, is a σspz channel, while earlier in the
dimer zone pipx py channels dominate.
6.3.2. At 500 K
In a next step, we have introduced annealing. The lowest temperature analyzed in this
thesis is 500 K, that has been applied during 80 fs. After that, the system has been
cooled down 80 fs, and then, dynamical quenching has been applied. In figure 6.3 we
have shown the results. It is worth commenting that energy VS distance curve is more
complex, with more sudden changes in energy.
Now we find new geometric structures, that didn’t appear in the case at 0 K. In figure
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Figure 6.2.: Geometries of highlighted points in figure 6.1 of the stretching process.
6.4 we show the geometry obtained after A. This geometry is more stable than the one at
0 K in the first stages: it is intuitive that it can absorb more tension during the stretching
process: the bonds are oriented parallel to the displacement, instead of oblique, so they
are less enlarged when we stretch the wire. However, although this configuration is more
stable in the first stages, it can be a trap later. In figure 6.3 the first energy relaxation
of the wire occurs at 2.4 Å (and the energy loss is small) while at zero temperature it
occurred at 1.8 Å. So for distances between 2.2 and 3.0 Å energy at 0 K is lower than
with annealing at 500 K (that means that in this case, annealing does not lead to a wire
configuration with lower energy for every step of the stretching process).
6.3.3. Other temperatures
We have repeated the annealing process with different annealing temperatures 1000,
1500, 2000 K (for temperatures greater than 2000 K the wire breaks and rearranges as
a new surface layer in the very first stages). We have made two different calculations at
every temperature just to know if results only depends on temperature, or the fact that
atom velocities are completely random, lead to significantly different results. In figure
6.5 we show our results.
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Figure 6.3.: (Color) Energy (left) and conductance (right) as a function of the elongation of the
wire during the stretching process. Several points (A-K) has been highlighted, and
corresponds to points where the conductance changes, although sometimes there is
not a reflection in energy. In the conductance figure, total conductance and channel
decomposition is shown.
Figure 6.4.: (Color) Geometry obtained during the first stages of the bond breaking with an an-
nealing of 500 K. It can be seen that the “uncrossed”?? geometry is more stable when
the wire suffers more tension.
Despite of the formidable chaos of figure 6.5 we can extract some information of it.
First of all: calculations made at the same temperature does not lead to the exact same
results, so we can conclude that temperature, by itself, does not determine the stretching
evolution (this is expected, because temperature is simulated by random atomic veloci-
ties). Second: although we are using annealing to find lower energy minima, we don’t
necessarily obtain that (sometimes we obtain structures with much more energy than
the one at 0 K). Third; the alternative geometry of figure 6.4 seems to be very “attractive”
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Figure 6.5.: (Color) Energy as a function of the elongation of the wire during the stretching pro-
cess for all the temperatures studied in this work. The T = 0 K line is thicker for
distinguish it form the cases with annealing. We show two different calculations for
T = 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 K temperatures
in the phase space: five different calculations lead to that geometry, for all temperatures
studied. It is also worth commenting that there is another “attractive” geometry, that is
energetically between the 0 K and the 500 K structure; and that has horizontal bonds,
but in a different situation (see figure 6.6).
After this three-path initial stage each nanowire follows their own way, but almost
every wire end up with a dimer. It is only at big temperatures (1500 and 2000 K) where
we find other structures. These are a trimer (at both calculations of 2000 K) and a four
atoms chain (at 1500 K).
Regarding conductance, in all cases, at the dimer (trimer, chain) stage, there is a con-
ductance plateau at ∼ 0.5G0, with three channels contributing to it that slowly grows up
until dimer breaking. Just before breaking the conductance is 1G0 (around 10 % larger
for the trimer geometries), and there is only one channel. As in T = 0 K case, the main
contribution at this moment is a σspz channel, while in the conductance plateaus the pipx py
channel dominates (this is also true for cases where trimers or long chains are involved).
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Figure 6.6.: (Color) “Alternative” geometry for the nanowires with energy between the one at 0
K and the one at 500 K.
6.3.4. Mixed annealing-0 K calculations
In order to gain more insight in the phase-space minima evolution we have taken some
of the more characteristic geometries of the wire obtained in the previous section and
we have stretched them without annealing. By this way, the wire is tucked around that
minimum in phase space, and new geometric rearrangements only appear when the
minimum becomes unstable, making a simpler energy versus distance curve. Some of
the geometries that we have used are the right one of figure 6.4, the one in figure 6.6 and
6.7c.
We have obtained some interesting results. First of all, again, we always see the char-
acteristic conductance plateau in the last stages of the wire breaking for every case. The
evolution of the “ladder” geometry (figure 6.7c) leads to a huge Al chain, but energeti-
cally unstable. Apart from this exception (and a few more trimer cases), the dimer final
configuration is the most common geometry in the last stages.
Finally, these more than 20 realizations of the stretching (annealed, not annealed and
mixed cases) allow us to make a conductance histogram.
In the conductance histogram of figure 6.10, several features coincide with the exper-
imental conductance histogram. First of all, the biggest peak, at around 1G0 and the
smaller at 2G0 are slightly moved to the left (0.7G0 and 1.9G0 in our case and 0.8G0 and
1.9G0 in the experimental case). There are also peaks, slightly moved to right at 3G0, 4G0
and 5G0, just like in the experimental histogram. However there are a couple of differ-
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Figure 6.7.: (Color) Image of geometries of a trimer (a), and four atoms chain (b) at 2000 and
1500 K annealing respectively. (c) Shows the previous “ladder” geometry that leads
to these geometries just by linking bond breaking.
ences. First of all, there is a big peak around 2.5G0 in our histogram that does not appear
in the experimental one. This peak comes purely from the effect of annealing. In the
histogram where only 0 K conductances have been taken into account it does not appear
(figure 6.10 inset). The other one is the satellite peak that appears slightly above 1G0.
This peak comes from the trimer configurations. In conclusion, conductance histogram
is similar to the low temperature experimental one, apart from some features that are
introduced by annealing. Maybe the use of more points will improve the agreement.
6.4. Conclusions
In this chapter we have analyzed the effect of theoretical annealing on Al nanowires
(simulated by the method presented at section 6.2), both in its mechanical and transport
properties using DFT to obtain the molecular dynamics forces (see section 2.4.4 for de-
tails) and the Green-Keldish technique stated in section 2.6 for the conductance. We have
calculated two cases of the following temperatures: 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 K. It is clear
that annealing allows the system to switch frequently between different energy minima,
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Figure 6.8.: Some mixed annealing-0 K geometries and energies. In the graphic, dashed line
separate the annealed (the temperature is indicated) and 0 K parts.
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Figure 6.9.: Some mixed annealing-0 K geometries and energies. In the graphic, dashed line
separate the annealed (the temperature is indicated) and 0 K parts.
making the energy versus distance curve complex, and narrows the “elastic” deforma-
tion regions between atomic rearrangements. The three wire rearrangements at 0 K turn
out to five at 500 K and even more at greater temperatures. For this reason, annealing
does explore more phase space of the system, and allows to obtain new geometries that
are not seen without annealing. Since we obtain a lot of different realizations of the
stretching process we can study universal behavior of the nanowire.
We have realized that some geometries appear in almost all cases studied. At the
very first stages, geometries of figures 6.4 and 6.6 are the most favorable, and the wire
rearranges on that geometries. At larger stages, a full variety of structures appear for
each process, but at last stages, a dimer appears, where the wire ends up breaking (apart
from the cases of high temperature annealing). Some usual geometric realizations of the
annealed wire have been stretched without annealing. The final dimer, again, appears in
most of them.
Regarding the conductance, in the last stages, we always have a conductance plateau at
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Do Histograms Constitute a Proof for Conductance
[1] reported measure-
ments of the nonlinear current-voltage characteristics for
atom-size point contacts of aluminum in the supercon-
ducting state. For a single quantum mode, exact theoreti-
combined a number of these single mode curves to fit the
experimental current-voltage relations. The agreement is
impressive and they reach the important conclusion that
“more than one channel contributes to the transport, even
,”
is the conductance quantum. For a
Apparently, for atom size aluminum contacts we can
describe the conductance as being carried by a finite
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Figure 6.10.: Left: Histogram constructed from 30 000 individual conductance curves for two
different samples of aluminum, using the mechanically controlled break junction
technique at 4.2 K at a sample bias voltage of 10 mV. Reprinted from [245] Copyright
(1997) by the American Physical Society. Right: Theoretical conductance histogram
obtained with all the realizations (more than 20) of the wire stretching calculated
in this work. Inset: Theoretical conductance histogram obtained using only the 0 K
stretching data of section 6.3.1.
conductance G ∼< 1G0 that slowly rises up to G0 just before bond breaking. This leads to
the large peak around G0 in the conductance histogram. In all plateaus there are three
channels contributing to the conductance, but two of them die at the very last stages of
the breaking, and only one channel remains. The eigen-channels are formed by one σspz
channel that is the one that has the most conductance just before wire breaking, and two
pipx py (the same result was obtained in [87, 236]).
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English
7.1. Conclusions
This thesis has focused mainly on metal/organic interactions. Layers of organic molecules
over metal surfaces (of technological importance in organic electronic devices); and
molecules between metal electrodes (like the ones present molecular electronic devices)
has been analyzed using DFT (and introducing the appropriate corrections). For these
systems it is very important to have correctly characterized the electron and hole injec-
tion barriers, in order to get realistic electrical conductance through these devices.
The study of these interfaces is challenging from a theoretical point of view. First of
all, the vacuum level rule is disproved for most of them, indicating that a dipole layer is
created. This fact has led to an extensive study, and some effects have been proposed to
understand the origin of the dipole layer. These effects were summarized in section 3.3.
Special emphasis has been made on the IDIS model in section 3.4. This model explains
the origin of the dipole layer on metal/inorganic semiconductor interfaces [51, 52], and
metal-organic interfaces [38, 151, 152]. Also an extension to include pillow dipole and
intrinsic molecular dipoles has been made [150], called Unified-IDIS model. We interpret
the results of our ab initio DFT calculations in terms of the IDIS model.
However, there is a fundamental problem when we make a theoretical ab initio ap-
proach to these interfaces. Standard DFT based techniques does not take into account
some effects critical to describe these systems. The first one are the long range dispersive
(vdW) forces, due to the locality (or semilocality) of the exchange-correlation functionals
used. These forces are necessary to obtain reliable molecule-metal adsorption distances
and energies. In this work an extension of the ideas of the LCAO-S2+vdW formal-
ism, previously developed for noble gases and graphitic materials [116, 117, 118] has
been applied, correcting the overbinding introduced in LDA. After that we include the
van der Waals forces by introducing the standard term of equation (2.83). The idea of
adding a semi-empirical vdW interaction to a “corrected” DFT energy is similar to the
one developed by Pernal et al. [114]. We have checked that this method gives reliable
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molecule-metal distances as compared with other calculations [190, 229].
The other problem with DFT for these interfaces, is that it does not take into account
the SIC and the image potential effects. These effects are critical in order to have a
correct description of the gap of the molecule over the metal surface. Ignoring these
effects can lead to gaps underestimated by more than 50 % and an interface dipole
overestimation of the same amount. In order to correctly characterize these effects the
scientific community have focused on more accurate ab initio methods, like GW or MP2
that have the disadvantage that the computational cost is orders of magnitude larger than
standard DFT. This forces to use very small clusters to simulate the surface, and some
important effects, like the molecule-molecule interaction will be missing (the importance
of this interaction has been showed in sections 5.2.3 and [120]).
In this thesis a method for correctly estimate the change on the gap size by the SIC and
the image potential effects has been developed. This method obtains gaps that compare
well with other theoretical and experimental results (within an error bar of around 10
%); and it has the advantage that the correct gap can be calculated using only the IDIS
parameters obtained from an standard DFT calculation, as explained in 4.2.1, so no need
of extensive computational resources are needed. Once the correct gap is obtained, it is
introduced in the hamiltonian in two different ways: The first one is a scissor operator,
whose implementation has been explained in section 2.7.5. The other method is an
hybrid DFT-HF method, also developed in this thesis (see section 2.7.3 for details). Both
approaches have been shown to give very similar results. The first principles code where
these corrections are implemented is the fireball code [86, 87].
In order to strength the importance of these effects to the calculation of the level align-
ment on MO interfaces, we have compared the results of C60/Au(111) interfaces and
benzene/Au(111) interfaces using standard DFT-LDA techniques (section 3.5) and using
accurate molecule-metal distance and gap size (sections 5.2 and 5.3). In C60/Au(111)
interface we clearly see how the increment of the energy gap from 1.8 to 3.1 also enlarge
the interface barrier due to the IDIS dipole. However, the inclusion of vdW energy does
not change very much the molecule-metal distance, indicating that the LDA geometry
in this case is accurate enough for interface potential calculations. In benzene, both the
vdW forces and the correction of the gap underestimation are critical to obtain a reliable
interface potential (otherwise errors of more than 100 % appear).
However, our method can not only be applied to MO interfaces but also to other kind
of MO contact: the one that appear in molecular electronic devices. In this thesis, in
sections 4.2 and 5.2.3, we have also shown how the IDIS model can bee applied at the
molecular level. This allows us to interpret the interface barriers that appear in these
molecular devices in terms of the IDIS model, and to obtain reliable values of the organic
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gap (critical for obtaining a quantitative value of the electrical conductance through the
organic molecule). We have applied this to the approach of two gold tips to a C60
molecule (section 4.3) and to a C60 molecule between a gold tip and a Au(111) surface,
with different adsorption sites (section 4.4).
To sum up, in this thesis we have found a practical way to deal with van der Waals
interactions and the underestimation of the LDA gap in MO interfaces, in the framework
of DFT, and using the IDIS parameters, allowing realistic calculations with a computa-
tional effort of the order of magnitude of standard DFT calculations. We have applied
this method to MO interfaces (C60, benzene, TTF, TCNQ, pentacene on Au(111)). In
this work, we have shown that the main ideas of the IDIS model remains valid at the
molecular level; so we have employed this method in molecular electronic devices (a C60
molecule between two gold tips, and between a gold tip and a Au(111) surface).
Moreover, an study about Al nanowires (since the nanowires are important in linking
molecular electronic devices) is done. We studied the effect of annealing on this kind
of wires and obtained some universal behavior, both in geometrical arrangements (the
creation of a dimer in the last stages of the wire breaking for most of them) and in
electrical conductance values (a plateau of one quantum of conductance of the last stages,
with three conductance channels for every wire).
7.2. Future work
In this work, there are still some details that can be refined. First of all, the “off-diagonal”
and “pillow” potentials can be more accurately calculated. There is an new option on
the fireball code still under testing process that allow us to solve the Kohn-Sham equa-
tions in a real-space grid, introducing naturally the effect of these dipoles. Second, the
extreme dependence with the basis set of “pillow” dipole is still not correctly understood,
and although the dipole has been shown to be small, it is desirable to have it correctly
described.
Regarding the Van der Waals forces, we are working other efficient methods to obtain
a dispersionless exchange and correlation interaction between both subsystems, and how
to introduce this in the fireball code. Moreover, more sophisticated calculations of the
Van der Waals energy (beyond formula (2.83)) are being carried following the ideas of
[116, 117].
We also want to extend these ideas to organic/organic interfaces. A semiquantitative
approach was developed in Hector Vázquez thesis [38]. However, we want to calculate
the interface properties using first principles fireball code, and with a realistic value for
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the organic gap. Nowadays, our research group is working on typical organic/organic
interfaces such as pentacene/C60 and TTF/TCNQ.
Finally, our model allow us to calculate a full variety of metal/organic interfaces of
technological interest, that are being calculated or will be calculated in the following
months (TCNQ/Au, TTF-TCNQ/Au, C60/Ag, C60/Cu. . . ). This model, combined with
a Green-Keldish calculation of transport properties [72] also allow us to calculate re-
alistic conductances and currents through organic molecules between two electrodes.
Some molecules of scientific interest (such as benzene-dithiol) can be calculated with
this method.
Español
7.3. Conclusiones
Esta tesis se ha centrado principalmente en las interfases metal/orgánicas. Utilizando
DFT (e introduciendo las correcciones apropiadas) se han analizado capas de moléculas
orgánicas sobre superficies metálicas (de importancia tecnológica para los dispositivos
electronicos orgánicos); y moléculas entre electrodos metálicos (como los presentes en
dispositivos electrónicos moleculares). Para esos sistemas es muy importante tener cor-
rectamente caracterizadas las barreras de inyección de electrones y huecos, para con-
seguir conductancia eléctrica realista a traves de esos dispositivos.
El estudio de estas interfaces es un reto desde el punto de vista teórico. Para em-
pezar, la regla de alineamientos de nivieles de vacío no funciona para la mayoría de
ellas, indicando que se ha creado un dipolo. Esto ha dado lugar a un extenso estu-
dio, y algunos efectos han sido propuestos para entender el orígen de la capa dipolar.
Estos efectos han sido resumidos en la sección 3.3. Se ha hecho un énfasis especial
en el modelo IDIS en la sección 3.4. Éste modelo explica el origen de la capa dipolar
en las interfases metal/semiconductor inorgánico [51, 52], e interfases metal-orgánicas
[38, 151, 152]. Además, se ha hecho una extensión para incluir el dipolo pillow y dipolos
moleculares intrinsecos [150]; el modelo IDIS unificado. Hemos interpretado los resulta-
dos de nuestros cálculos DFT ab initio en términos del modelo IDIS unificado.
Sin embargo, hay un problema fundamental cuando hacemos un estudio teórico ab ini-
tio de estas interfases. Las técnicas estándar basadas en técnicas DFT no tienen en cuenta
algunos efectos críticos para describir estos sistemas. El primero son las fuerzas disper-
sivas de largo alcance (vdW), debido a la localidad (o semilocalidad) de los funcionales
de canje-correlación usados. Estas fuerzas son necesarias para obtener energías y distan-
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cias molécula-metal fiables. En este trabajo hemos aplicado una extensión de las ideas
del formalismo LCAO-S2+vdW, desarrollado previambente para gases nobles y mate-
riales grafíticos [116, 117, 118], corrigiendo la excesiva atracción introducida en LDA.
Tras ello introducimos las fuerzas de van der Waals incluyendo el término estandar de
la ecuación (2.83). Ésta idea de añadir una interacción vdW semi-empírica a una en-
ergía DFT “corregida” es similar a la desarrollada por Pernal y sus colaboradores [114].
Hemos comprobado que este método da distancias molécula-metal fiables comparadas
con otros cálculos [190, 229].
El otro problema con DFT para estas interfases es que no tiene en cuenta la correc-
ción de autointeracción ni los efectos del potencial imágen. Estos efectos son críticos
para tener una descripción correcta del gap de la molécula sobre la superficie metálica.
Ignorar estos efectos puede conducir a gaps subestimados por más de un 50 % y una
sobreestimación del dipolo del mismo orden. Para caracterizar correctamente estos efec-
tos, la comunidad científica se ha centrado en métodos ab initio más exactos, como GW
o MP2 que tienen la desventaja de que su coste computacional es ordenes de magnitud
superior al de la DFT estándar. Esto fuerza a usar cluster muy pequeños para simular
la superficie, y efectos importantes, como la interacción molécula-molécula se pierde (la
importancia de ésta interacción se ha mostrado en la sección 5.2.3 y en [120]).
En esta tesis hemos desarrollado un método para estimar correctamente el cambio en
el tamaño del gap por la corrección de autointeracción y el efecto del potencial imágen.
Éste método nos da gaps que comparan bien con otros resultados teóricos y experimen-
tales (con una barra de error de alrededor de un 10 %); y tiene la ventaja de que el gap
correcto puede ser calculado usando solo los parámetros IDIS obtenidos de un cálculo
DFT estándar, como se ha explicado en 4.2.1, así que no se necesitan costosos recur-
sos de computación. Una vez que el gap correcto se ha obtenido, se introduce en el
hamiltoniano de dos maneras diferentes: La primera es un operador “tijeras”, cuya im-
plementación se ha explicado en la sección 2.7.5. El otro método es un potencial híbrido
DFT-HF, también desarrollado en esta tesis (ver sección 2.7.3 para los detalles). Las dos
aproximaciónes han demostrado dar resultados muy similares. El código de primeros
principios donde estas correcciones se han implementado es el código fireball [86, 87]
Para reforzar la importancia de estos efectos en el cálculo del alineamiento de nive-
les en las interfases metal/orgánicas hemos comparado los resultados de las interfases
C60/Au(111) y benceno/Au(111) usando técnicas DFT-LDA estándar (sección 3.5) y us-
ando distancias metal-molécula y gaps adecuados (secciones 5.2 y 5.3). En la interfase
C60/Au(111) vemos claramente cómo el incremento del gap de 1.8 a 3.1 también aumenta
la barrera en la interfase debido al dipolo IDIS. Sin embargo, la inclusión de la energía
vdW no cambia mucho la la distancia molécula-metal, indicando que la geometría LDA
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en este caso es lo suficientemente exacta para los cálculos del potencial de la interfase.
En benceno, tanto las fuerzas vdW como la correción de la subestimación del gap son
críticas para obtener un potencial en la interfase fiable (si no, aparecen errores de más
de un 100 %).
Sin embargo, nuestro método no solo puede ser aplicado a interfases metal/orgánico
sino a otro tipo de contacto metal/orgánico: el que aparece en los dispositivos de elec-
trónica molecular. En esta tesis, en las secciones 4.2 y 5.2.3, hemos demostrado cómo
el modelo IDIS puede aplicarse al nivel molecular. Éste nos permite interpretear las
barreras de la interfase que aparecen en estos dispositivos moleculare en términos del
modelo IDIS, y obtener resultados fiables para el gap orgánico (crítico para obtener un
valor cuantitativo de la conductancia eléctrica a través de la molécula orgánica). Hémos
aplicado esto al acercamiento de dos puntas de oro a una molécula de C60 (sección 4.3) y
a una molécula de C60 entre una punta de oro y una superficie Au(111), para diferentes
sitios de adsorción (sección 4.4).
En resúmen, en esta tesis hemos encontrado una manera práctica de tratar con las
interacciones de van der Waals y la subestimación del gap LDA para las interfases MO,
en el contexto de la DFT, y usando los parámetros IDIS, permitiendo cálculos realistas
con unos recursos computacionales del mismo orden de magnitud que para cálculos DFT
estándar. Hemos aplicado este método a interfases metal/orgánicas (C60, benceno, TTF,
TCNQ, pentaceno sobre Au(111)). En este trabajo, hemos visto que las ideas básicas del
modelo IDIS siguen siendo válidas en el límite molecular, así que hemos empleado este
método en dispositivos electrónicos moleculares (una molécula de C60 entre dos puntas
de oro y entre una punta de oro y una superficie Au(111)).
Además, se ha hecho un estudio de los nanohilos de aluminio (ya que los nanohilos
son importantes a la hora de unir dispositivos de electrónica molecular). Hemos estudi-
ado el efecto del “annealing” en estos hilos y hemos obtenidos algunos comportamientos
universales, tanto en los ordenamientos geométricos (la creación de un dímero en los úl-
timos pasos de la ruptura de los hilos para la mayoría de ellos) como en los valores de la
conductancia eléctrica (un plateau de un cuanto de conductancia aparece en las últimas
etapas, con 3 canales para cada hilo).
7.4. Trabajo futuro
En este trabajo hay aún algunos detalles que pueden ser refinados. Lo primero de todo,
los potenciales “pillow” y “off-diagonal” pueden ser calculados de manera más exacta.
Hay una nueva opción en el código fireball todavía en pruebas que nos permite resolver
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las ecuaciones de Kohn-Sham en un grid en el espacio real, introduciendo de manera
natural el efecto de estos dipolos. Además la dependencia extrema con la base del
dipolo “pillow” todavía no se entiende correctamente, y aunque se ha visto que el dipolo
es pequeño, sería deseable tenerlo correctamente descrito.
En cuanto a las fuerzas van der Waals, estamos trabajando en otros métodos eficientes
de obtener una interacción de canje y correlación sin fuerzas dispersivas entre ambos
sistemas, y de introducirlo en el código fireball. Además, se están llevando cálculos
más sofisticados de la energía van der Waals (más allá de la formula (2.83)) siguiendo
las ideas mostradas en [116, 117].
También queremos extender éstas ideas a las interfases orgánico/orgánico. Una aprox-
imación semicuantitativa fue desarrollada en la tésis de Hector Vázquez [38]. Sin em-
bargo, queremos calcular las propiedades de la interfase usando el código de primeros
principios fireball, con un valor realista del gap orgánico. En estos momentos, nuestro
grupo de investigación está trabajando en interfases orgánico/orgánico típicas, como
pentaceno/C60 y TTF/TCNQ.
Finalmente, nuestro modelo nos permite calcular una gran variedad de interfases
metal/orgánicas de interés tecnológico que están siendo calculadas o serán calculadas
en los próximos meses (TTF-TCNQ/Au,C60/Ag, C60/Cu, benceno/Cu. . . ). Éste modelo,
combinado con un cálculo Green-Keldish de las propiedades de transporte [72] también
nos permite calcular conductancias realistas y corrientes a través de las moléculas orgáni-
cas entre dos electrodos. Algunas moléculas de interés científico (como el benceno-ditiol)
pueden ser calculadas con éste método.
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A.1. Second quantization
The so-called first quantization, or wave quantum mechanics (quantum mechanics based
on the idea of wavefunctions), has the advantage of being reasonably intuitive and can
take advantage of all the mathematical tools of calculus and partial and ordinary differ-
ential equations. However, it lacks of a natural way of introducing symmetrization or
antisymmetrization of wavefunction when we are dealing with many identical particles.
Second quantization offers a natural framework to take this into account, being the
appropriate tool for the study of many-body systems. It is inspired in the algebraic
resolution of a one dimensional particle in an harmonic potential, and its main operators
are the creation and annihilation ones.
A.1.1. Creation and annihilation operators
Let’s consider |0〉 as the vacuum state (a quantum state with no particles in it), different
from the zero vector. The bosonic (fermionic) creation operator aˆ†i (cˆ
†
i ) operates in the
vacuum state creating a boson (fermion) in the state i, |i〉 (the i index can include spin
variables). In an analog way the bosonic (fermionic) annihilation operator aˆi (cˆi) destroys
a boson (fermion) in the state i. That is:
|i〉 = aˆ†i |0〉 (for bosons) |i〉 = cˆ†i |0〉 (for fermions)
|0〉 = aˆi|i〉 (for bosons) |0〉 = cˆi|i〉 (for fermions)
(A.1)
The action of the annihilation operator in the vacuum state is the zero vector: aˆi|0〉 =
cˆi|0〉 = 0 (they are not the same!). The bosonic (fermionic) creation and annihilation
operators are mutually hermitian conjugate, and they have specific commutation (anti-
commutation) properties:
[aˆi, aˆj] = 0 [aˆ†i , aˆ
†
j ] = 0 [aˆi, aˆ
†
j ] = δij
{cˆi, cˆj} = 0 {cˆ†i , cˆ†j } = 0 {cˆi, cˆ†j } = δij
(A.2)
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where the standard commutator (anticommutator) definitions [A, B] = AB− BA ({A, B} =
AB + BA) are used. An important operator is the number operator nˆi = aˆ†i aˆi (the same
for fermions). It can be easily proved [104] that this operator gives the number of parti-
cles of state i.
If we want to rewrite an operator aˆ†i in terms of other quantum indexes α, we need
only to notice that:
aˆ†α|0〉 = |α〉 =∑
i
〈i|α〉|i〉 =∑
i
〈i|α〉aˆ†i |0〉⇒ aˆ†α =∑
i
〈i|α〉aˆ†i (A.3)
and the same for fermions.
From now on we are going to focus on fermionic operators (since the electrons are
fermions). An important fact deduced from (A.2) is that: cˆ†i cˆ
†
i = 0, that means that there
cannot be two fermions in the same quantum state i: the Pauli exclusion principle. Note
that in second quantization this principle appears naturally, instead of being an ad-hoc
assumption, showing the strength of this formalism.
A.1.2. Operators in second quantization
It is not difficult to rewrite the first quantization operators in second quantization form.
Let’s consider a one particle operator Ô (like the kinetic energy) that operates in all
particles (Ô = ∑I Ô(I)). The result is:
Ô =∑
i,j
〈i|Ô(1)|j〉cˆ†i cˆj (A.4)
For a two particle operator V̂ = ∑I,J Ô(I, J) (like the electron-electron interaction) we
obtain:
V̂ =∑
ijkl
Vijkl cˆ†i cˆ
†
j cˆl cˆk where
Vijkl =
∫
d3rd3r′ψ∗i (r)ψ
∗
j (r
′)V(r, r′)ψk(r)ψl(r′)
(A.5)
note the positions of cˆl and cˆk in the second quantized form of the operator1.
A.1.3. Examples: Tight binding and Hubbard hamiltonians
We will show now a practical usage of second quantization formalism. Consider the
following one-dimensional tight-binding hamiltonian:
1A derivation of the one particle and two particle operator formula can be found in [73], chapter 1
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Ĥ =∑
j
ε0nˆj −∑
j
t(cˆ†j+1cˆj + cˆ
†
j cˆj+1) (A.6)
Its physical interpretation is very easy. The first sum gives the energy of an electron
in the atomic orbital of site j (we are considering only one orbital per site), and the
second term annihilates an electron in site j and move it to the neighbor (or annihilates
a neighbor electron and create it in site j), that is, the hopping term. Introducing cˆj =
∑k e
ikxj cˆk (where xj = aj, the position of site j) we get:
∑
j
nˆj =∑
j
cˆ†j cˆj = ∑
j,k,k′
ei(k−k
′)xj cˆ†k′ cˆk =∑
k,k′
δk,k′ cˆ†k′ cˆk =∑
k
cˆ†k cˆk =∑
k
nˆk ;
∑
j
cˆ†j+1cˆj = ∑
j,k,k′
ei(k−k
′)xj e−ik
′(xj+1−xj) cˆ†k′ cˆk =∑
k
e−ikanˆk ;
Ĥ =∑
k
(ε0 − t(e−ika + eika))nˆk =∑
k
(ε0 − 2t cos(ka))nˆk
(A.7)
that is, with this variable change we obtain a diagonal hamiltonian, where the eigen-
vectors are plan waves and eigenenergies E = ε0 − 2t cos(ka) that is the typical band
dispersion in tight binding hamiltonian.
But this hamiltonian is one-electron (the electron-electron interaction is not taken into
account). A simple hamiltonian that includes electron-electron interaction is the Hub-
bard hamiltonian.
Ĥ =∑
i,σ
ε0nˆiσ −∑
i,σ
t(cˆ†i+1σ cˆiσ + cˆ
†
iσ cˆi+1σ) +∑
i
Unˆi↑nˆi↓ (A.8)
where the explicit spin dependence has shown. The extra term accounts for the coulomb
repulsion of two electrons on the same site. Although this seems a very simple hamil-
tonian, trying to diagonalize it is far from simple. It has been done only for a certain
number of dimensions, and new mathematical tools (like the renormalization group
and quantum simulators) are necessary for diagonalize it (when it is possible). On the
other hand, the physics of this model is incredibly rich. The parameters governing this
hamiltonian are U/t and the mean occupation n = 1/2〈∑σ nˆiσ〉 (we can get rid of ε0
with a redefinition of the origin of energies). Ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism and
superconductivity appears depending on the values of U/t and n. More sophisticated
hamiltonian includes the coulomb interaction between sites ∑ijσσ′ Jijnˆiσnˆiσ′ . This is the
basis of the LCAO-OO hamiltonian shown in section 2.5.
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A.1.4. Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures
In second quantization is usual to use the Heisenberg picture instead of the Schrödinger
one (more usual in wave quantum mechanics). The main difference between both is
that in the Heisenberg picture the temporal evolution of the system lie on the operators,
instead of the states of the system (ÔH = ÔH(t); |Ψ(t)〉H = |Ψ(0)〉H). It is easy to change
between both pictures using the evolution operator Û(t) = e−iĤt/h¯:
|Ψ(t)〉S = Û(t)|Ψ〉H ; ÔH(t) = Û†(t)ÔSÛ(t) (A.9)
And the equation of motion for the operators:
ih¯
d
dt
ÔH(t) = [ÔH(t), H] (A.10)
A.2. Green Functions
The (causal) Green function of a system is defined (in the Heisenberg picture) as:
Gσ,σ′(r, t, r′, t′) = − ih¯ 〈Ψ0|T[cˆr,σ(t)cˆ
†
r′,σ′(t
′)]|Ψ0〉 (A.11)
where |Ψ0〉 is the ground state of the system and T is the time ordering operator, that
ensures that the operators are placed in chronological order. That means:
Gσ,σ′(r, t, r′, t′) =
−i/h¯〈Ψ0|cˆr,σ(t)cˆ†r′,σ′(t′)|Ψ0〉 if t > t′+i/h¯〈Ψ0|cˆ†r′,σ′(t′)cˆr,σ(t)|Ψ0〉 if t < t′ (A.12)
Green functions can not only depend on the r position but also for a general quantum
state i. In this case it definition will be:
G(i, t, j, t′) = − i
h¯
〈Ψ0|T[cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t′)]|Ψ0〉 (A.13)
We can define also retarded and advanced Green functions:
Gr(i, t, j, t′) = − i
h¯
θ(t− t′)〈Ψ0|{cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t′)}|Ψ0〉
Ga(i, t, j, t′) = +
i
h¯
θ(t′ − t)〈Ψ0|{cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t′)}|Ψ0〉
(A.14)
Rewriting the green function G(i, t, j, t′) using the quantum states α, β (G(α, t, β, t′)) is
easy if we use the formula (A.3). From now on, in order to simplify the notation we are
going to work in units where h¯ = 1
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A.2.1. One electron Green functions
In order to understand better physically the meaning of Green function, we are going to
consider that we are dealing with a simple one-electron time-independent hamiltonian.
If we take the index j to run over all eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, we can calculate
easily the sandwiches of retarded green function (remember we are on the Heisenberg
picture). This way we get, for the first part of anticommutator:
〈Ψ0|eiHt cˆjeiH(t′−t) cˆ†j e−iHt
′ |Ψ0〉 = eiE0τ〈Ψ0|cˆjeiH(t′−t) cˆ†j |Ψ0〉 = eiE0τe−i(ε j+E0)τ = e−iε jτ (A.15)
where τ = t− t′ and we have supposed that level j is occupied (otherwise the sandwich
is zero). For the other part of the anticommutator, we get the same result e−iε jτ if the
level j is empty (otherwise is zero), so the green function is:
Gr(j, τ) = −iθ(τ)e−iε jτ (A.16)
no matter if state j is occupied or empty. If we make the time Fourier transform:
Gr(j,ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dτeiωτ(−iθ(τ)e−iε jτ) = lim
η→0+
∫ ∞
0
dτ(−iei(ω−ε j+iη)τ) = lim
η→0+
1
ω− ε j + iη
(A.17)
where η is a positive infinitesimal quantity necessary for the convergence of the integral.
In an analog way, the advanced green function in energy space:
Ga(j,ω) = lim
η→0+
1
ω− ε j − iη (A.18)
or in other basis:
Gr,a(α, β,ω) = lim
η→0+∑j
〈α|j〉〈j|β〉
ω− ε j ± iη (A.19)
The green function can be rewritten as a matrix operator, using this definition
Gr,a(α, β,ω) = 〈α|Gr,a(ω)|β〉 ; where Gr,a(ω) =∑
j
|j〉〈j|
ω− ε j ± iη (A.20)
This is known as the spectral representation of the green function. The meaning of
Green function, and the connection with Green functions in classical physics can be
made just noting that Gr,a(ω) can be written as:
Gr,a(ω) = [(ω± iη)I−H]−1 (A.21)
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This is the usual definition of Green functions in classical theory: the “inverse” of a
differential operator, (in this case (ω± iη)I−H). This is the reason of the name and def-
inition of this function. Moreover, this definition can be useful for one-electron problems.
For instance, in the fireball code, this is the way the green function is defined.
Coming back to formula (A.20), we can use the Green matrix to calculate the local
density of states (very important in our MO interfaces). It is defined as:
ρα(E) =∑
j
|〈α|j〉|2δ(E− ε j) (A.22)
And introducing in (A.20) the mathematical relation:
lim
η→0+
1
E− ε j ± iη = P [
1
E− ε j ]∓ ipiδ(E− ε j) (A.23)
we get the following equality (P is the Cauchy principal value of the integral):
ρα(E) = ∓ 1
pi
Im[Gr,aαα(E)] (A.24)
A.2.2. Many-body Green functions
If we are dealing with many-body electron interacting systems, properties of Green func-
tions are not as straightforward as the one-electron ones. However, we can deduce some
properties about them (that of course, apply for one-electron green functions too). Let’s
consider the energy space representation of Green functions. For the retarded green
function, the first part of the anticommutator is:
〈Ψ0|eiHt cˆieiH(t′−t) cˆ†j e−iHt
′ |Ψ0〉 =∑
m
eiE
N
0 τ〈Ψ0|cˆieiH(t′−t)|ΨN+1m 〉〈ΨN+1m |cˆ†j |Ψ0〉 =
∑
m
e−i(E
N+1
m −EN0 )τ〈Ψ0|cˆi|ΨN+1m 〉〈ΨN+1m |cˆ†j |Ψ0〉
(A.25)
where we have used the property I = ∑m |ΨN+1m 〉〈ΨN+1m |.This equation is not as simple
as (A.15), but some information can be taken from it. If we repeat a similar argument for
the second part of the anticommutator we get ∑m e−i(E
N
0 −EN−1m )τ〈Ψ0|cˆ†j |ΨN−1m 〉〈ΨN−1m |cˆi|Ψ0〉.
The temporal dependence of both equations is the same as one-electron green function,
so the Fourier transform is analog to (A.17) and we get:
Gr,a(i, j,ω) =∑
m
〈Ψ0|cˆi|ΨN+1m 〉〈ΨN+1m |cˆ†j |Ψ0〉
ω− (EN+1m − EN0 )± iη
+∑
m
〈Ψ0|cˆ†j |ΨN−1m 〉〈ΨN−1m |cˆi|Ψ0〉
ω− (EN−1m − EN0 )± iη
(A.26)
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and the causal Green function is:
Gc(i, j,ω) =∑
m
〈Ψ0|cˆi|ΨN+1m 〉〈ΨN+1m |cˆ†j |Ψ0〉
ω− (EN+1m − EN0 ) + iη
+∑
m
〈Ψ0|cˆ†j |ΨN−1m 〉〈ΨN−1m |cˆi|Ψ0〉
ω− (EN−1m − EN0 )− iη
(A.27)
This is know as Lehmann representation (or spectral representation). We can see that
the green function has not only information of our system, but also of the system with
N ± 1 electrons. If we consider the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, then EN+10 − EN0 → µ
(chemical potential), and ωN±1m = EN±1m − EN±10 are the excited states of the system with
an extra electron (hole). This way the Green functions can be written as:
Gr,a(i, j,ω) =∑
m
〈Ψ0|cˆi|ΨN+1m 〉〈ΨN+1m |cˆ†j |Ψ0〉
ω− µ−ωN+1m ± iη
+∑
m
〈Ψ0|cˆ†j |ΨN−1m 〉〈ΨN−1m |cˆi|Ψ0〉
ω− µ+ωN−1m ± iη
(A.28)
With this expression, there are some properties about Green Functions that can be
deduced easily. First of all, the pole structure: they have poles at quasiparticle energies.
Due to ±η, the poles does not lie at real axis, but slightly displaced in complex plane.
Also the relationships between the Green matrices:
Ga(ω) = Gr,†(ω)
Gc(ω) =
Gr(ω) if ω > µGa(ω) if ω < µ
(A.29)
Another important property of diagonal Green functions, is the Hilbert transform rela-
tionship between real and imaginary part of green functions, due to their pole structure
Re Gr,aii (ω) = ∓
1
pi
P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
Im Gr,aii (ω
′)
ω−ω′
Re Gcii(ω) = ∓
1
pi
P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′
Im Gcii(ω
′)sgn(ω′ − µ)
ω−ω′
(A.30)
A.2.3. Equilibrium perturbation theory and interaction picture
Apart from historical Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures (defined in A.1.4), there is a
third picture of quantum mechanics, very useful in perturbation theory: the interaction
picture. Consider that we have a hamiltonian of the form:
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ (A.31)
where Ĥ0 is a exactly solvable hamiltonian, and V̂ a small perturbation of the hamilto-
nian (that can depend on t, V̂ = V̂(t)). In this case we can use perturbation theory, in
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order to have a series expansion whose terms are of the order V̂n (see below). The states
and operators are defined in interaction picture as:
|Ψ(t)〉I = eiĤ0t/h¯|Ψ(t)〉S = eiĤ0t/h¯e−iĤt/h¯|Ψ〉H
ÔI(t) = eiĤ0t/h¯ÔSe−iĤ0t/h¯
(A.32)
Note that eiĤ0t/h¯e−iĤt/h¯ 6= e−iV̂t/h¯ due to [Ĥ0, Ĥ] 6= 0 in general. The equations of motion
of the states and operators are on the form:
ih¯
d
dt
|Ψ(t)〉I = V̂(t)|Ψ(t)〉I ; ih¯ ddtÔI(t) = [ÔI , Ĥ0] (A.33)
In the interaction picture the temporal evolution operator is defined as |Ψ(t)〉I =
Ŝ(t, t0)|Ψ(t0)〉I , and has the following properties:
i
d
dt
Ŝ(t, t0) = V̂Ŝ(t, t0)
Ŝ(t, t0) = eiĤ0t/h¯e−iĤ(t−t0)/h¯e−iĤ0t0/h¯
|Ψ〉H = Ŝ(0, t)|Ψ(t)〉I ; ÔH(t) = Ŝ(0, t)ÔI(t)Ŝ(t, 0)
(A.34)
As said before, we can perform a series expansion of Ŝ(t, t0) using the first equation
in (A.34). If we start with Ŝ(t, t0) = I and solve iteratively the equation we get is:
Ŝ(t, t0) = I+
∞
∑
n=1
(−i)n
n!
∫ t
t0
dt1 . . .
∫ t
t0
dtnT[V̂(t1) . . . V̂(tn)] = T[exp(−i
∫ t
t0
dt1V̂(t1))]
(A.35)
where T is the time ordering operator.
Adiabatic hypothesis
Usually, in quantum mechanics, what we want to calculate is the mean value of an
observable O in the ground state, that is what can be measured experimentally. It can be
calculated (in Heisenberg picture) as:
〈O〉(t) = 〈Ψ0,H |ÔH(t)|Ψ0,H〉〈Ψ0,H |Ψ0,H〉 (A.36)
that can be rewritten in interaction picture as:
〈O〉(t) = 〈Ψ0,H |Ŝ(0, t)ÔI(t)Ŝ(t, 0)|Ψ0,H〉〈Ψ0,H |Ψ0,H〉 (A.37)
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Now we are going to make use of the adiabatic hypothesis. It consist on switching
on (and off) the perturbation very slowly, so the perturbation is practically constant (and
equal to the actual perturbation) during the time scale of the problem, but this interaction
does not exist in t = −∞,+∞. Mathematically, we introduce a time dependence V̂(t) =
V̂e−η|t|, where η → 0+. With this hypothesis we ensure that the at t = −∞ the ground
state is the ground state of the unperturbed hamiltonian (Ĥ0): |Ψ00,H〉. On the other hand,
|Ψ0,H〉, the ground state of the perturbed one is (apart from a phase factor):
|Ψ0,H〉 = Ŝ(0,−∞)|Ψ00,H〉 (A.38)
Introducing this back in equation (A.37) we get:
〈O〉(t) = 〈Ψ
0
0,H |Ŝ(∞, t)ÔI(t)Ŝ(t,−∞)|Ψ00,H〉
〈Ψ00,H |Ŝ(∞,−∞)|Ψ00,H〉
=
〈Ψ00,H |T[ÔI(t)Ŝ(∞,−∞)]|Ψ00,H〉
〈Ψ00,H |Ŝ(∞,−∞)|Ψ00,H〉
(A.39)
where, due to temporal symmetry, the ground state at t = −∞ and t = ∞ is the same
except for a phase factor that is exactly canceled with the denominator. We can intro-
duce here the explicit value of Ŝ (A.35), and what we get is, sandwiches of the form
〈Ψ00,H |T[ÔI(t)V̂(t1) . . . V̂(tn)]|Ψ0,H〉. And if we write ÔI(t) and V̂(t1) in terms of creation
and annihilation operators (using (A.4),(A.5) and remembering that ÔI(t) = eiĤ0tÔSe−iĤ0t
does not depend on the perturbed hamiltonian), we get sandwiches of the form:
〈Ψ00,H |T[cˆi(t1)cˆ†i (t2) . . . cˆi(tn−1)cˆ†i (tn)]|Ψ00,H〉 =
∑ (−1)γ〈Ψ00,H |T[cˆi(t1)cˆ†i (t2)]|Ψ00,H〉 . . . 〈Ψ00,H |T[cˆi(tn−1)cˆ†i (tn)]|Ψ00,H〉
(A.40)
where the sum is extended to all possible permutations of the operators, and γ is the
number of permutations. The previous equation is called Wick theorem and is very
important in many-body theory
It is necessary to note that, due to Wick theorem, we get terms of the form
〈Ψ00,H |T[cˆi(t)cˆ†i (t′)]|Ψ00,H〉, that are precisely (apart from a factor) the causal green func-
tion of the unperturbed system. Here relies one of the most important uses of Green
functions.
Dyson equation
If we take ÔI(t) = cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t
′) in (A.37), and realize that 〈O〉(t) = Gc(i, t, j, t′) we can use
the work of previous section to obtain a perturbative expansion of the green function.
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G(i, t, j, t′) =
1
〈Ψ00,H |Ŝ(∞,−∞)|Ψ00,H〉
×
×
[
G0(i, t, j, t′) +
∞
∑
n=1
(−i)n+1
n!
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1 . . .
∫ ∞
−∞
dtn〈Ψ00,H |T[cˆi(t)V̂(t1) . . . V̂(tn)cˆ†j (t′)]|Ψ00,H〉
]
(A.41)
Applying Wick theorem to equation (A.41) leads to a sum of terms that can be eas-
ily understood in terms of Feynman diagrams (see for example [246] for a complete
discussion about Feynman diagrams). However we are not interested now about di-
agrams. Just realize that in that expansion we will have always terms on the form
〈Ψ00,H |T[cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t′)]|Ψ00,H〉 (there are other terms, but they are zero, or are canceled by the
denominator. It can be proved [73] that expansion can be written in the following form:
G(i, t, j, t′) = G0(i, t, j, t′) +∑
k,l
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
∫ ∞
−∞
dt2G0(i, t, k, t1)ΣI(k, t1, l, t2)G0(l, t2, j, t′)
(A.42)
or in energy space
G(i, j,ω) = G0(i, j,ω) +∑
k,l
G0(i, k,ω)ΣI(k, l,ω)G0(l, j,ω) (A.43)
or in matrix notation.
G(ω) = G(ω) +G0(ω)Σ I(ω)G
0(ω) (A.44)
where ΣI is the improper selfenergy. It can be used to describe the effect of an external
potential or the electron-electron interaction. It is necessary to realize the compactness
of this equation, if it is compared with (A.41), due to all the effect of the perturbation is
included in ΣI .
In the case of an external potential, the meaning of ΣI can be easily understood as
the bare electron scattering an arbitrary number of times with the potential (the series
expansion term of order n of ΣI contains n scattering events). It can be written in a
different form, considering that the self energy contains only one scattering processes,
but with the dressed electron instead of the bare one. Mathematically that means:
Σ I(ω)G
0(ω) = Σ (ω)G(ω) (A.45)
where Σ is the proper selfenergy (or just selfenergy). So we arrive to the important Dyson
equation
G(ω) = G0(ω) +G0(ω)Σ (ω)G(ω) (A.46)
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We can easily solve the equation for G(ω):
G(ω) = [ωI−H0 − Σ (ω)]−1 (A.47)
This equation shows that the effect of selfinteraction is to renormalize dynamically (it
depends on ω) the unperturbed hamiltonian.
In the case that the external potential V̂ is a one-electron one we get:
G(ω) = G0(ω) +G0(ω)VG(ω) (A.48)
This can be derived without this complex many-body perturbation theory formalism, just
taking into account that G(ω) = [ωI−H0 −V]−1 and G0(ω) = [ωI−H0]−1 (equation
(A.21) ).
A.2.4. Non equilibrium perturbation theory and Keldysh formalism
The formalism developed in previous section can be used for a full variety of different
situations as long as processes during adiabatic perturbation switching on and off are
reversible. The problem is that many processes of physical interest are irreversible, so the
hypothesis that the ground state at t = ±∞ only differs in a phase factor is no longer
true. A very important irreversible processes that has been investigated during this
thesis is the electron transport (current through molecules or nanowires). In this case,
the perturbation generates an electron flow form one electrode to the other that changes
irreversibly the system.
Keldysh [109] considered the following argument. If we don’t know what the state of
the system at t = +∞ will be, let’s evolve our system back to t = −∞ again, so:
〈O〉(t) = 〈Ψ00,H |Ŝ(−∞, t)ÔI(t)Ŝ(t,−∞)|Ψ00,H〉 (A.49)
Denominator is not needed, because we evolve our state back to t = −∞. We can use
the property Ŝ(−∞, t) = Ŝ(−∞,+∞)Ŝ(+∞, t).
〈O〉(t) = 〈Ψ00,H |Ŝ(−∞,+∞)Ŝ(+∞, t)ÔI(t)Ŝ(t,−∞)|Ψ00,H〉 =
〈Ψ00,H |Ŝ(−∞,+∞)T[ÔI(t)Ŝ(+∞,−∞)]|Ψ00,H〉
(A.50)
In order to have a more compact expression the idea of temporal Keldish contour is in-
troduced (see figure A.1). We go from −∞ to +∞ following the “positive” chronological
branch (denoted by the subindex +), and then come back to −∞ following the “neg-
ative” antichronological branch (denoted by the subindex −), so the contour evolution
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Figure A.1.: Scheme of a system divided in three subsystems in order to calculate the electrical
conductance from 1 to 2.
operator Ŝc follows Ŝc(−∞−,−∞+) = Ŝ(−∞,+∞)Ŝ(+∞,−∞), and equation (A.50) can
be rewritten as:
〈O〉(t) = 〈Ψ00,H |Tc[ÔI(t)Ŝc(−∞−,−∞+)]|Ψ00,H〉 (A.51)
This is analog to (A.39) for the non-equilibrium case. And, like in (A.39) we can use Wick
theorem to rewrite the expression in terms of Green functions. However, now we have
to realize that we have four different Green functions, depending on which branch are
times t and t′. These are:
G++(i, t, j, t′) = −i〈Ψ0|Tc[cˆi(t+)cˆ†j (t′+)]|Ψ0〉 = −i〈Ψ0|T[cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t′)]|Ψ0〉
G−−(i, t, j, t′) = −i〈Ψ0|Tc[cˆi(t−)cˆ†j (t′−)]|Ψ0〉 = −i〈Ψ0|T¯[cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t′)]|Ψ0〉
G+−(i, t, j, t′) = −i〈Ψ0|Tc[cˆi(t+)cˆ†j (t′−)]|Ψ0〉 = −i〈Ψ0|cˆ†j (t′)cˆi(t)|Ψ0〉
G−+(i, t, j, t′) = −i〈Ψ0|Tc[cˆi(t−)cˆ†j (t′+)]|Ψ0〉 = −i〈Ψ0|cˆi(t)cˆ†j (t′)|Ψ0〉
(A.52)
where T¯ orders anti-chronologically the operators (in the negative branch). Further de-
tails about this formalism and its relationship with conductance calculation can be found
in [98, 50].
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B.1. Simple hydrogen and benzene toy-model
In section 2.7, we presented some methods that allow us to correct the underestimation
of the LDA gap. In this section we will apply these approximations to simple Hubbard-
like benzene and hydrogen models, where we only consider one electron per site. The
simplicity of these models allow us to gain some insight on the physical meaning of the
different approximation used in this thesis, and try more sophisticated ones. Moreover,
as these hamiltonian are exactly solvable we can compare the validity of the different
approximations.
In benzene model we are going to consider only 6 pi orbitals (that are the orbitals that
contribute to the HOMO and LUMO) and a Stotalz = 0 configuration. First neighbors
interact via a hopping t = 2.54 eV. Electrons at the same site experiment a coulomb re-
pulsion characterized by U = 19.2 eV (see section 2.5 and A.1.3) that has been calculated
using gcluster [101] for pz orbitals and electrons at different sites experiment a coulomb
repulsion J that behaves with distance as J ∝ 1/d. In our case the proportionality con-
stant is 12.56 eV·Å. Simpler benzene models also have been studied. The mathematical
form of the hamiltonian is:
Ĥ =∑
i,σ
ε0nˆiσ −∑
i,σ
t(cˆ†i+1σ cˆiσ + cˆ
†
iσ cˆi+1σ) +∑
i
Unˆi↑nˆi↓ +
1
2 ∑i,j,σ,σ′
Jijnˆiσnˆjσ′ (B.1)
This hamiltonian can be expanded in a finite basis {|n1,↑, n1,↓, . . . n6,↑, n6,↓〉}niσ=0,1. So
we can write the exact hamiltonian in that basis and diagonalize it. It is not very de-
manding due to the matrix has the size (63)
2 × (63)
2
= 400 × 400; however, it is inter-
esting to note that this number increases as n! so, for instance, a 8 atom aromatic hy-
drocarbon matrix size will be (84)
2 × (84)
2
= 4900 × 4900, or if we want to take into
account all the valence electrons in benzene (including hydrogen s), we will need a
(3015)
2 × (3015)
2
= (2.4× 1016)× (2.4× 1016) matrix, that means, that if we want to store it
we will need 2 sextillion TB of RAM in single precision (let alone diagonalize it!). That
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Figure B.1.: Schematic figure of the idealized benzene that we are considering in our calculations.
is the reason why we need approximations in any realistic system, and only idealized
systems can be analyzed exactly.
The hydrogen toy model is much simpler, because we only have a 4× 4 matrix, since
we are going to consider only 1 s orbitals for each hydrogen, with a hopping t between
orbitals. Intraatomic (U) and interatomic (J) interaction are also included. This model
(without the J parameter) was resolved in the thesis of Alvaro Martín-Rodero [247]. The
hamiltonian is just:
Ĥ = ε0∑
σ
(nˆ1σ + nˆ2σ)− t∑
σ
(cˆ†1σ cˆ2σ + cˆ
†
2σ cˆ1σ) +U(nˆ1↑nˆ1↓ + nˆ2↑nˆ2↓) + J∑
σ,σ′
nˆ1σnˆ2σ′ (B.2)
B.2. “DFT” spectra
Let’s begin with the simplest approximation: the DFT-like approach. It is clear that in
such a mean-field like model, the ground state will have one electron at each site, so
niσ = 1/2. In this kind of approach the Hartree, exchange and correlation potential will
be (see section 2.5.1).
(VLD−OOH )iσ,jσ =∑
σ′
Uni,σ′ +∑
j,σ′
j 6=i
Jini,σ′
(VLD−OOX )iσ,jσ = −Je f fi (
1
2
− niσ′)δi,j
(VLD−OOC )iσ,jσ = − fiσ(U − Je f fi )(
1
2
− niσ′)δi,j
(B.3)
Note that, exchange and correlation potentials are just zero (because niσ = 1/2), so
what we get is that the Hartree and DFT spectra coincide (note that the energies are
different: EX = −1/2∑iσ Je f fi niσ(1− niσ) 6= 0. The DFT solution is analytical both for
the benzene and hydrogen cases.
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B.2.1. Hydrogen
In the case of hydrogen the hamiltonian is just a two level system, whose eigenvalues
are ε = ε0 + U2 + J ± t, and the gap is Eg = 2t.
B.2.2. Benzene
The benzene solution is:
ψm =
1√
6
6
∑
j=1
eiϕm jφj where ϕm = m
2pi
6
m = 1, . . . , 6 (B.4)
Em = ε0 + 2t cos ϕm +
U
2
+ 2J1,2 + 2J1,3 + 2J1,4 =
ε0 ± 2t + U2 + 2J1,2 + 2J1,3 + J1,4ε0 ± t + U2 + 2J1,2 + 2J1,3 + J1,4
(B.5)
So the gap in this simple model is just Eg = 2t = 5.08 eV. As we have said before,
due to the exchange and correlation potentials are zero in this approximation, the DFT
solution is the same as the Hartree one.
B.3. Hartree-Fock versus exact results
In this section we will compare the Hartree-Fock solution with the exact one. For the
benzene case, several approximations to the hamiltonian presented in B.1 will be intro-
duced in order to gain some insight in the comparison between Hartree-Fock and exact
results.
As stated in section 2.7.3 the hamiltonian can be rewritten with a non-diagonal poten-
tial of the form (equation (2.88)):
(VHF−OOX )iσ,jσ = −Jijniσ,jσ (B.6)
B.3.1. Hydrogen
Exact solution
The hamiltonian eigenvalues of the full 4× 4 matrix are (see [247]):
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ε4 = 2ε0 +
U + J
2
+
1
2
γ
ε3 = 2ε0 +U
ε2 = 2ε0 + J
ε1 = 2ε0 +
U + J
2
− 1
2
γ
(B.7)
where γ =
√
(U − J)2 + 16t2. However, the gap is not Eg = ε2 − ε1 = J−U2 + 12γ, because
we need to calculate the ground state of the system with ±1 electrons. When we do so
we get:
For N − 1
ε2 = ε0 + tε1 = ε0 − t
For N + 1
ε2 = 3ε0 +U + 2J + tε1 = 3ε0 +U + 2J − t
(B.8)
The actual transport energy gap Eg = E[N + 1] + E[N− 1]− 2E[N] = J + γ− 2t. Note
that γ > 4t so this gap is always greater than the DFT gap, no matter the value of J is.
The same holds for benzene, as we will see.
Hartree-Fock approximation
For hydrogen we get that n1,2 = ∑n∈occ. cn1 c
n
2 = 1/2 and (V
HF−OO
X )1,2 = −J/2, and the
Hartree-Fock hamiltonian is just the DFT one with an effective hopping −t → −t− J/2
that gives the following spectra:
ε2 = ε0 +
U
2
+
3J
2
+ t
ε1 = ε0 +
U
2
+
J
2
− t
(B.9)
The gap in this case is Eg = 2t + J that is greater than the DFT gap EDFTg = 2t.
However, it is still smaller than the exact gap Eexactg = γ − 2t + J (remember that γ =√
(U − J)2 + 16t2 > 4t), so the gap is underestimated. Note that, when U = J the
Hartree-Fock and the exact gap coincide. This is because the correlation depends on
U − J (see equation 2.58, and the form of self-energy in (B.11)). In benzene we also
obtain this result.
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B.3.2. Benzene: J = 0 case
For the shake of simplicity first we are going to consider a benzene hamiltonian where
J = 0 and the effect of J is taken into account in Ue f f , that has the value Ue f f = U −
Je f f = 10.73 eV. The Hartree-Fock and the DFT hamiltonian coincide (since J = 0) and
we get the following Hartree-Fock spectra:
ε0 ± 2t + U
e f f
2
ε0 ± t + U
e f f
2
(B.10)
The exact gap for this case is 7.12 eV, larger than the DFT (HF) one (5.08 eV). However,
the difference between the DFT and the exact gap is smaller, compared with cases where
J 6= 0. In figure B.2 we show the DOS for both the HF and the exact hamiltonian. The
DOS for the HF case has been calculated using the one-electron green function formulas
(A.21) and (A.24), and the exact DOS has been calculated with the spectral representation
of the many-body green function (A.26). It can bee seen than the exact spectra contains
much more features than the approximate ones due to many-body interactions. This
also makes the weight of the HOMO and LUMO peaks smaller.
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Figure B.2.: DOS of the exact hamiltonian of the benzene molecule (with J = 0) and of the HF
approximation for the same parameter values. The origin of energies has been chosen
to be the mid-gap to see the electron-hole symmetry of the problem.
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B.3.3. Benzene: All J equal, but J 6= 0
Although this is not very physical, this system is simpler than the realistic case where
J ∝ 1/d, because Ji,j = Je f f for all i, j. It allow us to compare its results directly with the
more sophisticated approach including second order self-energy where Ue f f = U − J.
In the case of the benzene molecule, we obtain the values n1,2 = 1/3, n1,3 = 0, and
n1,4 = −1/6 that can be calculated using the eigenfunctions of (B.4). Note that, although
the HF hamiltonian is not the same as the DFT one (it has the non-diagonal elements
(VHF−OOX )i,j = −Jni,j) the eigenfunctions remain the same, due to the symmetry of the
hamiltonian. The value for all J is 8.47 eV, obtained through equation (2.57). The obtained
gap is 13.55 eV, not far from the Hartree-Fock gap calculated using all J different (see next
section). On the other hand, the exact gap, calculated with this set of parameters is 15.40,
so Hartree-Fock give us an underestimation of 1.85 eV, instead of the usual Hartree-Fock
overestimation [248].
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Figure B.3.: DOS of the exact hamiltonian of the benzene molecule (with the same coulomb inter-
action J) and of the HF approximation for the same set of parameters.
As in benzene, we analyze the special case J = U, that makes Ue f f = U − J = 0, and
the second order selfenergy is zero. In this particular case, as in hydrogen, the Hartree-
Fock approximation gives the exact solution of the system. Both gives the same DOS,
with a gap of 24.28 eV.
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B.3.4. Benzene: All J different
This is the most physical case. The exact gap that we get is 14.59 eV, much larger than
the previous case. Note that this gap is far from the 10.38 eV experimental gap. This is
due to the extremely minimal basis set used. In figure B.4 there is a figure of the DOS
for the exact case.
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Figure B.4.: DOS of the exact hamiltonian of the benzene molecule (with all J different) and of
the HF approximation for the same set of parameters.
In this case the HF gap is 12.55 eV, again smaller than the exact case, but much closer
to the exact gap than the DFT functional. In the next section we will go beyond the
Hartree-Fock approximation and try to get better results by including self-energy terms.
B.4. Beyond Hartree-Fock: including self energy terms
As stated in [247], a relatively simple Feynman diagram expansion of self energy, up to
second order gives us the following formula:
Σ
(2)
i,j (ω) = (U
e f f
i,j )
2
∫ EF
−∞
dE2
∫ ∞
EF
dE3
∫ ∞
EF
dE4
ρ
(0)
i,j,−σ(E2)ρ
(0)
i,j,−σ(E3)ρ
(0)
i,j,+σ(E4)
ω+ E2 − E3 − E4 + iη +
+(Ue f fi,j )
2
∫ ∞
EF
dE2
∫ EF
−∞
dE3
∫ EF
−∞
dE4
ρ
(0)
i,j,−σ(E2)ρ
(0)
i,j,−σ(E3)ρ
(0)
i,j,+σ(E4)
ω+ E2 − E3 − E4 + iη
(B.11)
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where ρ(0)i,j,−σ is the local, non-diagonal density of states for DFT and U
e f f
i,j = U − Ji,j.
Despite of the complicated structure of the selfenergy, all integrals are analytical (both
for benzene and hydrogen) because the non-diagonal density of states consist on a sum
of delta functions. By this way we can write an effective hamiltonian (in the matrix
form):
He f f (ω) =HHF + Σ (2)(ω)⇒ G(2) = G(ω) = [ωI−He f f ]−1 (B.12)
B.4.1. Hydrogen
For the hydrogen, there is an analytical solution at this level. Using (B.11) and ρ11(ω) =
ρ22(ω) = 1/2δ(ω− ε0 −U/2− J + t) + 1/2δ(ω− ε0 −U/2− J − t), ρ12(ω) = ρ21(ω) =
1/2δ(ω − ε0 −U/2− J + t)− 1/2δ(ω − ε0 −U/2− J − t) we obtain that:
Σ11(ω) = Σ22(ω) =
(U − J)2
8
[
1
ω− ε0 −U/2− J − 3t +
1
ω− ε0 −U/2− J + 3t ] =
=
(U − J)2
4
ω− ε0 −U/2− J
(ω− ε0 −U/2− J)2 − 9t2
(B.13)
and for the non-diagonal self-energy:
Σ12(ω) = Σ21(ω) =
(U − J)2
8
[
1
ω− ε0 −U/2− J − 3t −
1
ω− ε0 −U/2− J + 3t ] =
=
3(U − J)2
4
t
(ω− ε0 −U/2− J)2 − 9t2
(B.14)
Now we can construct the green function using (B.12) and calculate its poles; they
are the peaks at the density of states, and consequently, the quasiparticle spectra. These
values are:
ωi = ε0 +
U
2
+ J ± (t− J
4
)± 1
2
√
(U − J)2 +
(
4t +
J
2
)2
(B.15)
The gap at this level is Eg = J/2 +
√
(U − J)2 + (4t + J/2)2 − 2t (for J < 4t). Note
that apart from the cases J = 0, or U − J = 0 and J < 4t second order Σ is not able
to get the exact gap; however it is a better approximation than HF alone (it can be
shown that the difference between the exact gap and the approximate gap is always
greater in HF than at this level). However for systems with big J (J > 4t), the gap is
Eg = 2t− J/2 +
√
(U − J)2 + (4t + J/2)2, that is smaller than the HF gap, so the value
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of the gap is worst in this case including the second order self-energy than if we do not
include it.
So, in strongly correlated systems (with large J), the second order selfenergy is not
able to improve the HF gap (actually it worsens it).
B.4.2. Benzene
For the benzene, we are going to analyze the three different approximations made in last
section. First the case with U = Ue f f and J = 0, then the case where all Ji,j = Je f f , and
then all J different. Regarding the value of Ue f f in (B.11), we have chosen in all cases
Ue f f = U − Je f f .
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Figure B.5.: DOS of the exact hamiltonian of the benzene molecule (with J = 0), the HF hamilto-
nian and the beyond-HF case. Black line: Exact results; red line: HF results; green
line: HF with second order self-energy. blue line: HF with only diagonal self-energy
In figure B.5 we have plotted the exact, HF and HF+Σ(2) DOS for the first case (J = 0).
We can see that this last approximation reproduces better the features of the small peaks
around the gap, and the gap is closer to the exact one (5.57 eV versus 5.08 for the HF
approximation and 7.12 of exact gap). Moreover, we have tested the importance of off-
diagonal elements of self-energy, by calculating the DOS taking into account diagonal
terms only (Σii). Although the difference is not that high (both reproduce the features
of the DOS far from the gap due to correlation, the gap itself is worse than the HF gap).
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The fact that the second order selfenergy does not reproduce as well as hydrogen (with
J = 0) second order selfenergy can be related to the fact that Σ(2) does not reproduce
well the large U limit.
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Figure B.6.: DOS of the exact hamiltonian of the benzene molecule (with the same J), the HF
hamiltonian and the HF+Σ(2) case. Black line: Exact results; red line: HF results;
green line: HF with second order self-energy; blue line: HF with dressed selfenergy
(see text).
In figure B.6 shows also the exact, HF, and HF+Σ(2) results for all J equal to each other.
We can see that in this case, the inclusion of Σ(2) actually worsens the gap (although it is
able to reproduce qualitatively the small features in the DOS due to the correlation) from
13.55 of the HF gap to 7.69 (the exact gap was 15.40). Due to J = 3.3t we are dealing with
a strong correlated system (for hydrogen, the second order selfenergy failed to improve
the gap for systems with J ≥ 4t ). In order to improve these poor results we have
considered HF density in formula (B.11) (ρ(HF)i,j,σ (Ei) instead of ρ
(0)
i,j,σ(Ei)). This implies that
Dirac deltas are placed at the HF eigenvalues. This slightly improves the pure HF case
(the gap is 13.66 eV, compared with pure HF 12.55 eV). We can consider this sigma as a
dressed sigma with the HF results.
Finally, we have calculated the same as the previous case for all J different, that is
shown in figure B.7. We see again that HF+Σ(2) worsens the gap (7.12 eV compared
with exact 14.59 and HF 12.55), and again, if we calculate a dressed selfenergy, the gap is
slightly improved (12.73 eV) compared with the HF case.
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Figure B.7.: DOS of the exact hamiltonian of the benzene molecule (J ∝ 1/d), the HF hamiltonian
and the HF+Σ(2) case. Black line: Exact results; red line: HF results; green line: HF
with second order self-energy; blue line: HF with dressed selfenergy (see text).
So, the inclusion of the second order selfenergy is a better approximation for the HF
gap for systems with a relatively low correlation, but fails to reproduce systems with
strong correlation. In that case we can calculate a dressed selfenergy using the HF non-
diagonal density of states, instead of the DFT one.
B.5. Koopmans’ correction
Finally, we are going to calculate the energy spectra using the Koopmans’ correction ex-
posed in section 2.7.4 and comparing it to the exact values for the benzene and hydrogen
cases.
B.5.1. Hydrogen
Using formula (2.96) and taking into account that for hydrogen Je f f = J and δni = δn′i =
1
2 we get that the Koopmans’ gap is:
EKoop.g = 2t + J +
1
2
f (U − J) (B.16)
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where f is the fraction of the exchange hole that is taken back to the atomic level due to
correlation. We can obtain the value of f by just comparing the Koopmans’ gap with the
exact one. Then we get:
f = 2
√
1+
(
4t
U − J
)2
− 4t
U − J (B.17)
Note that f → 0 when U − J → 0 (as should be excepted) but f → 2 when U − J → ∞
that makes no sense (0 < f < 1). That show us that the Koopmans’ correction has only
physical meaning in systems where correlation is not very high.
B.5.2. Benzene
For benzene, the simplest case (J = 0) enlarges the gap in 14 f U. The value of f that makes
the Koopmans’ and the exact gap coincide is f = 0.76, that show us that correlation
effects are not negligible in benzene.
If J 6= 0 but all J = Je f f then the gap ranges from 13.55 to 16.22 (depending on the
value of f chosen), the Koopmans’ shift and the exact gap coincide when f = 0.69. If
U = J, the gap coincides with the HF one so f = 0 (again, there is no correlation when
U = J).
If all J are different, the gap ranges from 11.85 to 14.53, so f ' 1. Note that in all cases,
correlation is important ( f is not far from unity), and that the Koopmans’ shift allow us
to improve our results (compared with the second-order selfenergy) as long as a suitable
choice of f is obtained, or, if we cannot estimate the value, a relatively narrow window
(as long as we are not dealing with high correlated systems, where this approximation
fails. For example, in benzene, very good results are obtained if we consider f ∼ 0.75 in
all cases.
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C.1. Generalization of McWEDA for LSDA functionals
C.1.1. Introduction
Density functional theory consider implicitly that there is no spin polarization and
ρ↑(r) = ρ↓(r) = 1/2ρ(r). However, there is an extension of density functional theory
that allows to handle spin polarized density (see [249, 250, 251, 252] and references
therein). There are also functionals that takes into account this polarization [249, 253].
The analogue for the widely used LDA is the local spin density approximation (LSDA),
that is the one that we will consider for McWEDA extension to spin polarized density.
We are going to work in the (ρ↑, ρ↓) scheme. However, in literature is also common
the (ρ, ρs) one. The relationship between both is:ρ = ρ↑ + ρ↓ρs = ρ↑ − ρ↓ (C.1)ρ↑ = 12 (ρ+ ρs)ρ↓ = 12 (ρ− ρs) (C.2)
We need to calculate the following matrix elements:
〈α, ↑ |εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|α, ↑〉, 〈α, ↓ |εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|α, ↓〉, 〈α, ↑ |V
↑
xc(ρ
↑, ρ↓)|β, ↑〉,
〈α, ↓ |V↑xc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|β, ↓〉, 〈α, ↑ |V↓xc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|β, ↑〉, 〈α, ↓ |V↓xc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|β, ↓〉
(C.3)
From now on, we will simplify the notation using σ =↑, ↓.
C.1.2. Energy matrix elements
We will begin with the energy matrix elements 〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|α, σ〉 using the same ideas
as the McWEDA approximation:
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〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|α, σ〉 = 〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|α, σ〉GSN+
(〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑I , ρ↓I )|α, σ〉 − 〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑I , ρ↓I )|α, σ〉GSN) (C.4)
where the GSN matrix element:
〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|α, σ〉GSN = εxc(ρα,↑, ρα,↓)
+
∂εxc(ρα,↑, ρα,↓)
∂ρ↑
(〈α, σ|ρ↑|α, σ〉 − ρα,↑)
+
∂εxc(ρα,↓, ρα,↓)
∂ρ↓
(〈α, σ|ρ↓|α, σ〉 − ρα,↓) (C.5)
and the term 〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑I , ρ↓I )|α, σ〉 is calculated as:
〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑I , ρ↓I )|α, σ〉 = 〈α, σ|εxc(ρ↑0I , ρ↓0I )|α, σ〉
+ 〈α, σ|∂εxc(ρ
↑0
I , ρ
↓0
I )
∂ρ↑
(ρ↑I − ρ↑0I )|α, σ〉
+ 〈α, σ|∂εxc(ρ
↑0
I , ρ
↓0
I )
∂ρ↓
(ρ↓I − ρ↓0I )|α, σ〉 (C.6)
Since in literature, it is common to calculate the exchange-correlation energy as a
function of ρ, ρs, we need to calculate the derivatives ∂εxc/∂ρσ instead of ∂εxc/∂ρ(s). We
can overcome this problem easily using the chain rule:

∂εxc
∂ρ↑ =
∂εxc
∂ρ
∂ρ
∂ρ↑ +
∂εxc
∂ρs
∂ρs
∂ρ↑ =
∂εxc
∂ρ +
∂εxc
∂ρs
∂εxc
∂ρ↓ =
∂εxc
∂ρ − ∂εxc∂ρs
(C.7)
And if we take ρ↑0I = ρ
↓0
I = ρI/2 (i.e. neutral charges has no spin polarization), then
∂εxc(ρ0I , ρ
0
I,s = 0)/∂ρs = 0 (since εxc is an even function of ρs). Note that, in that case
there is not spin dependence in the formula (since ∂εxc/∂ρ↑ = ∂εxc/∂ρ↓). So if we want
to have spin dependence we have to choose different ρσ0I for σ =↑, ↓ (i. e. consider a
small initial polarization).
C.1.3. Potential matrix elements
Now we take care of the potentials:
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V↑xc(ρ↑, ρ↓) =
∂(ρ(r)εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓))
∂ρ↑
, V↓xc(ρ↑, ρ↓) =
∂(ρ(r)εxc(ρ↑, ρ↓))
∂ρ↓
(C.8)
That are easily related with the chain rule to Vxc(ρ, ρs), Vsxc(ρ, ρs):
V
↑
xc(ρ
↑, ρ↓) = Vxc(ρ, ρs) +Vsxc(ρ, ρs)
V↓xc(ρ↑, ρ↓) = Vxc(ρ, ρs)−Vsxc(ρ, ρs)
(C.9)
Now we calculate the general Vσxc term
〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|β, σ〉 = 〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|β, σ〉GSN
+ (〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑I , ρ↓I )|β, σ〉 − 〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑I , ρ↓I )|β, σ〉GSN) (C.10)
The GSN approximation for the potential stands:
〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|β, σ〉GSN = Vσxc(ρα,β,↑, ρα,β,↓)Sα,β
+
∂Vσxc(ρα,β,↑, ρα,β,↓)
∂ρ↑
(〈α, σ|ρ↑|β, σ〉 − ρα,β,↑Sα,β)+
+
∂Vσxc(ρα,β,↑, ρα,β,↓)
∂ρ↓
(〈α, σ|ρ↓|β, σ〉 − ρα,β,↓Sα,β) (C.11)
As in standard McWEDA, the correction to the GSN term varies if α, β are orbitals of
the same atom or not.
The on-site term (α, β are in the same atom):
〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑, ρ↓)|β, σ〉 = 〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑I , ρ↓I )|β, σ〉+
〈α, σ|∂V
σ
xc(ρ
↑0
I , ρ
↓0
I )
∂ρ↑
(ρ↑I − ρ↑0I )|β, σ〉+
〈α, σ|∂V
σ
xc(ρ
↑0
I , ρ
↓0
I )
∂ρ↓
(ρ↓I − ρ↓0I )|β, σ〉 (C.12)
The off-site term (α, β are in different atoms):
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〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑I + ρ↑J , ρ↓I + ρ↓J )|β, σ〉 =
〈α, σ|Vσxc(ρ↑0I + ρ↑0J , ρ↓0I + ρ↓0J ))|βσ〉+
〈α, σ|∂V
σ
xc(ρ
↑0
I + ρ
↑0
J , ρ
↓0
I + ρ
↓0
J )
∂ρ↑
(ρ↑I − ρ↑0I + ρ↑J − ρ↑0J )|β, σ〉+
〈α, σ|∂V
σ
xc(ρ
↑0
I + ρ
↑0
J , ρ
↓0
I + ρ
↓0
J )
∂ρ↓
(ρ↓I − ρ↓0I + ρ↓J − ρ↓0J )|β, σ〉 (C.13)
C.2. Notes on HF-like spin-dependent case
C.2.1. The molecular case
In the LCAO-OO Hartree-Fock approximation nij is given by:
nij = 2
occ.
∑
µ=1
C∗µi C
µ
j = 2
N
∑
µ=1
F(µ)C∗µi C
µ
j (C.14)
where the factor 2 is due to the spin degeneracy, N is the number of eigenvalues, Cµj
is the coefficient j of the eigenstate µ (|µ〉 = ∑Nj=1 Cµj |φi〉) and F(i) is the occupation
function. In an even electron molecule
F(µ) =
1 if µ ≤ HOMO0 if µ ≥ LUMO (C.15)
Now, what happens when we have a molecule with an odd number of electrons? There
will be a level half occupied, the Single Occupied Molecular Orbital (SOMO). So now we
need now n↑ij and n
↓
ij that can be defined this way:
n↑ij =
occ.↑
∑
µ=1
C∗µi C
µ
j =
N
∑
µ=1
F↑(µ)C∗µi C
µ
j
n↓ij =
occ.↓
∑
µ=1
C∗µi C
µ
j =
N
∑
µ=1
F↓(µ)C∗µi C
µ
j
(C.16)
In this case, let’s suppose that F↑(µ) = F↓(µ) if µ 6= SOMO and F↑(SOMO) = 1;
F↓(SOMO) = 0. The equation can be rewritten in this way:
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n↑ij =
1
2
N
∑
µ=1
F′(µ)C∗µi C
µ
j +
1
2
C∗SOMOi C
SOMO
j
n↓ij =
1
2
N
∑
µ=1
F′(µ)C∗µi C
µ
j −
1
2
C∗SOMOi C
SOMO
j
(C.17)
In this case F′(i) is defined as:
F′(µ) =

2 if µ ≤ HOMO
1 if µ = SOMO
0 if µ ≥ LUMO
(C.18)
Is very easy to see that the summation in (C.17) is the non-spin dependent definition
of nij. If we do the following definition:
δnσij =
1
2
C∗SOMOi C
SOMO
j (C.19)
This way equation (C.16) can be easily written as:
n↑ij = nij + δn
σ
ij
n↓ij = nij − δnσij
(C.20)
C.2.2. Failures of this model
This model offers an easy way to introduce spin-dependent properties in our system.
However, it has several important drawbacks that limit its reliability. First of all, it is not
true that the coefficients Cµj are not spin independent (electrons with spin up and down
suffer different potentials on the LSDA approximation). Second, the occupations ni (that
are used by standard fireball) are not changed at this moment, so the sum rule only
works in nij = n
↑
ij + n
↓
ij. Moreover n
↑
ii 6= n↓ii 6= ni.
C.2.3. Molecule over a surface
In the case of a molecule over a surface, we don’t have pure molecular states, so this
approach is not suitable a priori. We can, however, consider in a first approximation
that δnσij does not change when the molecule is deposited over the surface, an introduce
the δnσij calculated in the molecule and obtain δn
σ
ij using (C.20). This method has the
advantage that we will obtain a good value for nij = n
↑
ij + n
↓
ij since the contribution of
nσij in n
↑
ij and n
↓
ij cancel each other.
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